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FOREWORD
by THEODORETR DRAIN
.

,Special educators liave long 'recognized 'the importance of early intervention

in promoting the'growth and, potential of childrenwith special needs.
.

.

As Black

.

educators we are: even more aware of.the significant difference a good beginning

.

lin education can make..for the young Black exceptional; child;: birth to five
-

,

Years, who often faces additional barriers',to a successful school experience.

These barriers or issues are pnes we come in contact with daily in our
efforts to plan educational'servicei:
-

We are .facej. constantly with the problem.of, the large numbers
.

,

young Black children who are identified as mentally'hendicapped And
the low numbers wno are _recognized for their Oftedness.
.

We see an alarming growth in mental health problems, especially
'

1

I

among those Black children from urban, poor communities..
-

We ,know the diversity of backgrounds from which these children timle.

and recognize how this diversity contributesto their unique. needs.-

We are keenly aware that special training of personnel-to work with
-these.children is necessary and that such training .requires the
expertise of persons who understand their distinctive 'problems.

We know that special programming and planning are essential if our-

Black handidapped children are going-to receive the education to
which they are entitled.
We continually recognize the broad implications ,of parent involvement
in service delivery and the need to investigate aVenues of succes(Sful

parent participation more thoroughly.
The Young Black Exceptional Child is a timely, publication designed to
provide some_answers to- the problems we face and to stimulate our creativity

and imagination as we take the responsibility of designing special services-in
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,

r.

It addresses the inequalities in.assessment, reevaluates the total`'

a4sIssment procedtireAhd- proposes alternatives for futurenonbiase bility
Ln:the process -we learn:why .curreot instruments are -inappropriate

indicators.

and how new legislation has mandated changes.

J
It takes arOok at'the real world of the young BlacCchild in an,effnrt
to identify solutions:to mental heal the prableins.

The cause of the D4.6'ck.

child's difficu(tieS in this area cannot simply he attribted _to deficiencies
in the child, family or community.

It challenges Black collegesthe Traditional BlacklinStitutions==to
and develop innovative

take advantage of their unique positiOn to conceptual iz
_ 7

training programs.

_

-

_

_

These should-include new comporient

,

such as identifying.

with Blo k parents.
methods for building effective relationships
I
°

And, very appropriately, it provides

i

nformation for'designing and

administering an early childhood special education p ovam, taking ,into
-

.

-

Synthesizing

consideration the issues and challenges raised withi

theSe pages.

the information we have and gaining new knowledge

two of the must important

processes used by the Black administrator. -

Not only

will

this publication become an inval able resource for Blapk.,

f.

educators inVolved in research and in planning and

providing services to pr'e-

,
schoolers, but it

will beca

Useful document for thei

white

counterparts in

these same areas who seeI an understanding of the i.ss
We are in a time when the ,valuelef early - intervention for all exceptional

children is becoming accepted as 'a most vital,area of emphasis.
_

It is our

4

'responsibility to our profession and to our youngBlack children to be in
the forefront of this movement to ensure -them an appropriate beginning that

has been designed to Meet their *ry special needs.
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by ELOUISE JACK 0
.

:

.

The phrase,

You cannot return from where you've never been," suggests
'N.

the predicament3Of maq people working with Black children who_are handicapped:
.
-,..
Theft peap

:often well intentioned and aware of many of the important issues

Confronting the handicapped child, have blind spots in critical

areas with

Black children because they have never expeririced the societal circumst

ces

An which these.childen live. -They literally\cannotreturn to these
circumstances for:a fraffe,of reference when working with these child en
because they have never been. through the-circustances.

But the problem is not limiteto non-Black professionals.
Black'professional's have problem areas becaute they lack info

experience in anarea crucial

Sometimes

ation or

to working with these -childr

We hope that the information Wehave provided in the pages' of this text:.

will give all'Of these people the special perspective t ey.need for their work.
We have tried especially to do three things here:
/

1)

Present alternatives for intervening with Black children and their
families that are based on the culmination/ of our experiences as
Black professionals.
Present_strategies useful for Black professionals who,are in
leadership roles such as planning and administering early childhood
programsor exceptional children.
/
Present a synthesis of the, information currently being eMptived.in
addressing issues related to .the 06k exceptional child:And his or
her family.'"'

To gain from this document the kind of understanding of the issues
ti

surrounding services to Black handicapped children andto use the' information,
as intended,; the reader must begin,

th a certaln attitucie--one that is f9unded

on a wiiTingness to consider"the issues within the terms they are presented.

This is an area where it is too easy to make sna judgments without sufficient

aJ
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We hope our readers will.-tr'y to learn--through

olowledge.,and forethought.

this book==more about the,nature of circumstances facing Blacks in the
S

American society, and particularly, in the field of special education.
In addition_to starting with a fresh attitude, we.hope our'readers will

carefully consider our approach to th6issues.

That is, we have.asked the

following .questions 'throughout each area covered in the YOUNG BLACK

EXCEPTIONAL CHILD:

What caused and perpetuates the circumstances that have had an
unfavorable impact on the lives of Black exceptional children and
their families?

1)

What impact dd these circumstances have?

2)

What steps should be taken to ameliorate present circumstances?

-3)

The circumstances we are talking about include the.various day -to -day
.

.

encounters that Blacks have with others, in the society--encounters in'which
the basic human 'Teed for dignity is sometimes subtly and sometimes ostensibly
.

violated.

Obvious/

ly, it is more diffqult"to talk or write about subtle

encounters.that over time demean a child or shatter that child's sense of
self-worth thdn it is to write about differences in language.or environment
that affect learning.

But until we understand the impact of these subtle

encounters (psychologically, academically and socially). and seek more.
actively to eliminate the& very existence, we will not understand the Black

experience and its relationship tojOarnng.

We must broaden our understanding

and. go beyond the concrete.differences between one Iroup and'another to those
more, abstract issues that limit potential and growth.

to continue
We hope that this book willjnspire Black professionals
e

delineating the nature of the Black experience and its impact updn Black
children and their families.

Our audience as educatorswhich. includes
_

.

,

f

.

.

.

.

decision- and policy-makers 'responsible for developing,implementing and/or
.

.
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expanding services for
,

he Black exceptional child and his or her, family-a

must come to understand our experiences fully and poignantly.
,-' We al so hope that our readers 'will be stimu ated to rethink t'eir beg iefs
and
be

practices
able

as they relate to the many issues -addressed here.

You may not

ta'returo from where you 'ye never been, but that does not mean you

cannot come to understand where others have been.

THE BLACK EXCEPTIONAL CHILD [ 5
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CHAPTER 1

CONSIDERATIONS IN ORCHESTRATING AN EARLY.
CHILDHOOD, SPECIAL EIAJCATION PROGIkAM: N,BLACK
ADMINISTRATOR'S!PERSPECTIVE
b9i

LEONARD D. FITTS

-;

=

The Bldck adMinistrator, for a number of compl5x social: reasons

is

faded with challenges in Managing an early childhbod special education
,Oogram that are ofteh not confriinted by

or, her white. counterpart:

More than any person in Vit. program, the administratbr is resOonsible for
ensuring its harmoniOusopera:tion.
people and activities well

,

If he or she fails to orchestrate

the projectwill probably fail.

In this chapter, we are interested in examining the problems particular
to Black administration.

We will begin ty discussing

approach in special edue

ion programs.

administrative

Then we will consider 'the

'.characteristics which a successful administrator should have or develop
.

to work within-this process.

Next, we will turn to an examination of

seven' potential' crisis.areas in terms: of an:administrator's responsi-

,

bilities.

We will-conclude-wfth a discussion of administrative practicts

which may have the longest-tent benefits for children in special education.
Administration in Special Education
The core administratAveprdcess' in early education projects tssentially
consists tt three activities:
1) - Estatlishing objectives
2)

Directing ,attainment'of objectives, and

3)-.Measiiring results:

THE BLACK EXCEF'TIONAL CHILD [ 7

These-activities are repeated over and.over in the courteof a project's
Each time result's are evaluated, new objectives are 'set.

life.

Often, when

objectivesarebeingimplanented,theneurforbetterorat least different
So the administrator is cont inuously faced with

objectives becomes clear:

decisions regarding the course the project is taking--whether_ it is on
target or Should be.changed;
To'le successful An.thfs Venture; the adthinistrator must be an adept
orches.trator.'

thapteri'when the word orchesdate is used; it refers

to tfieferts-of Organiingi,planni_ngideVeloping, budgeting

which

are: neceitiry.to achieve desired objectives.

and goal- setting

It is the work 'which the

administratordoes as he or she:seeksto get results througK other people.
Orchestrating is conducted at any organilational level where one person
must plan; guide, direct
desired goals.
setting.

and control the activities of others to achieve

The school superintendent orchestrates the entire educational

The director of various units, is responsible for orchestrating
8

activities within those units.

The project director or administrative

assistant orchestrates resources at the project.
Everyone who seeks to get results through other people must use what

we

call the seven elements of orchestrating (obtaining/synthesizfng informtion,
planning, decision-making, orgNizing, communicating, motivating, evaluating).

But before turning to these, let's look at the qualities that are imp 'taut
for an administrator to develop before'beginning his or .her work.

Characteristics of a Successful Administrator
There are many qualities which may rightfully be listed in an "ideal
profile of characteristics" for an administrator.

They incl1re efficiency,

fairness, competence, interpersonal adeptness, integrity, cleverness,
flexibility, retourcefulness, etc.

-

We are concerned here, not kith a

complete profile, but with those qualities which may be particularly
1
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critical to success for a Black administrator.
r

The Black administrator is -often a new administrator,

Alternatives

This means he or she may not be accustomed to looking for a multiplicity of
alternative solutions to problems.

Of course, the ability to consider alterriatives

depends on the ability to see or find alternatives.

Because resources,

both-financial-end prOfessiondl, are' often liIMited around minority projects,

it is critical for the "seeking of alternatives" to become.second nature to
a Black administrator-.

Credibility.- Before even beginning the *ork of a; project; racial

stereotypes may interfere withthe administrator's ability to function.

It

is crucialAhat'he or-she dev,elop an. image of credibility with both the
.

'

.

Blact and White community.
1)

Shme of the ways this may be done are:

Maintain a strict set of professional standards for your work with
the community and with agencies. Be absolutely fair--as honest
and objective as you can be - -in 'working with others.

Work to establish rapport with both Blacks ancfrwhites; this may
involve attending community funCtions such as cakewalks, going
to churches, attending civic meetings, etc.
'3)

Develop a base of knowledge about your environment; learn, which
agencies may help mith planning or with resources or OrtA services.

Confidence.

Nothing is more destructive to administration than a lack

of confidence in-one's ability to make decisions.

DeVelop confidence or

bolster what you have by allying yourself with people yctu trust--for example,

other successful project administrators.

Learn from them and let them help

you:.

Also be wIlling to trUst your own instincts about what is needed for
your

ork. \There are some things a minority administrator will always be in

a better position to know intuitively about minority children than a white
administrator.

With confidence, you will make more accurate decisions,

THE BLACK EXCEPTIONAL CHILD [ 9
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FIGURE 1

Ad,minictrative Responsibilities in an carly
Childhood, Special Education Program

Organizing

'A;
PROGRAM

,0
Piagram Philosoptiy
Identification of Population
Curriculum Design
Parent Family Participation
Demonstration and Dissernination
Coordination with other
Agencies,

Advisory Council
Assessment of Children's
Progress

Budgetary ManSgement
Personnel Development

MEASURE RESULTS
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Administrative Responsibilities
As you will see by reviewing Pigure 1, there are.ten major program
components which the adminiftrator must oversee:

those used bythe Camden Public School Systek.

These components, reflect

The seven activities in

the circle immediately surrounding these component

are the ways the

administrdtor will itse to make sure the components function properly.

the following paragraphs; we will review the probleths often encountered
with each of the seven activities, and offer solptions.
Obtaining/Synthesizing Information.
cannot really be planhed.
the program

Without informatiop., a program

Information i& needed to show justification for

.

the population oto be served, available resources\ community

.conscidusness and so On).

But there are problems a Black administrator

may have in getting somg of this..information.
1 )

I

It is 'especially difficult t o g e

II.

ell

II II

Unfortunately, many government publicatiohs filter down to .projects
after' funds have been allocated;

Several ways to combat this lack

.of information include:
--Establish ties with state departments of education.

--Get on boards of various early childhood programs such as day care.
--Increase attendance at professional meetings [such ds the local chapter,
of theCouncil on Exceptional Children (CEC)].

toDevelop, independently,-a knowledge base that consists of information
on a variety of resources.
2)

It is difficultto get information on the commtulity_and_childreti_ta

be served.

Many.times this may happen because of resistance to a Black

administrator as a "professional."

Combat this problem by:

--Being conscious of political realities.
--Being part. of the community in terms of its activities and goals.

c.
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--Listening g individual's as well as groups-to get information on
handicapper-children in the community and the:kind of program needed.
,
Ni
--Being willing to work with the school district i providing services
to children.
It is'-difficult to establish- links with ntide rgraups.

Iiithout ties

groups in the community and in the profession, it is,impOssible to
The isolation that a

stay abreast of new developments in the field.
Bladk administrator may feel can be reversed by:

-- Subscribing to publications that,are,Wrtinent te, the pro ram
(Journal of Special Education, CEC publieations, -etc.)

--Dncreasing-attendanie at local Meetings and becomi
holding offices within organizations.

involved by

==Forming liaisons with -other Black administrators in tke state.'
--Offering support to help 1)ario6s.ftofessional, civip and, ether
organizations redlize their goals.
\

:information from parents.

Often the

importance of keeping medical records and information concerning st
/

-child's health-or developmental history'is not understood by parents.

_Often, too, the knowledge that manyparents may have about normalchild
growth and development may not warrant keeping information for future
reference or use.

This problem can be ameliorated by:

--Modifying the information-gathering process and working through
parents to tap other primary sources of data such as hospitals,
clinics, doctorstand others.
-

== Improving interviewing tecAiques (e.g. probe parents by getting

them to provide you With examples about majOr events in the child's
life such as the parent's reaction when the child said his or her
first word,'who was present when the event occurred, etc.).
Planning.- The problems a Black administrator often has in planning
occur because he or she is a new administrator, unfamiliar with the scope of a
leadership position.

He or she isunacquainted with the tasks that need

to bp completed before beginning to write schedu les and set objectives or

_
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with the partiicular kind Of-practicality and imaginative use of information

required to manoge effectively.
4

1)

1

The Black.a_ftio_istoratbrisaften u'nfanfiliar with planning as a

management_process.

To combat the problem:

-= Establish ties with an experienced and succet§ful administratbr.

= =Make cure enough information is available to allow rational planning
before beginniu: For example: What is the availabiljty of resources ?.
What s the school district's record.in working with parents and their
handicapped Ehildren? Whit is the present,status of service delivery
in the, system? What goals have-been set.for early childhood
special
education programs?
i

--Be absolutely clear--in writing--about goals and objectives for^the
program, how they.will be implemented, and how4hey will be measured.
1

--Be absolutely clear=..An writing--about thelunction of each toMpdnent,
of the program so that a .gap or 'duplication inS'ervices' does not occur,

==.Utilize_youradVisory board. as a source of informaio'n.a0d different
perspectives:
.
,

-- Establish policies for managing personnell and schedule conferences
for planning with staff'at every level: bin drivers-and custodians
through program administrators. Also, use staff to help in solving
pJanning dilemmas.

T)

It is difficul.t to establish lag_-_,r.-al-s--tkecausa' :there are so
.

,

many immediate crises to_respiplid_.to.

To combat this problem:

-Realize.the value of planning and developing progUms.
For example;
the planningand development-of a model program are morelikely to
result in fOnds fdr continuing
program and its workafter thPee
years than concentrating Primarily on day-to-day serviceAeiiOry.

,

.=-Do everything possible to'get more-funding at the outset of the /1
program.
Begin long-range planning;

T-Use. your advisory board's expertise to decide or appopriate long '.:range goals.
/

.

There is little information available on Black programs. This is
f equently the case for programs in your'area and nationally.

Without research

information on successful educational practices within Black programs, for

instance, it is difficull to plan effectively because you do not know of
i.

1 (,)
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other methods and strategies employed in similarsettings, what t'
latest is in minority education, etc:

e

The suggestions in the "Ob ainingi

Synthesizing Informktion" section also apply here.
#

Decision Making. .Clearly the decisions to be made in a program !depend
on the plaFe "in .time" bf the program (for example, planning, service
,

.

.

dtlivery, evaluation, outreach training, 'etc.).

Whilf.the particular,

decisions to be made vary according to the stage of the Oograel, problems
in the"Way decisions-are made generally "stay the same from the program's
beginning to end.

The style of the administrator-=informed by his or.her legal,

.moral; ethical, weial,'and religious orientation-=affect his/her effectiveness
t dedision making as do the social, economic and ,educational environments;
.

.

as well as other variables.

The particular problems faced by Black

adMinistrators-relate to experience.
1)

.

The Black administ'rat'or often ta's-litilt_experience 'in making

administrative decisions which will affect many people..

In'addition to

N

the-sliggestions for gathering informdtion and gaining support from

.experienced administrators; it is important for the new administrator to:
--Learil to ..kee alternatives.

and assumptidns
pf others, insofar.as possible when evaluatim alfeTnatives;

...-....Free.him.br herself from tradition,last practices;
.

== Read.

2)

.

.
,

6
..

The Black administrat

computers as an aid in decis-i-orraaidn4.

xperienced in the use of
Data about environment, clients,

etc., are usually stored in computers, which are rapidly becoming one of the
few realistic ways to ,synthesize; and interpret large amounts of data.

The

administrator must learn to use this tool to keep up with :his /her professign.

Tq correct this situation:

THE BLACK EXCEPTIONAL CHILD [ 14

1

-Seek basic training at local _universitte8.

==enlisithe aid of administrators familiae with computer-processing
techniques.
rganizing.

Dealing with-people, time and re ources to achieve certain
NT.

objectives takes organization.

Perhaps the major.problems faced by,a Black

administrator in regard to this activity concern personnel.

It is difficillt

to get the right mix of people to execute the ;per tion of the program and

remain with the project over time:_.
1)

It is difficult to get a culturally mixed staff that meets the needs

of- the project.

Sometimes it is impossible to .get the specialist needed

becauselif salaries or because Black specialists are in shOft supply.
Once staff is tined up;'it is oftentimes hard to keep them due to. the

demands for minority professionals in the field., To remedy this situation:
- -Work to achieve an attractive salary/benefits arrangement..

--Bpild and maintain a current file Of applicants and include therein
a minority=talent bank (people met at.minority meetings, - etc.).
--Provide continuous inservice training for all program staff including
paraprofesionals.
Use trained paraprofessionals from the community and seek 'alternatives'
for further professional training;

.

2)

'A

_k_prillessional is

A

alienating to staff.

Sometimes there are racial'barriers for whites

.

bedause they are not used to the Blacaprofessionalbeing in e leadership'
position.

Other more subtle barriers may.exist for Blacks whb.work, with a

Black administrator.' The Blkk administrator with both white and Black
staff may require additional time for developing working relationships.
Both groups may prove difficult for the Black manager.

The suggestions.

offered in.the section entitled "Characteristics of a Successful
Administrator" apply here aptly.

C.

Li
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Communicating.

Some people feel that this is the most.important of

all the skills a manager possesses and uses.

Barnard (1938) wrote, ". ..the

first function of an - executive is to dfvelop and maintain . °a system of

'communication."

Perhaps the most problematic issue in this ,area for the,

Black administrator involves--in addition.to all of the previous issues
discussed -- establishing two-way communication.
The Black administrator_ often finds it

1)

difficatto_get_fleedbaci

ug

on his or her work.

Methods fob changing this situation include:

--User personal, staff and community "conferences.

==Attend community group meetings.
- -Be available to anyone who wishes to talk.
- -Use a suggestion box.

Thealack_edministrator finds'itdifficult to establish the proper

2)

communication tone.

Inmany.Black programs, the staff sees the admini-

strator as a problem solver who can be helpful for matters.beyond the
scope of the project.

ThiS'can cost time and lead-to pther problems.

To avoid such instances:
= =Establish ground rules for communication. (e.g., focus on goals and
objectives Of the project, keep small _talk to an absolute mtnimum,, etc.)

--Provide all people with .information at the same time and onetime:
Motivating.

mixture

The Black administrator's staff will possibly include a

of persons from varying backgrounds and thus reflect a wide range

of work experiences, expectations and .work styles.

For some of these.peoplel

the project position isdiheir first experience in such a job.

It may be

difficult to achieve maximum performance beciuse their work experiences are
limited or they are not used to working in an early childhood education
environment.

In short, they may find their new roles difficult to perform.

17
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It May be difficult to help people feel the degree of responsibility

1)

needed to execbte the work properly.

To combat this problem:

-e

--Help people be prok:q their part in the project by using memos of
praise, awards'for exceptional performance, and letters of recognition.
--FAmiliarize everyone with the goals and philosophy of the project
and the vital role that each person plays.

--Make each personfeel like he or,she belt's by involving everyone
in decision making, presentations, open hou.., group activities, etc.

Evaluating.
prof el:
has t

This activity is always one of the most difficult in'any

Eachof the ten elements in the center of the circle in Figure 1 (p. 1.0)

be evaluated eventually, which adds up to a huge amount of work for

very few people:
.

The problems often faced by many Black administrators are

.

related t. &he fact that they are often oriented toward service deliverY:-

notmodel development, efficaty data, and th\like.

This makes it difficult

to plan for evaluftion.
1)

.T. MS ia -V,

Many Black administrators oft

,(what and how to evaluate).

Like many other prof

may feel inadequate in the area of evaluation.

uatton design
they too'

Perhaps the best ways

to addresS this issue are:
--Recruit competent evacuators for staff.
--Request from the Office of Special Education training in, this area
for minority leaders.
,

The Black administrator often does not obtaih sUfficient_d_ata_for
evaluatian.

Among the, best ways to deal with this problem, in addition

to those listed under number 1) above, are:
--,Develop a relationship_with_an experienced, successful project
director who can assist by helping you learn to collect the proper
data.
.

--Establish among staff the importance of data.collection, help tViem
to develop a data collection system and monitor its implementation.
a
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!The Black administrator often does not place high priority on

3)

evaluation.

Thu5 he,or she will not acqUire':a competent, trained evaluator.

\

This happens prjmarfly because he or she
is often director of what is
.

.

-i,

The Black 'mahager may not consider

onsidered a service project.

usually

s'

L

.

.
.

v

.

1

Moreover, he/she is Usually. not research

evaluation a high priority.

,

oriented: .There
,,_ are several ways to rectify the situatton:

,

_

'

.,-.

1

'

Encourage doctoral'students to look at your program as a'source of
data for their dissertation.
- -Plan with another project to compare the data from mil 'project..
.

.

-

..

-

.

.

,

=-=Idehtify people-in the local community and at places .like Educational
Testing Service and Research :for Better. Schools who might have an
interest, in your program.'
--put money ..into the budget for evaluation..
I

/au

Clearfy;. in all of the activities above; swe have.found areas in which.

the Black admini5tWor may face difricOtiles in orchestrating an early.
.

j

%

,

,

c.

I

childhood Program for children with special needs.
0

.

If the ProblemS are

,

,.,

not resolved, the ultimate result will be.that childrpn-will not be getting
.,
the services /hey need. This is a coMplex endeavor,. To establish good
,

I

..,

services ultimately, we must concentrate now on,program deyelopment:
,

But

..

.

appropriatl services should invariably be the outcome of .a Rrogram whose
,

t

p

.approach is well defined and operational.
Orchestrating such a iirogram is the primary task at hand.
.,, out 'such aLcharge is a complexzeffort indeed;.,it

are a minority. leader in a
,

society

.i-compounded if ou

that is just beginning to accept
0

/

.

.
.

.and respett minority leadership.
.

Black leadership position include:

To carry

,

The solutions".suggesteb to strength'en the
.

get more training in schools, from

colleagues, and other sources; pair yourself with an experienced preschool
1

'4;
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administrator; petition the Offiee of Special Education for workshops and
'Othir.hel.pt and enlist the aid of the community in supporting

.program

.1

and its goals.
Only with, more

nowledge and experience will .we..build better -services

fOr our- children and for all
.

.

.
1

Barnard, C.

The- FunctionS of the. Executive.

University Pres,s

1,938.

a
Cambridge, MA:

,

CI
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CHAPTER

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

-

by HENRY E. HANKERSoN

UNDERSTANDING THE YOUNG; 3LACK EXCEPTIONAL CHILN
OVERVIEW
Preschool programs must continue to be deVelOpied and regq2arly ,revised
'to meet the educational needt of young children' hailing various c4lturil.and

ethnic origins. -These diverse groups of young children live uryler'educatlonali
social

and economic conditions different from the children of more affluent

people in the American society.

The young Black exceptional child is character-

,

istic of this group.

He or she is faced with a two -fold disadvantage:

being
,

a minority (Black) and having a _Nlagiasaini condition.

,/

He or she presents a/

challenge to educational programs to provide curriculum, and instruction that
will encourage learning.

The challenge is underscored by the fact that the young 'Black exceptional

child presents both the special chracteristics of a diverse cultural
and his or her own individual differences within that group.,

group

These differences

include the.sOciopsychOldgiCal aspects of the child's backgrouncL

The young

Black exceptional child may fit into the ifolloWing profile:

This child is a member of an ethnic minority. He or,she comes from
broken-home, a 'single parent home, a foster home ,or even a relatively
stable family home. The child has had experiences unique to the Black
culture which means he ore she has ideas about self and others different
from the majority culture, and has different value constructs about
life,'education and happiness.
He or she also has special physjcal
and/or mental needs.
Therefore, the child's needs (abilities and disabilities) must be 'apprOach-

ed in terms of the "child as an individual" ("intra-individual");

not in terms

that force comparison of the child with his peers (Bardwell, Kreig, and
Olion, 1973).
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While all of these diversities oust be giyen considera4ion in planning,
programming, and evaluating cUrricula and instruction, the k

providing services and programs-for the y
_

g Black exce

rationale for..

1 child aust.b6

t

___-r

this:

th$s

erstanding and accepting

Caregivers must be qualified and capable

hill as a child, first, with the same basic needS, !Wings, attitudes
_

and interests "as'any other child.

.

The handicapping condi- tion(s) is just one

aspect , of the-child's total spectrum of.strengths and weaknesses'.
With a special need should get additional help in order

The ghildj

attain his/her full

potential;

ManyMays exist for stimulatingi teaching and caring for children with
.special needs so that they attain-their maximum potential and.live A productive
life that fits their abilities and needs. "-This chapter presents information

on how to design and modify curriculumand instruction to promO'te better'preschool education for young Black exceptional children, as well as children in
eneral.

The goal of this chapter is not an exhaustive or exclusive exemplary

model for curridUlUO and instruction, but rather information; materials; resources, and strategies for preschool special %educators, parents and others
,

to use in initiating, ameliorating,.and implementing curriculum and instruction
in programs For young Black exceptional 4pildren.
The following 'elements are important ways'o-rencouraging and cultivating-

and instructional proan appreciatiOn of ethnic heritage in your curriculum
.
gram:

) Have a rationale for your teaching and learning process for these
children.
5.
2) Have a purpose for the particular programs.
3) Coordinate goals and objectives for-the'growth and development of
young children in the program with teaching methods and techniques.
4) Use a system_for Measuring the outcomes of curriculum and instruction
in behavioral terMS.,-.
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sthtegies'_(includ;ipg parent and community inVolveMent) for
_Devise strategies'
using teaching at the prer4thool level to ready the child t.0"the mainstre#m 'of society.
eventually function well enough to
rig

Buildingipurriculum and teaching, then, must be approached frqm a BlaCk
.

-

I

perspective. -To aid this process, We will present

tWo-fold perspective on-

curriculum and instructional strategies: (1) Goals of Early Childhood Education
andAnterveiition Strategies: An Integral

Part of the Developmental Curriculum;

and (2).:Effeciiye,child ang Classroom Management:

Focusing on Teaching

Objectives Rather Than On Discipline and Control:

Each ofthese'topics will,

be presented along'with examples. of printiples and features that are germane.,
curricultim areas and hpnditapping conditions of the young BliCk exceptional
child.
PART 1

GOALS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND INTERVENTION
STRATEGIES: AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL CURRICULUM
Before curriculum is planned, goals must be established in order to determine
what is to be accomplished.

For the purposes'of designing and modifying curricula,

aid ifistructional strategies for the young Black.exceptiodal child, let't use
the basic assumption that "our goals mandate each, child live.a happy ithildhlp,

reach his/her potential, and become a happy, fully functioning adult"
brand, 1971).

Wilde

The primary theme of this chapter makes it necessary to include

certain guidelines for attaining this gbal;

First, caregivers must. understand

and be aware of those aspects of the Black_child's life
that bring happinesitto him or,her.

cultureapd heritag5,

:Second-, caregivers'must screen

assess; and

diagnose the "whole" child's growth 'and development so that emphasls is not
placed solely on the child's disability.

Development occurs Concurrently in

physical; emotional, social, and intellectual areas and requires emphasis on
all of these areas for the child to obtain, maintain
her potential.

and strive toward his or

Therefore, for this special child who happens to be Black,

c,
A4,
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educational planning must initially fit curriculum and, instruction to'each
child's abilities and disabifities (intra-individual differences) (Kirk, 1972).
Third, in order that this child may liVe a productive life from chil
.

Cf to

adulthOOd and thereafter, educational programs must be developed and improved
,

.

and caregivers trained to implement curriculum and Instructional strategiet

that are congruent with the child's needs, abilities, disabilities, disadvantages,
and advantages.

Information;_therefore, 'will be presented here to assist the

teachers, parents, acid other caregivers in reaching these goals.

The goals of early childhood education as defined by Hildebrand (1971) will

be used as the foundation for describing the developmefltal curriculum for the

V
young Black exceptional child.

However, they have been modified with specific

information to help planners specifically assist the young Black exceptional
child.

Moreover, this chapter covers a wide variety of handicapping

conditions 7= low intelligence; motor disabilities; neuroldgical impairments;
visual impairments; hearihg impairments; learning disabilities; language disabilities

and emotional and behavioral disabilities.

The child for .whom this

curriculum'and instruction is designed will have been diagnosed and placed in
the preschool center or classroam as his or her least restrictive environment.
So,:reference to curriculum'-areas will include experiences in social skills,

motor development, arithmetic, science, language arts, =creative areas (music,
art, -dramatic play, movementi block building, and field trips).

The major guidelines fOr using the material in this
section of the chapter:to improve your curriculum and_ instructional

r

program include:

1) Adqpt and use _a rich curriculum having Onitt'ih.each:subject area
and designed for preschool children. There.fs a:wealth of curricula
(models; boqks, materials, etc.) avai101e for progra s to use:

2 )Dbtain and use knowledge, skills and attitudes about

C)0
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ung children

with handicaps in a diagnostic-prescriptive-intervention approach
to teaching and learning. This can be facilitated through inservice
training, utilization of support -staff like speech therapist, physical_
therapist, special educators, and by involving parents and other re=,
dated professional and community resources.
.

3) Use caregivers who are capable, willing, able and qualified to teach
and help the, young Black exceptional child through curriculum and
instructional strategies from a Black perspective. There must be
an acceptance of this child, as a child first, regardless of what
he or she can and cannot do.
As thit chapter moves into the

goals of early childhood education and

the developmental curriculum," remember that its intent is to faOlitate
rather than sOpplant) the design. and modification of curriculum and instruct-

ional strategies for Youngi Black exceptional children through the:foundation'of
goals for early childhood educationi
I

I"

I

0

IO

i_n_l_ndependence."

The tasks for imple-

menti'ng.this goal in preschool include providing the child the opportunities:

to

perform the task of dressing him or herself; tb increase his or, her ability to

make wise chaices and decisions in a consistent manner; to develop the ability
to organize, plan and follow through on simple assignMents; to manage "self"
NN

as an individual and capable person; to establish routines and patterns of
living that/bring happiness; and to expect and cope with failures, as well as
successes;

Curriculum and instructional strategies should permit children: to
receive well-defined directions for performing tasks; to learn routines for
functioning in the environment (hanging coats; washing hands, travel patterns
for movement in classroom and dome); to improve in learning on a developmental

continuum based on ability to achieve; to execute self-help skills independently
(going to toilet, washing hands, etc,); to experiment with a wide array of

'

curricula activities (art experiences,'fixing puzzles, handling toys, playing
.in housekeeping area, riding the trike, etc.); to use materials, supplies, and

0(11
Aw
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the Chili:ft developmental

equipment skillftilly (design-Aould be SCaled
level, size; and interest),

Customarily, Black children perform many acts for "self" because parents
They are

are involved with other children and many other aspects of living.
challenged to perform.

"Put on your clothes while.I fix breakfast" or "comb

your sister's hair" are not uncommon instructions in the Black chilc's home.
Teachers and others must learn to appre'ciate this mode of living and provide
assistance to the child in situations such as: rebuttoning a shirt (criticism
and scolding for misbuttoning are inappropriate).

The waythe preschool program

develops this independence rests with the caregivers' attitud s and strategies
for aiding the child with ppecial needs.

If the caregiver an

others act,as

if ofTing help is an imposition, the child is probably not being understood,
appreciated,-and cared for properly..

This goal must be revised Continuously to
4

.

make "independence" a reality for the young Black exceptional child.
Goal Two:

"To help -thechilci_give_and_share as well as receive affection."

This goal presents problems to 'all children at times, but it is even more pro-

nounced for a Black handicapped child who-looks and/or acts differently from his
or her classmates or family members.

It is hard for children to learn to Teel

However, the skilled, understanding caregiver can help chit=

secure and loved.

dren learn the necessity of sharing and cooperating with others and managing
their feelings.

The spiritudl values imposed by the family and others also

tend to aid children in obtaining this goal.
Since 'preschool programs are charged with the responsibility of making this

goal a reality, the first step is to plan a daily activity schedule which is followed in a classroom atmosphere of warmth and acceptance where chfldren feel good,
needed, and wanted.

This includes having well-devised learning centers with

materials and interests relevant to the Black cultural heritage.

30
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All materials,

supplies-and equipment should be plentiful and-in good condition.

The work:

..of each child should bear his or her name, and conversation should occur with
the child,in'which his or her work is described in a positive manner.

Another

way of fostering this goal is by putting each child in the driver's seat with
giant ride 'em toys; by providing experiences in dramatic play and sociodramatic
play to act out real life scenes; by making provisions for children to consoleone another in unpleasant moments as well as in moments of joy and happiness;
by stimulating conversation about how children felt in various situations- -e.g.,

when the dog was stolen, or when someone laughed at his or her work, or when

.

J it was cold and 'there was inadequate clothing-or fuel sources, or when Mama
didn't take him or 'her shoiving, or when he 'or she didn't get his or her way'

with the teacher.

There is a lot of love and affection in the homes of Black children. The
methods of showing it sometimes vary from traditional society; but careful

J

listening and observation of (parent-child and child7thild) interactions in
both work and play situations will reveal this love and affection.
sharing may not be freely exhibited by the Black child.

Nevertheless,

The caregiver must under-

stand the scarcity of commodities in his or her home and the need for security
in order to deal effectively with this aspect of goal implementation.

an abundance of nonsexist, nonraCist, and sensoria

is central to

for the Black child who finds it hard

combating this dile

Having

give, share,

and receive affection.

Goal Three-_ "To help the Child to get along with-ottlem;"

Developing

interaction techniques that bring positive responses from yiithin and outside

the family unit is a developmental task for preschool programs,

The young

child must be exposed.to experiences that teach attitudes and' abilities for

functioning in_a social group.

Children from diverse groups with certain

01

c.)
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fit into
exceptionallties might need more than normal adult encouragement to

and/or to feel part of a social setting,

If the caregiver responds to the,

play with
child's special needs, rather than expecting him or hereto work and

differently and
others cooperatively, the other children will treat the child
Therefore, caregivers 'must

cause conflicts in the social interaction process.

towardthe
make sure that their attitudes are adjusted to show jno prejudices
being different.
young ,Black exceptional child which will mark him or: her as

Activities which involve group=living experiences -- sharing materials,
responding
talking to each other, taking turns, obeying rules, accepting limits,

play, outdoor
to directions, etc. ; and uving dramatic play, water play, sand
science,
play, art, music, show-and-tell for language development, social studies,,

and mathematics--can be beneficial in operationalizing this goal.

The young Black child has a,tendency to identify him or'herself, peers,
Get children into the habit of 'identifying

and sometimes adults by

nicknames."

tes
and others by
hemseT

the ir real name

ntit."Peaches," but Mary.

The essence

educational 'setting may
of "tiainstreaming" different races of children into one

result in the "nicknames' being seen as ,name calling" which oftentimes causes
children not to get along with each other.

The,caregiveris must provide avenues

for children to grbw accustomed to using their proper names.

This is possible
-1

in everydargrekings;

perfOrming singing games and poems or riddles where

re6rd conversationi,,and
proper names are used; and having children
putting .a proper'
stories on tape from which children identify each other by

name with a voice.

Getting along with others can also be fostered by using7-

roles and
pictures'of Black people, Blacks with handicaps in various occupational
conversations
various pictures of ethnic groups in'social settings to start
people as they interact.
and build respect and appreciation for diff6ences in

7
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I

Consistent use of rules and procedures for interacting help
children see the value of getting along.

they rust be taught .to work together

f

td get the job done == paintirig a mural, 'building a block structure,

pulling

a wagon, cleaning up the learning.center, taking turns,.to perform chores, and
'so forth:

The caregiver is thie key for making this concept a reality in the

classroom or center: ,Also,

using parents and community resources in dOly

eperations, the.caregiier can help the young Black exceptional' child "see theteam con

pt: irl,Operationi Whidh should underscore. the need to get inVOlVed,
A

incr work together, to; be suctetsfUl
Goal i'Four:

"TbJie]p the- chi ld gain 'self- control:"
,

Self - discipline, sel

,

guidedness, and self4directioh.are essential elements

n managing the behavior

of all children, but because of the someWhat"actfVe' behavior of the young 'BMck
texceptional child,. they are.even: more important:
_

It is important to find the

..

cause of behavior before enforcing 'consequences ' "cor=poral punishment," "negative
reinforcement by parents') oc..). labeling.

often done with'_the Black .thild.,
,-

(Phypet-actiyei"- "11;d4m."de4 fiart,

_

_

_

.

_

as is

This Chileneeds,ways forunderstand4ng and7-77
_

I-

)

_ :-

,

_

responding appropriately to issues in order ',to'ptotect him- or herself ,or "keep

out

of trouble -"

This Amens thatthe,

alList be given

proper

alternatives for

expressing his or her emotions thgt are acceptable-in- terms of group norms.

Care must be taken to see that-the child learns to respect aUthority
authority through

ratioM1 means
.

than
an througlfeatt

The Caregiver foster§ this:git4tHthrough curtiCu3at04-isions'arrO instruction=.
al-strategies that .inc3Lidei

many aclOities that require no right or wrong
,

responses; many self=initiated activities; .many instances of frequent praise;
'many chances for repetition of positive experiences; many, ways of moving from
one activity to another; andoriany anxiety=releasing types of activities (throwing
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bean bags, kicking balls, punching bags

painting pictures, pounding clay;

hammering pegs or nails in boards; singing, running, tumbling, etc.).

These aid the child in dealing with his or her inner feelings through.what
Piaget and others call displacement; positive acting out, and constructive

behaviOralrespohsesistioneideasandACtiOtIS through ,dramatic
and sociodramatic play are other means for building skTls in self-control.
The child can become very persconally involved in his or her cultural and ethnic

heritage through role playing, movement; improvisation, pantomime,. puppets;
theSe help the child remember

dolls and object manipulation.

think; folloW

directions, make decisions, reach consenSus, and solve/resolve problems:; All
of these are necessary for helping children,.eSciecially Black children, develop
self=-control.

This goal.demands that the preSchool program work cooperatively ..with the home.

-

.Caregivers (including teachers,. parents, and others) must work out plans for

activities and consequences regu larly; these should be basetFon_the variouS.
.

-

behaviors exhibited by

dbildr!h.

This strategy will-strengthen the child's

mastery of self-control.
:Goal Flit:- "To help the child develop a.positive sel-fimage_u The way
sa child views

or herself influences the way he or she behaves which does

not always paint an accurate Ricture,of the child., Self-image is learned from

the way we are treated by parents, teachers And dthei:S in our' environment.
Personality types vary,froM one culture to another,and from individual to individual
Research indicates-the positive and
practices:

tive'effects of va'ious child- rearing

tasks children are expected to perform-ornot perfor'm, and the praise,

punishment; or rewards for different competencies or lack thereof.

as

Family members,

well as various outside .sources, play a vital role in the development of the

thild's sense of self-worth.

There must be a thorough understandIng of cultural

_64
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strengths in order to correct the effects of condescending attitudes and

egative

procedures in the teaching-learning processes Black and handicapped chi

ren often

:go through.

Sound educational practices have aT1ays stressed the import nce

of culture es a basic factor In curriculum and instruction (as suggested in

the theoretical formulatio4 of Erik Erikson).

Yet culture has not always

been 'considered in education for Blacks and the handicapped.

Movements to mo=

tivate Black children, by ,stressing their cultural strengths and backgrounds,
'gave birth to the "Black is Beautiful" and "Black Powers' concepts.

White seen

by many to be an adverse approach, the positive aspects of this "self-identity"

h e were very beneficial (Miller, 1974).

Hopefully, P.L. 94=142 (1,975) will

h ve a similar impact on 6ducation for the handicapped.
As the.child strives to preserve the integrity of the "self," coupled with
desires for enhancing self-esteem, he or she also struggles to become a well=
,

adjusted, motivated, adequate, competent, culturally-proud and social individual.

'This child must be given opportunities to adapt, adjust and control his or her
:environment and expanding world in terms of his or her own culture rather than
in,ways defined by the dominant culture.

Caregivers must be constantly reminded

,ttf' the Black's struggle for self-identity andrcognition in the midst of 'racism
and adversity throughout American history even into our present society.

Miller

(1974) extrapolates different messages., ways of life, and love == a mechanism

of strength for Black children -- from the works and strifes of Countee Cullen,
\

Raul Lawrence Dunbar, James Baldwin, Nat Turner, E.B. Dubois, H. Rap Brqwn,
Gwendolyn Brooks, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, Roy Wilkins and Marcus.
,

Garvey.

Variations in Black culture and life are. continuously being exposed

through the works of thousands of Black contemporaries.

Caregivers must consider

the strengths of the children's culture and life style in building positive
It

self=images. 'Emphasis on pride and dignity .16 Blackness, the influence of
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African heritage, and the strong focus of aestbetitt in life (Black folklore;
,

music in the form of sOiritUals, blues, jazz, poetry-, dance; and art) can be.

positNe partsof curriculum and instruction in the !reschool.
As curriculum and instructional strategies are considered and implemented
for the ,young Black exceptional child, caregivers must make provisions to screen,
assess, and diagnose children.

In this way, educators can provide activities

in which children can perform well within their capabilities.. Caregivers must

make sure that critical comments are stated positive*: the act and not the
child is criticized.

For example, say "If the doll were a real baby, how would

it feel if someone hit it in the head?"

rather than "You mistreated those dolls

as a mean person would do." Then show the child the way to handle toys and
objects.

A caregiver should be a good model.

available for fostering a positive self=image:

There should be many activities
mirror play and printed mater-

_

ials for observations and conversations; ethnic identifications through books,

photos:of children and others, pictures in-magazines like EbohYi Ebony .Jr.,

charp andlxisters, etc.

Caregivers can also use manipulative materialtto
easy=to=fix puzzles, puzzles with

aid the child in mastering chores or tass

knobs for easy handling, -nesting cans, stacking cubes, building blocks,

and many others.

Caregivers can display photos of children in order to help
O

motiva,te and develop feelings of self4Worth.

Activities in play that involve

group interacting, sharing, talking and thinking also help develop a sense of
self.

"Show and tel

ts a positive method for bringing the child's famil34

'into the teaching=learning process. 'Dramatic and socicidramatic play are also

.curriculaAreas.important to developinq poshive self-ilia-ages.

Positive rein-

'

forcement must be continuously used to show the young Slack exceptional thild
that his or her con ributions and performances are worthy and accepted; posy
itive reinforcement is alS0 used -s'a symbol of love and approval.

S
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"To help the child-to -bWn-understarding_h-Wher body and sex'

Goal Six:

role:identification,"

Preschool curriculum consists of-materials and methods

that aid_children in identifying body parts and their functionS.- ThiS step

leads':

to understanding:feeding; clothing; caring fori.and appreciating the body.
A_L

Activities are included in the curriculum that are appropriite to the develop_

mental levels of the children.

L

The child must be given opportunities to examine,

manipulate, and enjoy materials in accordance with his/her sexual islentity.

Explorations and various activities germane to sex-role identification will begin
as the child grows and develops in a world of social, emotional .physical and
A rr

Caregivers must not allow their prejudices 6d values

intellectual experiences.

to affect the child's selection processp.' M

e and more, society. is becoming

unisexual in roles and responsibilities and it can be considered a wholesome 'change.
Varidus occupations are not just for any particular sex, family yoles are more
'cooperative, and sports and aesthetics are mire broadly interpreted for both males
1/40

and females.

This nonsexist approach is essential to 'teaching and learning.

The curriculum must provide opportunities for the child to get experiences'
for urdei'standtng hts or her body.

Use pictures of,the human body for describ:
1

.

I

Pr6

.

,

ing and labeling body parts and for discussing functions.

Included in the

pictures should be genital organs differentiating boys and girls.

Motor develop-

.

ment and music are areas where this goal can be accomplished easily: i.e.
movement, rhythmic exercises, small ,motor_ tasks, and running, climbing, jumpin
It

scumming, and singing games.

Through language arts, expAtences in story

telling, show andtell, rhymes, and pantomime, the body,can,be thoroughly explored.

An understanding of the c

and science experiences, like good

for the body can be obtained through health
V.00ming practices, eating proper foods,

getting proper rest, dreising,properly and getting medical examinations and
checkups.

2 "1.
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Care must be taken, to mold these. activities to met the needs of the
;Activities should be repeated such as saying

young Black exceptional child.

the names of body parts and.touching them.
%

Break the tasks into -small steps
?

allow for,failure, but provide continuous practice through exercises.. A

it

of role playing where children can express themselves as others helps to foster
sex and role identification,

Coriyersations while washing hands; eating snacks,
,
.

during bredkfast, luncli, or at recess are very beneficial in helping the child
to understand the bay:.
Physical. features and structure of the Bla A child's body can be discussed

in view of cultural and ethnic heritage.

The caregiver can show pictures of

Africans; use stories of slavery to depict the strength portrayed through the
Black s strong body structure; and boot(s, and magazines portraying Blacks can"

be beneficial in appreciating the Black physique, facial structures and the total

bodpfeature of Afro-Americans:had develop and learn many large and small
motor skills.

This goal ca ibe fosteed through providing developmental tasks

that.thallenge the child's large and small muscles.

Functioning is enhanced..

by providing and adjusting motor activities to the age, size and development
of thetchild.

For the young Black child with a handfcap, the caregiVer must
1

'provide curricllum and instructional activities_Ihat will not be in conflict,
For exam Ole,

with the handicap:,

performing a small motor task like writing,

the child with cerebral palsy needs tbols (pencil, crayon, brush) that are very
fat.

The caregiver can.wrap the tool with layers of tape orpush the

it

;1;

through .a rubber ball in order to facilitate the performance.

If this child

is given a regular pencil without the taRe or rubberball, the instructional,
strategy would

6e)

conflict with -the exceptionality.

Doing the task by a

step-method, praising improveMent in perforMance, drilling in self-help skills;
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showing pa tienia and confidence, in the child's ability and allowing less

than perfect performance are factdrs that are essential in curriculum and
instruction. of .the young Black exceptional child.
.

Keeping these factors in mind, curriculuth motor skills must include4tout=
_

,

dOor play periods that involve vigorous Activities to teach large motor skills
..

like running, dancing, climbing, jumping, pushing and pulling toys, riding"

large-whee toys, sliding, Swinging and walking.

The at activities (painting,

modeling clay) provide avenues .for large muscle,development.

Also, black

building and dramatic 'play are areas that provide rich experiences for children

with large motor involvement.
For small' motor skills; use' activities and materials like' sewing, writing,

drawing, cutting with scissors, snapping and fastening buttons,Aicing and tying
shoestrings, fastening zippers, playing with small toys,stringing bOads and
many other.experiancet requirfbg the use of the hands and 'eyes.

PerceptUalevalapmentii an integral part of motar*.functioning. *tivities
and materials that require using the senses for,fepling, Seeing, touching, smelling, and tasting are characteristic of perceptual skills.
include:

Curriculum activities

using textile boards for feqring different materials such as sandpaper

Letters, numbers_and figure's; throwing'ball

for eye-hand coordination;

coloring pictures within the lines; hearing, and describing sound

tasting varioils

flavors of foods; and touching and, naming body parts.

The young Black exceptional child as well as other children can benefit
,

greatly from games
ive experiences:

free play, outdoor play, dance, movement and many manipulat-

The methods and techniques used affect the effectivaness.of

the motor activity.

The child will need guidance in'adjuiting to the exception=

ality'and finding ways to compensate for'it (Brdwell,- Kreig, and Olion,"1973).
4

Much aesthetic appreciation for the arts -; dance, music, sculpture, crafts

Lio
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and painting -- can be 'cultivated by focirsing .on .and using cultural heritage.
.

.

Goal Eight:

"To help the child to 'begin. tolnderstand and control ,his /her

physical world-"

For the young Black exceptional child, groWth and development

occur in the face of distorted life styles,dnderexPoSure of cultural contrib'

ations, racial conflict and adverv4, inadequate portrayal of BlaCks in the
Mainstr.eam 'of society and hisIorical accounts, and inequalities in the educatiOn-,
t

;al process.

.

Obstcles thwart the child's understariding of and control over

hts or he'r physical world.

It, therefOre, becomes the developmental task of

preschool programs to provide a Black perspective 'in their curriculum and instruc.

tional

Fostering this goal means that the curriculum and instructional design
will help provide a background of experiences and attitudes that make living
and learning meaningful.

The child's world puzile must be pieced" together

through careful planning

adequate provision and selection of materials, equip-

ment and leairning experiences.

Instead -of using many subjective,

attitudinal,',
41e,

,

value-judgment oriented approaches, caregivers must use scientific information

to

solve- problems, encourage natural curiosity in, children, 'and stimulate

creative learning.

This helps

o

develop intelligence -- which

ingi reasoningi gathering, and using a;. variety of information.

includes thirik-

This is

excellent tirlitfor*FelpArg. Cnildren develop good study habits and
successes are earned through rep6ated 'efforts%

or

learn.....0*il

Underitanding the physical

world, requires children to becOme interested', explore, examine, anOPprediate.

their environments.

The curriculum must foster this approach.

Fantasy play, dramatic, and sodiodramatie6 Play help children to test th'eir
worlds.

The use of housekeeping areas, unit blocks, large libllow blocks, And

block accessories are useful materials for enchancing play.
mathematics, :-and. social studies experieces

Through science

the child is exposed to iritel 1 ec;
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0
scientific planning and discovery.

'tual and

Materials appropriate for this are:

telescopes; telephones; microscopes; scales; thermometers;, growhouses; mirrors;

calendars; pictures ofkople, places and things; bOoks for readin§and conver.sation; musical instruments; games and puzzles; lotto games; work tools; field
trips and .neighborhood walks.

The utili2ation of families and community resources is,imPortant'wiq
this goal.

InvplveMent of and contributions from parents, community'helpers,

and neighborhood establishments (churches, schools; businesses) are essential
elements in operating sound, effective preschool programs for the young Black
child-(Dill, 1973).

These involvement's also make dealing with the:.exceptional-

ities easier for teachers.
e_concepts_ and new

vocabulary

in his or her social and intellectual-activ4ty."

Fostering the

child's use of speech and language in his or her surroundings anddeveloping
meaningful -vocabulary to use in communication are developmental, tasks for

achieving this goal.

These activities are encouraged' through Vocalizations
.

_

at very earlyages by parents and family members; many:'opportunities for,:the
Child to

xpressideas through show and tell; an introdUction to books and

printed pages; storytelling, fingerplays, and dramatizations; musical activities;
and media -- television, radio, films, filmstrips, etc.
The young Black exceptional child in many cases =

i

born into envirogOnts

that make the acquisition of adequate communicationills,Officult.

TheSe

di
psychological and intellectual hinderances cause thethi,ld'to became hand

capped in developing skills in speaking and listening.' Many chilleen possess

adequatecommunication and language Skills,jhut;:betause of emotional problems,
cannot use them properly in their social and intellectual attlivity.

Theni.there

are children who are disabled by psych6190calintellectual; and motori.c
c;

A 1
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MalfUhttions which Cause.thearproblems in speech and language development'.
Man' professionals feel that language development-and.critical think,

ing are intimately related.

Therefore, all children have the same communications

needs. However, Smith (1969) noted that disadvItaged children.* definition
Land the naturp of their life style have difficulty in becoming linguistically..
Proficient. in AlpericanisoOety..-Many young Black exceptional children fit into

Smith's description and are therefore in need of curriculum and instruction tohelp them attain language skills to cope in this highly verbal society.

Success

for ilhese children in a preschool progr m will prevail only when their

educational experiences (models for language acquisition;-curriculum.and
materials common°to cultural heritage; respect for nonstandard Engli1th, but
expectations that lead to learning standard EngliV1; use of words, terms,
reading materials that a child can comprehend, etc.) are designed to'meet
needs from a Black rather than middle-class White perspective.

Immediate measures'

must be implemented to ameliorate or remediate language.de iciencies.
Curricula provisions include using creative arts and crafts'as a basis for
communication and creative expressions -- e.g., cooking, sewing, crafts,
lancing and movement, singing; providing ample avenues- for using oral language

and listening (show and tell, audiovisuals, puppet shows, storytelling,
science experiments; water and sand play, dramatic and sociodramatic play );Stimulating conversation rather than accepting body language and gestures

(iia;i pointing, touching) give the.childa chance to finiSh hit or her speech,
Providing lang6age and word games;,puzzles; picture files; word labelS;
reading and recognizing names, danger signs;, using dictionariet; and pro-

viding many books; magzineS, and sensory materials =.= fabrics, scent jars,
eft,

all help in developin'g language skillti

Instructional strategies include teaching auditory, visual,
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verbal and listening skills through modeling and the use of concrete materials.
The caregiver should use many examples and allow pra tic
,;

dUring instruction;

he or she should show respect for nonstandard English insofar as it is a part
of the child's cultural environment; he or she should then give opportunities
for standard-English tasks; use the "language-through-experience-approach-charts"

and real life stories; use all the media available and then be patient and
. understanding

of the

child having difficulty.

This goal-oriented approach for designing and modifying - curriculum and
instruction to facilitate positive appreciation of Black ethnic heritage offers

'many plUte.. The concepts provide information, curriculum materialti. 'and re;

sOurces that represent exPeriences and ideas gathered from the author's paSt

and present endeavors in teaching, research, and personal involvement with
parents and community resources.

As an added feature to strengthening this

curricular approach so that it is more responsive to the child with a handicap,
y.

interyention strateges are provided below.

A Discussion of Intervention Strategies
Inttrvention strategies,,are approaches to teaching.

They are structured

around the needs of the child, which is essential for the young Black
exceptional child.

They help the teacher focus attention upon the child's

:Significant handicaps and strengths and they provide a consistent,way

of dealing with each learning situation.

The intervention strategies- are

based on the child's developmental 1pvel and the tasks which he
or she should
be.able ,to attainCthey assure, to.a certain extent, that
the child willisuccess-

fully complete these tasks.

.

These strategiesshould encourage parent involvement and make
provisiqns
for parents to learn how to help the children through reinforcement
procedures
at home.

The strategies work best when they are:
A
A Li
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1)

2)

results from the
Developed as "prescriptions" which are based on the
diagnosis- and the screening/assessment process.
teaching and remediation.
Used in the detign and implementation plan for

This process eliminates the

others
guessing games and helps teachers, parents and

her "individual education
develop specific tasks fOr each child based on his or

program" (IEP).

special needs should
Intervention strategies for young Black children with

and activities for the individual
include planned opportunities for experiences'
.experiential backgebunds of
and group needs, likes, abilities, home life and
0

various children in the educational program.

In planning and designing these

used as a guide to help children:
strategies, the following TEN PROVISIONS may be
1)

indivtduals as well
Teach new skills -- which is important to them as
as vital to the group's functioning.
sharing, laughing,
Encourage persona =social opportunities -- which includes
helpful
to each
consoling one another and being
4

other.

involves parents observing
Share expeMences with parents == which
learning
process.
and working in the

able to think, browse 'through
Encourage working alone -- which means being
materials and be quiet at varying., intervals.
special events- for daily
Help them make plans and decisions -- for
\activities, about behaviors and routi e tasks.
6)

witihin the stool andithe
Expand their interests =-'by Vititing places
neighborhOod, and by being exposed to new advdntures;

7)

Get them "ready --

writing
in the areas of reading, speech, arithemjc,
activities
between
active
and
quiet
and find a balance
(indoor and outdoor play).
-

independence but
Develop social values -- which includes developing
developing pride in
guarding against'aggrestiveness,
nonselfish
and
feeling secure
ownership whiCh is
responsible
in
a
group.
about oneself and
by exploring, observing,4
Help them inspect the natural environment -investigating, experimenting and experiencing,
10)

art activities, singing,
Let them grow == through dramatic play, games,
personal
creativity.
rhythmic expressions, and

A4
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These provision's should be the basis of.intervention strategies.

Along 06

the goals for Early Childhood Education, they should be integral parts of the
developmental curriculum.

These provisions overlap as did the goals; but after

social, emotional, physical, and intellectual development are interrelated.
The provisions are a part of the ingredients needed to organize, manage and:
_operate an effective classroom environment.

The second part of thfs'chapter

defines the other needed ingredients.
PART'2

EFFECTIVE CHILD AND CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT: _FOCUSING ON
TEACHING OBJECTIVES RATHER THAN ON DISCIPLINE:AND'CONTROL
Planning is'required:for effective child and' classroom management.'

must answer some essential questions:
sequences?"

Plaht

"What are the rules ? "' "What are the cor;=

"How am I going to punish, if needed?"

Child and classroom manage.

,

fment involve-organizipgand structuring the :Classroom, the day's activities;
and the teacher's behavior.
must support each other.

The physical environment and sequence of activities.
Classroom organization and methods of instruction
('

determinethe degree, of effectivechild and classroom management
SMith', 1978).

('Smith'and

The, following strategies are offered to. improVe_thelearning,

environment of the young Black exceptional child;

Teaching mustbe based on

objectives or too much -birre will be spent on discipline and control.

Getting Started.
rules.

Early in the process, write and display a set of

These may include:

WALK IN,ROOM AND IN HALL: RUN IN GYM AND

OUTDOORS; BE POLITE; HELP fACH OTHER; PUT AWAY TOYS WHEN FINISHED;
SMOCK WHEN PAINTING;

AAR

SHARE WITH OTHERS; SAY PLEASE WHEN ASKING; and SAY

THANK YOU WHEN SOMEONE GIVES YOU SOMETHING.
Remind the children of the rules by reading them to the children
daily. ,Have children repeat the rules with you.
rules are followed.

Praise only when specific

Make reference to the rules in comnfents, such as:

At
y L
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"I

like

the. way .Johnny is walking the hall.

using good manners.: She. said'thankYou

Wry is

really practicing

when Edward gve her the puzzle.1!

Helpful sprocedures.for effective behavioral management in the classroom
include:,
1)

'Specifying, in a positive way, rules that are the basics fox the.'
reWorcement. Emphasize the desired behavior by praising,the
children, folloiqing the. rules.' (Rules are.Made_importW by
providing reinforceffent for following themj, Rules may be
different for different kinds of work; studYvor play periods.
Limit the rules to three or Jess.' AS the children-learn to
follow the rules, repeat themless frequently, but continue to
praise good behavior.

.

performances to the
Be specific about behaviOr that
behavior,.not the child.
exemplifies paying attention or,working hard--"That's right,
"You watched the pictures when I
you are a hard_worker."
That's good paying attention." Relax the rules
showed fhem.
between work periods. Do not be afraid to have fun with'the
ren when the task is over.
chi

2)-Aelating

the children's

CatZtring the children at being good. Reinforce behavior that
will be most beneficial to the, child's development. In the'
process of eliminating disruptive behavior, focus on reinforcing
tasks important for social and cognitive skil4S:
4)

)

Ignoring disruptive behavior unless somebne isaetting hurt.
Focus attention on the children who are working well in order
to prompt the correct behavior from the children who are
misbehaving or not attending to performing the tasks.
Looking for the reinforcer when 'a persistent problem continues.
It just may be your own behavior.

In short, a teacher's (or parent's) stock=in.=.trade method of handling

da.p.toAay child anctclastroom management wan

effetttivmanner.

is to.:'

.1) speCify rules, '2) ignore disruptive behavibri and ,3)-praite.deSira''

behavior (Becker,

et al.,

1971).

These are basic procedures.

Variations,

must be made, however, for the indivillual child and the specifics of
F

various situations.

General procedures for planning teaching and instructional operations
'are, necessary for effective child and classroom management.

Planning should

take into consideration the fact that not all children finish a task in the
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.s.

same amount of time. 'For the young Black exceptidnal child, providing a
.
.
"cushion activity"-Tetween tasks will alloW all children, without regard to
differences in performance,,to complete the task.
may4be told:

For example, the children

may play.with the

"When you finish your table gales,

Wheel toys."

YT

j

Plans should be made to provide "systematic prompts or.reminders" about
what each child should be doing or is to do next.

Clear signals' about whatto

.

do next can help .eliminate co4usion and wasted time.

Viese, items will assist

to= the prompting- process: color-coded name tags:, helper hands, lists on the
bulletin boa,rd and chalk boards, verbal reminders, individual folders, and
so fOrtil.-

The

Planning should provide 'fin'. day-to-day "consistency in routine."

need, for daily reminders of varying sorts; is greatly reduCed by establishing a
routine;

The completion of one-taskTbecoines the cue for the

For example, "Joe finished his 'art work.
his hands.

rt of the next.,

He went to the rest-iiiotrand,washed

Then he went over to, the block area and filled the

truck

'with blocks
,

and began -to pull it.,"

When the teacher haphazardly moves from one activity to

the next on impulse; it becomes very difficult for the 'children .'to. learn good

work habits.
-0-

Planning can help in motivating children when one activity is autowatically
rewarded 'by the start of another activity.

the story books;

For example, "Sue was browsing through

Upon finishing;. she walked' over to the easel and began painting

a picture of the animals that were

the story, and:asked the teacher

she

could tell the story to'the class.
Planning should .provide for a periodic "change of pace.';

be followed by talking or singing:

Quiet work might

Serious material might be followed by a

game. Sitting might be followed by running or a more vigorous activity.

Often,

just a minute or two.of a vigorousactivity is all that is needed to ready a
"t1
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group for more serious-work again.
CUri-icUlOwand instructional strategies, for the young Black:eXteptional

child require that caregivers:
1)

Use experiences that don't require RIGHT and NRONGerforMaTices
and/or set answers. Ip orderto aflOiate ",child failure;" DO:
= provide few choices (start with one).
- give directions in simple, clear words.

- give clues where needed.

ee

= let the child experience "success" in performing the task
.(even if you single out just one step done properly or almost
properly).

I

- 'plan short-range tasks for immediate success; and long-range
tasks for eventual success (developmental).

.cues 6 get the child's attention on the task.

- _use prop

= avoid cues that lead to learning that is irrelevant for the
task-being presented.
Provide experiences that require brief tasks.
stages; DO:

n early learning

present tasks that require only one response..
= make-stirethatiWr6pRnse 71sOverleal-ned through sufficient

repetition.of experiences.

avoid leading the response into a'sequence of interrelated concepts.
-

limft the number of concepts presented ibiany one learning set.
Show as well as _tell

Know the thild on a:pdrsonal basts; Make sure that the material stdrtt-:
froM aitearly level and graduate's to a more challenging one, DO:
- plan from the tasks the child can already do.

= follow his or her lead for discovering interests.
- extend the activities in degrees of difficulty.
= observe child's respontes to dgteCt early ,frustration
detected go back one step or le4).
Z
7

4

dimple
a syttematic, step-by=step technique im,proiiding a ,,
;
_ta a more complex:sequence of tasks
?4

0
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AVoid quick, drastic change from one task to another,. Learning is
bett facilitated when you, DO:
- gradually move into activities that change tempdt (quiet to active).
- present a task;in
previously. learned

_sequence of small step

each one built

upon a

e;

= help the child generalize from one situation to another;
- present the same conceptkin various settings _and in various
relationships (transference of common eleme4t in each).
It is important that the
UseiMmediate ant continuous reinforcement.
child know whdtheror not his or her response is correct. For him or
her to have -this knowledge,'DO:
4

- reinforce the child'when he responds correctly (social activity and/or
token reinforOement),
provide immediate feedback so that the child knows, that he or she
has responded correctly;

let him or her know if responses are incorrect along the way; this is
part of the process of finding the correct response.'
Chjld and classroom management which focuses. on-teaching objectives rather.
.

.

-4.

than on discipline and control makes' the preschool learining environment come

alive and promotes happiness, heal:Wand ....
successful .growth
,..

d development of

4

= ':'' the children whoattend.' Proper an

consistent care and atte tion must be given

to planning, using rules, ignoring disruptive behavior and praising desired behavior, and focusing on teaching objectives.

SUMMARY

The approach used for helping educators and others deal effectively with
curriculum and instructional strategies as presente0..in'this chapter is holistic;
it-involves planning, programming and evaluating. It is the key to helping

children, especially Blacks-with special needs, compete and functibn in society
their fullest pbtential.
^,

,Furth .more; this. approach. tends to keep Black education realistic; pro-

grams for preschoolers Must take into consideration that young Black minds may
\

'

Arai
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not 'be total y prepared for a, preschool, educational, program based solely on'

Black historical continuity.

Moreover, all of their problems will not necessarily

be solved in terms of developing a sense of Blackness within those preschool

As Dill (1973) pointed out, Black educatOrs, parents and others must

year's.

not "over -pr gram" our young Black minds too early.
As we 1 ok at the Black experience and convert it into curriculum, warning
has been

ven that the preschool program cannotbe a panacea in and of itsIlf,

for all of the ills which confiont our children (Dill,. 1972).

Care and consid-

Aration must'be given to planning programs that provide curricula that will
Therefore, the goal-oriented

have an effect far beyond the preschool years.
curr

ular mechanism, offered in this chapter, should be used to foster effecf-

-ive instruction and lead to sound, long.=.range; positive effectsofor learning:

At the same time, curriculum and instructional strategies must be designed
from a Black perspective which ensures 'cultiVatioh and appreciation of the
Black ethnic heritage.
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CHAPTER 3
SERVING PARENTS AND FAMILIES OF
YOONG BLACK CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL- NEEDS
by JOYCE BICKERSTAFF,

School is a child',s first,major adventure away frqm home:

The things

he* has'l earned to do and think and feel from,his parents will color
txr
.every mi 1 e iaf, this adventure and adventures to come,.

To reach the child, conse'quently, teachers'need to form a partnership with

the parents-:bne that involveS planning for the child's intellectual, social and
emotional development.

Parents must also see that continuity is established between

the things they value and' teach at hie and the things being taught at school: i".i,
.Continuity is
....,

especially,
)'

,

b.

*portant for minority and handicapped preschoo/ers
1

whose home environments may be considerably different from school.

This chapter

includes basic information on the way parents learn to eaise their children.It also includes material on the sociopcol itical' events that have had an impact

on child-rearing styles among minorities.

The importance of a parent-professional

partnership in meeting the needs of minority children is addressed in a question

Iand answer sectin) And the"chapter concludes viith a consider tion of 'the role
parents should be encouraged to play in supporting' their child s educational goals.

J

PARENT DEVELOPMENT AND CHILD-REARING

,

The failiil; is the first social group in which an individual learns Niles.

It is Within the home that the concept of parent is developed throulgh inter-:
acting with and observipg adults.

e
generically.
* He is, used

The way parents ultimately raise their'

r
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children depends largely on the way they were brought up.

UsuallY, major

changes in the child-rearing practices of a culture take a long time to
develop.° But sweeping social movements in the past two decadet-havd catalyzed
the process in the United States.

These social changes have been espeCially

dramatic for-Black parents. They have not only affected the parents' roles
Theeffectg'T

with their children, ,but also their roles in society as a whole.

have been magnified for some Black parents' because of problems with poverty,

-

discrimfnation, rural and urban blight, unemployment, poor health and housing
-

conditions; limited edueetional'achieVementi and low self-esteem due to
underemployment;,

The way many parents have coped with parenting problems has bedn to,rely
t

on professional advice. Many B1;4 par eni, 'however, havebeen unwilling or
'
unable to take advantage of, the child-reaining advice available from physicians
'

I

N

I

.

,

In many cases, they are more

and psychiatriSts and in women,s magazines%

secure in'uSing their own ekperldnces or the advice of l'arents:.

Moreoveri

child-rearing in Black families is-,r-u.sually considered an instinctive process.

Consequently, professional advice. may be considered superfluous.
Minority parents are also 'acutely aware of racial diffe ences.

They may_

cultural differences
worry that adviu from professionals does not take cruci
,.
into account. And mach of the -advice in.popular literature, in any case, is
""411S14,

not specific for the-Black parent.
Finally,

ccess to professional advice depends upon income level and

edutational b ckground.

Many Blacks and other parents are unawareqf the
tit

avenues available'fon obaining advice:

Others siiimply cannot pay professidfials

for the advice they haveto offer.,
For these reasons, educators can make an important difference in
the quality of parenting ,offered to ,children.,

the parents 1

.

They are inA0psition to help

about growth and deVelopme-nt and to work as partners with'
,
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a'

mom and dad in educating the child'.

effectively; it is necessary to listen to the parents, ti) be

sensitive to.their needs'and desires.

It i54mpartant to consider their

points of view; even when they.conflict with the'edudatonAl vieWs.of the
Ai
larger society.

M.'s also important to let them knowthat the socialization process
is diffeYent and sometimes mOr.e difficult for children with special needs,

and that these needs may be further'CoMplicated by the racial or ethnic group
to which the child belongs.' Parents must be led to understand that any kind
of special need liMits the kind of.sociel interaction a child can have.

Parents,,

have to learn to cope at many levels--not merely with the child's special needs-and the eduCator can offer enormous: help.

But first, the educational professional:

must come to uncierstand the fiAorsthat-;have shaped the parents' lives.
Influences ,on Parent Behavior

The ways parents.choose to raise their children depend on in extraordinary
number of variables.

For example.:

How were they raised by their parents?.

What was hippening in the country when they were growing up?- What region' of

the nation is their home?

What'istheir edu,cational backgr'ound?

their economic situation?

The list could

and still be significantly incomplete.

What is

to the end-of this chapter

The important point for educators to

remember when working' with parents is ththere is much mere-than meets the
eye to the way parents respond to their children.

In this secti6,,some of

the critical factors that are often major influences on Black parents will be
dis'cussed.

Parent Stress.

Many parents try to save their children from the unhappy
,

experiences they themselves had when they were small.

Other parents try to

base their behavior on what they feel is expected by their peers.

Still others

feel they should behave'in particular ways toward theYr children, but are
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unable to do so.bev,use of certain personality characteristics.
all of these aRproaches to parenting can lead to stress.

Any one or

If it is extreme,

stress can rip apart the family or lead to parental behavior which interferes
dramatically with the emotional and intellectual development of children.
In some Black families, unusually high leVels of Stress are caused by
economtc conditions:

For example, many Black women have to work to supplement

their family's income.
long hours

They often have the lowest paying jobs and work fpr

This may cut deeply into their self-esteem.

feels'he has.any control over her environmerit.

The mother may not

She may find it difficult

to maintain aspirations for better jobs betause her:income leVel and plate
in the community conspire against aniposSIbilitSr of. betterment.

This

,situation sometimes leads to alcohol and Arug abuseichild; abuse, depreStion
and other serious mental health problems.
Teen pregnancies
families.

hLe

also increased thd level of stress in some Black

In fact, statistics, in some instances, indicate that in thp past

feW years the nature of the Black family has changed to include a teen family
within the original atiult unit (Myers and King, in press).,.

In the 1960s and

'70i the birth rate'fbr' teenagers increased while:the general-birth rate
;declined.

Many of these ,births. were tcyBiaCkS

Myers and King, ih

Teenagers are the parents least able in social; physical and economic terms
to raise children.

In fact, their offspring have a greater than normal chance.

of being born with handicaps or being born prematurely.

Health and developmental

progress are often pobr for their children, and the situation is fUrther
complicated' by difficult political, economic and social circumstances.

The problen of stress in parenting has perhaps increased An the lasf'twenty
years because of changes in the traditional Black family.

While it used to

include grandparents and often aunts and uncles under one roof or at least
nearby, the family now is, in many instances;.only mother,and father.
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This

means that when both parents have to, work, less desirable alternatives (than
grandparents); foi7caring forthe:OreSChOOlers must i:ie.used.'

One of the ways educators can combat these stresses is to guide parents

Manyyears agoillassar held summer institutes in

in child development.

euthenics=-i.e,, "the study.of the improveMent of human functioning and
,

well=being by adjUstment of the environment" (American Heritage Dictionary ).

These institutes ran under the direction of the Vassar College Wimpfheimer
Nursery School for two weeks:

Entire. families were involved in the study of

ways to improve the quality of their lives.

Parents took courses in child

development, furniture placement, and other areas concerning, life at home.

Children were placed in dormitories apart froth parents and Were treated to a

Many of today's parents and children could profit from

full-scale program.

4 this sort of training:

It probably would be a welcome change from short-term

workshops.
History.

The events of history in this society have also influenced the way

some Black parents perform their rbles.
taken from their families.

During slavery, fathers were deliberately

It has taken many Years to undo some of the

consequences engendered by that practice.. Even though. Black fathers are today
a vital,

ofheir family units, they are beset with economic problems.

They have been 'denied education; job opportunities and, consequently, oppor-

tunities-far leadership and advancement.' Unfortunately, this same'set of
problems belonged to their parents and affected, in turn, their own upbringing.
Religioliand Values.

Htstorically, religion has played a significant role in

the.socialization of the Black family.

The degree parents are invo ved in

religion influences behavior both toward the children and toward the spouse.
Deviation frOm religious codes on the part of parents or children usually

4'

resultS in stress,

The effect of the combination of religious and cultural values can

rr
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seen in things such as the degree to which a child is permitted to express
anger or show physical aggression; the permissiveness, nurturance, or
disciplinary approaches characteristic in the family; the general routines
and structure of the family's life; the way parents sbow approval; and their
attitudes in general toward the family.-

All ofthese factors shape both

1,

parent andchild.

_

And the childls level of confidence, inhibition,

feorAnt!

hostility are 'shaped by the parent.

Statistics.

Other influences on parent behavior that educational professionals

should consider are:
- -The time in the parents' lives that the children were born
- -The number of children at home.

=-Economic status
- -Physical and intellectual well-being of the children and parents
- -The social and political milieu

- -The parents' satisfaction with their children's behavior
- -The amount of community -resources

THE SOCIOPOLITICAL MILIEU
The 1960s and early 70s represented an unusual period of political and

social concern for minorities and for the education of young minoritythildren
in low-income areas.

With the EconOmic Opportunities Act of 1964 came a new

role for the federal government in the family lives of racial and ethnic
groups in poverty neighborhoods.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 was another

\

political and governmental decision that had a great effect on minority
parents and children's lives in many ways; both indirectly and directly, and
across social strata.

The Brown deeision of 1954 with its sthool desegregation

edicts,began-a series of Problems within the larger school and social setting
resulting in still another realm of direct federal control.
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These government

,

acts created a intno-ity:popUlation:ofparents With their own
even though they. dire tly focused on the children.

special needs"

At least three quarters

of the Black population has been touched in some way by these acts.
In some instances, Black communities have been broken up and fragmented
by the legislation.

In other instances, the communities have been strengthened.

Some parents and children have been pleased, some not.
hoyever, the.effects of government

This clearly demonstrates,
.-

Dl icy cinqhe future of young minority

children. The child with special needs may be alienated from his family and
neighborhood, but his parent7'have little control over the environment.

Unlike
, -

the non-Black parent who may be discontent with the arrangement and can move
away, most minority parents cannot.
of Black youn

Nonetheless, the increase in enrollments

ters in private and parochial educational setting's shoys that

many parents are attempting to exert some control--with tremendous economic

sacrifice.

Attempts to help parents see that their children can be beneficiaries

.rather.than victims of some of the federal programs that have found as much
criticism as acclaim are now being made.
For example, the Head Start Program is making a major effort to intervene
in the developmental process of the young child.

The focus is comprehensive;

with emphasis on social competence, emotional, intellectual and physical growth
Many experimental research and demonstratidn projects (e.g., HCEEP) include
parenting as part of-their work:

Basic.Educatfbnal.SkiVls is the latest and

perhaps the most intense federal effort to define a new an&etilandedrole for

parentsi.e., as educator and learner--by recognizi g the parent as the child's
first:teacher.

A1.1 of these efforts are making Mare.and.mbre peopl

need help,ff,children.are to be helped.

There is Sfillra

We have nonetheletS mademuch progress.

:rte
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PARENT PROFiWONALRELATIONSHIPS.
The partnership is sometimes difficult to forge, especially with Black
parents, for a variety of reasons.
may conflict.

For example, teacher and parent vales

The child may come home with behavior I

is unacceptable to the parent.

riled at school that

Or the teacher may not be teaching,the skills
Whatever the problems, the first step in

the parent feels are -important.

qnt overcome negative feelings toward the

the partnership is to help_the
school.

What Feelings toward School Do Black-Parent-S-OftervHave?
mes they are defensive in a school" situation 'because of childhood
experiences.

test;

They may remember fears )of being judged or graded'or failing a.

They also may be very sensitive about .their image because of the,

noncaringj poor, uneducated,

stereotypes'and media reports of Black:parents as
emotionally-deprived" f041.0dual t.
it.

E.

I'd

I

S

IA

These_Feelings?

As a teacher or administratbr, be sensitive to the way par'ents hav;e raised
their children.

,

0 willing to guide, but do not judge4)arental
.

Also, when you meet parents in a setting outside of education, take thee.
opportunity to 'broaden your relationship with them.

a person more than was posSible in the classroom.
Chance encounters

n stores and on sidewalks to" d

They may then see you as
Use school outings and

thi's work..

-Try to establish good communication with the Parent.

In so doing,

recognize that he. usually, has a greater emotional stake in the child than you d
.

Children are extensions of.parent egos.. When the child fails, the parents may

feel they havelailed:
to:the parents:

When the child succeeds, however, the success belongs.

Because Blacks often fear they will be labeled bad parents

when their child fails, it is important for the teacher to reassure them.
Point out what they are doing that.is right:foe the:child,
ir
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!,.As a teacher

is your role as a parent?
tchooling?

What

clarify yo0r,feelings about parents as role models.
What role did your parents play in your early

What eblet have you observed parents from different ethnic and

socioeconomic groups play with their children?
1-low DO Teachers Alienate Parents?,.

a child's Tooe behaviOesis the fault of the. parent.:.

They' imply;

pretend that everything is.gOihg SthdOthly when'it is not.

They max feel uneasy

about ways to approach the parent and subsequently remain.aloof.
treat" parents as individuals.

They

They do not

They do not make themselves available to parents.
at each child as an individual.

They compare children, rather than,

What Aee the Problems When the Child Enters an Educational Setting..

Sometimes mothers find it difficult to shire the respqnsibility of their
baby with the teacher.

The mother, who found the care of her child diffiOult,

may be even more reluctant to share, responAbiaty, because she fears she,is

shirking her charge or that,the hild Will not receive proper care.
Black children are also usually firstgeneration nursery pupils.

This

alone leadS to misunderstandings between parents dndteacher*over the school's
program and its aims.,
0

How Should Parent Critsm_BeHandled?
First, ishould be listened to, caeefUlly.

Negative feelings can be

cleared away only with frank discussions.

Instead of acting'deferitively'With

parents, because of'insecurity about what

s going on in the class oom, use

criticism as a road to improvement.
In What Other Ways C-Eth Teachers" mprove Relationships with Parents?

/

* Show parents 'that you are trying to make-the best educational decisions
for-their, child.

Include parents in decision-making:
IEP procedures.

especially during diagnostic and
//

//

* Get acquainted with parents from so cia l and ethnic groups different
from Your own in order to learn new things.
/
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Approach parents as adults with whom you can be frlends.
...

.

.PARENTS AND EDUDATIONALGOALV,
,,..

,.:many cases, Blatk-parent14Weel their owrCedUcation 1eft-somiethins
sired..
.

Yet
the
,

maiTistruttnewteaching'technielues and-want:t6
,

..

.

They may not want to risk:

fra.4i_ti4a1.. Metho6:0f:insituOtion.

'.

owing innovat ive 4 et hodtr. and materfals to be used with their children.

/
They may tuspect:that:these new ideas. have little.foundation...or fear that

ttey represent the.tre0 toward carefessness or overpermiisiveness'ihat:
current'y attributecd tc) educational practices.

Or they may feel thatAtiose

tethniques simply lick.the rigor that theirchildren need-to learn,

To'many

Black parents, self-ditcipline, rote learning'and memorization are familiar
approaches which tcley expect to, be used with their children.

For the sake of'improving parents: relationships with the school, it is
critical that they he made aware of the school's goals-for ,their children.
They must understand that teaching method's 'change with each generation, and

that there are now new resources and materials, especially .for Black children,

and new and better school environments.
It is also necessary, especially with special children, to acquaint
-

parents with thp child's learning behavior and the ways you will use to.help
him' function better at home and in Society.

The parents should also be made

aware :of wayt they-can support your effort.

For ekample, they can provide

'Opportunities to learn at home or model certain kinds of behavior.

What Particular Goals Are Important?
Basic goals for children should probably include developing:
1)

The capapity for creative, independent thinking..
A good self-image.

3)

Attitudes of social cooperation and moral responsibility.
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nbeedge.abou.4nd-appr5efation forAhingersons and events
n theenviro
. a

Bas1t- academic
academic ,skills

i.e., reading, writing and arithmetic.

How Can Parents Be: EncoUiraged tei' Support Goals?

You should inVolvethem in. selecting goals for their.C641d.

You can, help

them learn about child development principles and how they specifiCally apply
to their preschooler. 'You can encourage tfiem to nurture the child, to act
.

a model, to

eperceptive observers, and lisleners, andto learn to select

appropriate leerni6g*Periefto6s.

You should "also encourage in them the

self=cenfidence and assertiveness they.need to 'advocate effectively for their
child.
.

Parents of Special children can:41so gain: the support they need to .be

effective from other parentw

In many ways, the Isolation and unwelcomeness

they may feel for themselves and their child in certain places (stores, etc.)

can be'ameliorated byassociation with parents of "normal".children.
they:learn thathese parents. also:,' have problems with the kidS; th

When
Flose

of.the feeling.of.aloneness.
What Other Information Is Useful to .Patients?

,They need to know that their intuitive understanding of the child is a

They need to know,what to expect at certain ages

;.strong educational asset.

(developmental stages).

And they need knowledge about the way attitudes are

developed (such as racism) and the Way' to deal with racial conflict. ,With more
knowledge, parents' expectations for their child'becomeyilore reasonable; and

they are better able to treasure their child's individuality.
How Can This Knowledge Be Provided?
The important principle to remember is--parents, like

There are many w

all human beings, need activities in order to learn.
practice making matemials.

In parent-training sessions,

Then explain,h6W'they can, be used with the children.

0
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Then'let. parents practice Using the materials to teach their c ild a particular
concept.

Knowledge thit also be provided:.

By allowing the parents to observe the classroom and then discussing
what they saw.

)

2)

By allowing them to.participate in the clasroom.

3).

By 'using conferences, telephone .discussions, mailed flyers,' etc;

What Should `'Be the1'eacher's .Goal's in Working with Parents-?
deal :from :Inarents ,

teach eiA. earns a
1

He or

can be

,

cgreat:
ticultchildj0
parents and.childreOnfgener al)

helped 'if. understanding41a

.

,

.

in.cNding parents whenever,OsSible in the ednoational setling.

in-fact,

is to the advantagej)f all educational personnel ft° be available as much

as_possible to parents.

invitation' ta,Vitit indicates

Giving'parents a Stan

the teacher's openness for observation of the'work and an honest desire for

interactIon Oth the parents.

It also makes it easier for fathers and working

mothers, whose schedules slake

t difficult to` set

appointments; to visit

the'schoOl.

The teacher's goa4;for improving rerationOips with parents should; also
include:
1)

Understanding adult developmental stages.

2)

Helping parents groW'in confidence.

3)

Helping parents fdef'se6ure.; Ofe, and open with the teacher.

4)

Gaining knowledge

,

rpm parents to improve the child's development.

_

.

.

5)

Empathizing with and respecting parents
"

6)

Establishing a professional relationship with parents by-- -keeping.a healthy, energetic attitude.

.49

- -guarding against becoming entangled in personal refatiOnships.

--setting and enforcing limits fon children and communicating your
exixetation to both children and adults.
-

-alerting-parents to health and safety problems.
r,
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..

,
--encouraging 'parents to help make decisioffs for' their children
..
::.about:edutattonaliprograms andH..envirpnments.
.

9 availatile to parents'.

1'

'..._,.

Hew Can , Gba 1 s fir *irking with Parents 'Be Implemented?

Home visits Kelp.
iiiiplementation w

pants withou

Iry

Home teaching prog anis. are ideal aids, to goal

n the need is great.

Also, Child-Study groups, groups for

partners, and parent-effectiveness training are Useful.

Lendi
te"

toys and 'books along with advice on how to use them can help:parents with goals'
Family picnics, meetings. organized by parents, and especially chui:clies-=Which

are still the centers of many Black communities--are all places where educators
can. support'pareritsi.efforts.

CONCLUSION

The issues we have considereein this chapter do not ,pertain to all
Black parents.
c,

Many minority.mothers, and fathers are using .traditional and

contemporary parenting methods--elone or in combination=-to raise their
children.

And they are doing it effectively.

But given the historical facts

which have raised overwhelming economic and social problems for many Black'
i
not..remarkable thattbere are sets bf,parenting
adults i n our society,. it is
,

.

.

problems: more pronounced 'for Blacks than..for other groups.- These: problems
.

;;=-,-_7_:cari hp

.

And educaton can .meke'an imPortant differencei
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CHAPTER 4_

PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
by JANE

C. BIRCKHEAD AND,BETRAM A.COPPOCK1R.

PART-1: CURRENT ISSUES IN SPECIAL EDUCATION TRAINING
IN TR#DITIONALLY BLACK COLLEGES-AND UNIVERSITIES
by Betram A:Coppock, Jr.

Introduetion
Pre5ently there are major factors at work in this country which promise
But for these activities

better services for Black handicapped children.

to prove effective, the nature of training for those who educa,te these
.

.

children will have

.'

It will have to be improved , -in
-in quality,

o change.

)

content, and rante.

This thapter,iT concerned With:the Way:educators and adMiniStrators
involved with handicapped.pre'schoolers can be provided with the kind of
training they will= need to. Work withBlaCk children effectively.

First,

the-factors Which are-encouraging and impeding training efforts. are
examinid.i--. Second; the role of the Black college in preparing OdUcators

And third, the crucial issues for

,,T'"nd.'4..dFiiiiii$JE:04ors is scrutinized

effective persohnel training are outlined and di
Factors Affecting Training.

4..

.Two major factors-have a

signifiEantpartesent attempts

totsformi developi,.._
A

an'd/or expand.

_. ,

special

.

'

.i:_

.

.

eduCation training

programs

.

.

at traditionally .B1atk ipstitu=

_

tions of higher education.

The first factor is Public Law 94=142, yip Education

for All Vandicipped Children Act of 1975.

The second is, the pra tioe 9f racism by

institutions and individuals.
_

P.L. 94=142.

Fuchigami (1980) Wro

BLACK

_

_

,regard:t0 P.L.

[ 65 J

!-

.11

..most analysts acknowl edge sthatgb much of the impetus

for

the

legislation and its specific requirements was. derived from

d activities of special educators and parents concerned
actions
abaft minority related issues such as inapevipriate testing
procedures.; iabeling,.disproportiOnate numbers of. culturally
diverse .children in special cTasses, inappropriate curricula, and
inadequate preparation of teachers and administrators to work with
culturally diverse students and parents (p.634).

,y

n\

,

ostEired a, newfound interest

Certa inly the law has

in

.training for people

.

It.has even created

who work wi>th Black and Wei? exceptional' Childrep.

ways to provide that traini,ng ,6,y offering monies fOr expanding the

information that,is included in teacher preparation programs on exceptional
children (Dean's Grants) :.

,

But it has also 'created new issues which go

.

.

For example,

beyond the powers of existing legislaVion to' resolve.

ha dicapped chNren are' to-be placed in the "least restrictive" educational
setting that

.possible.

Grosen ick and Reynolds (1978)-note:

ha's:social, economic, and politica)

Olga-dons ih addition to eduCatio4T.,

This it espe ihlly true,. when'

ramifications" .(p. 7 ).

is. Black because, the child represents not

on

historically been excluded from they
Training prograrris for 'professionsals w ho'

will

"...(this)

'the handicapped chitd
grotrps°W

but

arri of middle cla

work with .ape

cibv i QUO y have to, enlarge the abilities of the

tea"Che

tb work with a stqt1 ing range of human'/4riation.
Racism.

The foundations which Supported the guarantees and rights to.,

education for exceptional children have th

antecedents in Vie Brown vs,

.

Board of Education 'Supreme Court ruling of 1954 (Abeson, 1976).

This

decision. cti,smantled the legal foundation fOr separate but: equal' educational

practices and facilities.

As a result; Afro-American children were legally

provided access to education in a multiracial- .educatiohal environment.
They could no, longer be isolated, segregated; and denied educational

ppportunity:.within

the 1,is,ystemin which in the' pSt had hindered ;their

Q
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parent's 'success solelY on the basis of race.

The,overturning of these

laws signaled to many,4timists the daWning of an era which, would see the
rapid assimilation of Bla ks into the mainstream of. American life.
Howey_,,eri the then les which labeled Black children as racially ;-.

*

inferior' gave w&Y to more su btle forms of institutional racism with labels.

Ituch as:

culturally deprived, culturally disadvantaged, culturally
The nature- nurture issue which'

'different, etc. (Baratz and- Baratz, 1970).

had been debated in the first half of the century-0th some believing all
ability depended on genetic heritage (nature) and others believing that
educational ability depended on environmental factors (and could be
.

imOoyed through nurturing)--shifted;

With the new moods environment was

to be blamed fOr I.Q differentls.. ,The differences between BiaCks4Pd whites

were considered "deficits," with white people being-used as a norm.

Additionally; Afro-Americans were viewed as a homogeneous gropuvqtkho
,

.

.
.

.

.

..

.

i',

.

diversity.

.-_

Most Blacks were stereotyped as being members of the.,06or

.(Myers, Rand and Harris, 1979)

With. testing being What it isi the whole issue of culture became bound
up with _handicapped:

Children who were different from the'white norm

scored poorly on tests and were assumed to be learning disabled or retarded.
Morebver, 'teachers were-4 and are still as,a group, fat adequately prepared

to evaluate children without using biased tests.

BlackColleD es in America
The traditionally Clac

according to Blackwell (19755;

nstitution (Tip) has 'played an important role,

n preparing Black people to struggle

against racism:

1) By providing an opportunity for advanced training throughout the
periods of de jure and de facto segregation.
2)-By offering Blgcks an opportunity for achieyement.

r
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ti

1

It

d) By training 80 percent of all Black college graduates.
4) By developing Osignificant leadership forces in the Black community.
5) By serving as a reminder of the "intellectual acumen",,among Black
people. (p.125

The Role of the Black Educator.
varied as tha

The role of the Black educator is as

-f his ,colleagues elsewhere.

Black educators in general,

"

'and Black special: educators in particular,,serve as program administrators;
.

__

classrbom teachers-, researchers, community, eadersources of community
°

expertise and, policy interpreters
initiators.

nd-to a small ei,ent--a

01.'10

,

However, the bulk"of the time spent by Black special educators is in
room teaching, supervision of student practicums, and student

cla

advi,Sement. :It;.is not uncommon for junior and senior facility alike

siai7e?teabhing and supervision responsibilities;

rfi smalls special education:

departments, it is not uncommon:for one or two_faculty"members to allocate
85 to 90 percent of their time towards activities directed-oi- closely- ;,

'related to teaching, with on +y abowt- 10 to,15/percent of their time devoted
,opfessional leadership, research or publ'i'cations.''

Additional factors affecting the roles of Blacki,specja educators have
f.

been:

11 Financial cons r ants of the university which do not permit adequate
support: This-has limited educators' opportunities to,acquire;,,
additional training to, stay abreast of the new developments within
their fields, which has adversely affected their students and their
programs.
)

Desegregation of white institutions of higher education which .has
created a claim oh a greater nuiiiber, of, exceptionally talented'plack

youth as well as junior and senior Black faculty.

1) The tendency to_blame_theteachers for students' lower performance,
as well as for lower lei* of program support
.

)

The failure of outsWagencies to pi-ovide advanced training for
Black special educators while they-peform their duties..
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°'

,?

Fuchigami -(1980) estimatestbat

flindlarg_1111_al_EducatiOn Programs:

,

Over'3Wpfthe children returning to the-regular Classroom fOr. the major
I.-

part of the school day are non White minority handicapped children" (0.637
With a figure this largeiAt would _seem reasonable to flind training.

programs for special educators at Black institutions and prOVTRAdditional

.10fiscal supports-( n=tervietraininotaff", facilities)
Capable of producing enough teacher's. and others" to work with special. Black

'and other 'nonwhite childrepi effectively.*

Yet, in a study of funding-

tternS7in=- t:W-DiViSiOn
of Personnel Preparation (a division of the former
,
.

EdAtiOn for the Adicapped), it was found that only 2 to 3
.

of-the available training fundsi on the average from 1976 through
-!t,4979, went to Black colleges (Coppock, 1978):

Of the thirty - seven TBIs

,receiving DivplOhAf PerSOnnel,yreparation funds during this period
twenty-fivCwere publicly supported. Schools and twelve were private,
Training 'in TBIs.
.4::.

A dilemma facing those TBIs with special' education

programs and;COUrseS has. been the slow response `to the need for faculty- -

(et cetera) to

for increasing the number of training programs and addin'Y
°courses
_

'4>

____

.

address the needs of.the severely handicapped, parents, paraprofessionals,

and other areas of need created by the PrOvisibns of P.L. 94-142.

TBIs

-

-Currently as a group emphasize the mild and moderate areas of mental

retardation and learning disabilities.

Work within the areas of the

gifted, the severely mentally retarded, the behaviorally and learning disabled,
and parent training '1,S-often limited.

Vf4

*BlUk colleges serve more than just Black people, but thiv is not generally
known:. Their clients vary in terms of racial, geographic, and language
background. -116ir specific target populations usually include rural and
urban groups, various ethnic groups, and non English-speaking groups.

h
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In our review (Koton, 1978) of the top twenty-nine:TBIs funded for
FY 1978 by the DiVision of Personnel Preparation, we found-that
the toot five priority areas that these programs saw themselves addressing
were:

1) General special education
21 Regular education
3). Interdisciplinary trait ng
4) Early childhood
-5) Physical education and paraprofessional ,t
.

eas from these

It is important to note that the top five disatil
'institutions were in the mild-to-moderate" spec-0-01n

Personnel .ti-dihed.inthese programs, ac -cording'-to our surveould.
A
'I

'13:a baccalaureate-or no dWee, 234,4ster)s

receive as degree outcomes:

G.

.

,

.

,

,

.:

.

degree, 3) certification.- None wouliredeive doctorate Or
A

training.

......,4

V if%

,i.

:e

,

Presently, there are no doctorateverprograms proiidiag
.4

training in any area of exceptionality in "any TBI.

illso given the current national thrust in the-area of_prdschool service,
tet

Tt is Interestingto note that the target population these programs-sought
to provide services to were ranked by the participants,as'foilows:,
) elementary, 2) secondar'y, 3) early childhood.

According to our study; persons
would be prepared to assu

atriculating through-the programs.

on completion primarily teaching roles. In

fatt, the top five ranked trainee roJe-gr

related to teaching fUncOqns;,

4,

-

With administratdrs ot.,supervisranked seventh; trainers/leaders-hip;
tenth; rasearch/leadershfp, fourteenth.

There was little or no emphasis

placed upon training persons in policy or detision-makihg roles :, e.g.,,

research, training, administration, etc.
IP

Reramel_Preparation in the 1980s

Personnel preparation --in TBIs must squarely face a series of challenges

rj
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d issues if the

institutions are to survive, grow and continue to provide

personnel equipped to address the eduCational and leadership needs of Black
handicapped children,and their parents.

Black colleges are tn a unique position to conceptualize And develop
innovative programs to meet a variety of issues ;facing .Black handiCapped

peesons."Most'TBIS have the organizational flegtbility to:develOpliew
interdisciplinaryinodels of working together;

WhatrAs needed iSittal

support and a firm conceptual foundation.

The issue of inadeqUate fiscal; human; and Material resources. and
_

a'tajor variable

suppOrtJOK,,tripling pragrams:in TBIs will ',Continue

ThilS, issue can be

for BIack"special eduCators thrpughout the 1,980s.
.

4dOessed. by_teeking'.continued federal suppo thin ,,-,new:'OrograM:areas;bet
_
_

more 1461-tantly0 by engaging in severe
program's operating base.

activi 11155

a

Oa pn-t

For example:

1) .Strengthen program operations though c011abO4__
!,,
arrangements within theTBI.
144
.

Increase programming resources by developing a network at the
state, regional, and national levels.

Increase program cawity to p-ovide data and conduct research

,

on Afro-American handicapped.c141dren and their unique needs..
)

DeMlop and strengthen long-range ltnning capabilities in the
special education area.

The issue of ppproprate special education training, though, extends
beyond TBIs. 'Training institutions as a whole (whether they are predominantly
white or Black) are affected, especially since those other than-TBIS
"

supply the professional market.

Perhaps the key issues in preparing enough

people to work with handicapped Black children were.best summarized by
Fuchigami (1980):
WChange teacher attitC udes arld expectations.

,V

"V)

_J
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2) DeVelop ways for impleMenting content that is related try
radial and ethnic groups.
.

.

1..

3) Familiarize teachers with available materials.
4) Pro'h e inservice training for college faculty.
5) Bolster_ihStitiaional commitment to provide information about
diversItY in:teacher preparation programs. .(pp. 635=636)
A

Because the'critickrjssuesille inIthe way.; we train teachersi, Fuchigami

.suAtsts that c411eggs24fley1-bne.or.mbr_the feffol4r19- approaches in
z?,_

Setting curriculum:
1) Use a separate module...or, course on multicultural education.

,2) Use a series:of courses;
3) Use:a.gerierd

diffusion of information throughout the. curriculum:

4) Use expdrimental Courses. (p. 639)
The course might consist of instruction such as:

1) root cultures from

which American ethnic groups have developed; 2) the United States experience
for various ethnic groups; 3) the changing cultures of ethnic groups; 4)
the relationship of these groups with the rest of society; 5) the current
situatibn

ethniC,groups; and '6) the, future of ethnic

groups

?(p.639).

In Issues of Common Concern (1979); the nature bf the information that
shbuld be provided throUgh these cpurses was expandeupon.
.

Persons who

work, with culturally diverse children should receive "sepsitivity traGing-

whith includes emphasis on cultural differences,minority needs, needs of
minority projects and populations" (p.53).
'_ifaciiiitatin

Among ways available for

,

this training would be to make opportunities available for

gtWents to do internships, in Handicapped Children's*Wly Education
Pro ram,(HCEEP) projects and for the Office of Special Education
t

USE

fun :arbjects for tra7ing and certifying Afro-American and other- racial

and e:On1GTrofessiorols;

John*916) further specifies a course for improving educational
1

P-! 4
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L

7+.

believes that the core issue

...ervices for Black handicapped children,

is curriculum--withput,an appropriate curriculum,, epthers cannot provide
an appropriate

education.414tes:

It is our belief that Mainstreaming practices for black,children
aught to grow -out of tdeology and be based upon a tested theoretical
foundation. This is'a basic element of all curriculum development,
at much for black children as for any other ethnic group for whom
there are documented-developmental and educational needs. We are
na;41-niply concerned with adaptation of the very model which has

WO the present problem, whether for black or white.handipPPO
children. In this case--black handicapped children-7.we require a new
ideological base so that theory testing can be carried outfrom that
base (pw169).
Johnson-suggestSthat.sik.key statements should be used to "itnfluence-.
_ -

.

curricUlum development (process and'contenq; instructional stra;egies;
and_organizatipnal arwgements for the Mainstreaming of black. children ".:

(pJ69):1)

A-ttrengthening through teaccher'preparation and reeducation of
the pedagogical foundations for learning is needed*

2) The black child is a speCial social and behavioral entity...and
this makes the- black exceptional child one for whom special
teaching'is all the more necessary.
3) The development and strengthening of achievement motivation is
essential to the task of educating the black exceptional child.
4) Where black children are concerned, the introduction of a
program of group relations into everyday classroom life is
desirable'.

,

) Special educators neeeto draw upon and teach-,knowledge about
open systems theory and methods,:of organizational development.
6) Effettive programming for the black. handicapped child requires
that special educators build an entirely new relationship with
black parents (pp.169-174).

These key statements offer a firm footing for strengthening Programs and
for improving the major. personnel preparation programs in TBIs and w.--other

institutions that prepare teachers to work with the Black handicapped child.
1

They also Df* a. perspective aimed at mutimizing the human potentials of
.staff and children alike.
I

ta
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Conclusion
Perhaps. the 'essence of all of these suggestions for-improving thd

preparation of teachers and others Can be,SIated thusly:

All people'who

work with culturally diverse children must learn to expand their perceptions
to include a conscious recognition and acceptance of their humanity.
MCLaughlin-Williams

(

977) writes:

Mainstreaming can become a force for valuing of individual differences,.'
a process to fosttacceptance of varying physical, psydhological,
educational, and Fecial characteristics, and a futuristic model_to
celebrate variance as a desirable state. Mainstreaming can be likened
to :a tributany flowing into a river: Some portions are smooth and
placid others are swift and contain rapids, protuberances, and
obstacles; and Still others are so difficult passage is tenuous and
uncertain, perhaps impossible. If the special eddation tributary is
eventuall,y, to flow into the educational mainstream, all barriers must
be removed (p.107).
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PART 2 PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT by Jane C. Bikkhead

Introduction

Traditional methdds and techniques u.sed for instructing handicapped

preschoolers in large urban environments no longer appear aPPreArjate for
Several :factors are

meeting -the individual,"needs of these children.
/

responsjble.

One is that institutions of higher education have not been able to
44-

prepare teachers adequately to instruct children with diverse needs in
urban environments.

This has been due In part, to the variouSVeces of

legislation (e.g., the Education for All Handiapped Children Act of 1975)
that tiaVe changed the 'face of education for ,_both the handiCapped and non.!,
.4
ha ndicapped student over the` past decade.

Second, since teachers have little or no control over school
organization, class size, supervisory personnel ,providing assistance,
the physical structure 1)f the school and classroom, the'factors that
m tivate tjiem to be more sensitive to the needs of young Black handicapped

/Lyigsters begin

to diminisii.

Oftentimes these children become the target
0

of teacher frustration, via verbal and nonverbal assaults.
Third; although special educators in uFban areas are aware of the
problemt that young Black children experience and appear to be sensitive

to their needs, massive referrals from general educators--manybf whjch
are inappropriate--for more restrictive placements for these students tends

Ito daMpen the spirits and discourage the advocacy instincts of these special
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educators. ,

Other factorg° that also affect teacher:effectiveness include: the
teacher' s atttitude' about the child, the- chi l

,

s attitude about the

teacher; the learning environment; the subject matter' being taught, and

the e vironmental conditions which may or may not motivate the child to
i

Alscfl;. the influence :15f 'parents upon :the school.,.-,the teacher: and

Tear

''- -the behavipr of their oyvn children plays

a:- significant role in the child's

ability. to 'a djust readily to the teaching-1 earning process.

Moreover; the child's attftude toward the school situation durIng.the
early, years.ana.r. hisihar perceptions of the way it is suppos
supposed
.

,

to behave a
,

.

.

definite impacton-hWher whole 'school career: .Depending upon. hob,' education

children may either enter school with high expectatibns

is perceived in'ihe

,and' good feelings 'about themselves, or they,day'enter school Without the4ositives---

feelings ,about themfelves they need to.take advantage of the education available.
UnforyinatelY, the latter generally holds true for many young Black harJdiea Pped
students.

1
4

i-

3pecial cbmpetdncies, and skill s are necessary in order to Combat the,
.

r
/

,

.

forces that make teaching the young Black exceptional child in an urbart
.

.,

t.

,

setting ineffectiye. 'What is needed are experiences which. acquaint t

f
educator with the reality of the culture, the real ity of oppression, and

..

!

t.,."

,

"

-the reality'of`t

'

.

\

,

1-N"-

Ne.:10,4

hing individuals.

The focusof this chapter is Ipersonnel development:
inservice training for teachers in urban settings.

specifically,

The basis for this

training, which we define as those _activities which teachers, administrators,
.
,
.9

support personnel, and oher eoUcational staff members engage in to keep
related to their respective fields of
abreast of methods and tOchniques
,-'expertise, will be discussed first.

Then, recommendation

for training

approaches Will be provided with a list of tips for success.
6

r)
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W r

AtlilinyAraMkt.

Basi

A

-/

-

have high. Ontentrations of youhg Black children

Large oiti

10

who have been ident'fied aS handicapped prirrarify:becausediagnostic
instructional alternatives have not been appropriately selleeted.

The

'

ass9s51iteVt,.Ocidess fails :to' accurately determine whether a handicapping'
4
.

_

_

.1)?

:colditgi:actually exists or the.nature Od: extent of-the confltion. '-Many

44

,.

pf. these chi ldren are given restrictive placements, such 'aS sel f=contained
classrooms in. comprehen94ve schools,. special 'Schaal si and deriteri

.

d

_

The level of fU"nctioning okf

hese children, their, rearning_. Characteristics,

/

currieulumiieeds, cultura

diffeiences, andlearning problems, are interrelated.

-

- ,

The most resourceful teac ers will take these elempts intd tootidatatibh.
But they must also develop the ,skills to use iliethods that move students
.

toward accomplishing specifjed goals and objectives.. For thiS\ reason,
.

,

i

,

.

Public Law 94-142, the ,Educatiooljor All Hand i Capp. z t.7, ildren Act of 1975,
1, 7 1=',

-.

. manAtes persohnerdevelopment.;

ii3r7
,/'

The rules' and regulations in P.L. 94-142 0

local education

,

/X
ft;;-!::4'

,

/

3% f'

4

development make state and

.,:f..en

o personnel

.

agenCies" acelountable, for proViding
.

.

-

c

1.,

They require that annual needs assessments belconduCted

inservice education.

,

to deterMine 4 nsery ice' training needs and that an Ongoing inservice program'

bq,made available to all personnel lang gedin the education of handicapped
,

4

students (Skrtic, Knowlton, and Clark, 1979).
.

.

1?-ecommenda_tions. for Insrvice Training
)

.

According to White (1971), the ideal program for training 'teachers to

work with disadvantaged children ('White's term) will have.to be a systems
%

4

approach, a competency-skill based program operationally defining each
individual task and skill'used arrthe job.

He believes that these teachers

must be trained in a way 1,9ry different froth those in general education.

C
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applcies'especially t47:teWl'eri of young Black. exceptional children.

Question's thatveservic440 inservice trainers must resolve before
beginning workwittthese.te4Chers include
1). What 'specific peache-learner behaviors are in question when
speaking of teaching children with special needs?

2) fire -you lreparing Oresevice) young men andwomen to fulfill
defined enter role? # e'they performing as expected'after
training?

the

.

Paraphrasing White on this topic:

ifthere is going to be- a serious,,,
,.-

,

scitaific effort todevelop efflective training programs for teachersof
young Black exceptional children, analysis of the teacher's role must be
period of time And in various situations

Monitored aver

Maidr emphasis

.

mustthe placed on the goals and objectives teachers should be working
...

,

toward,

Goals for teaching young Black' exceptional Children certainly
..

4

overlap with'those for teichin6 other children; but there are significantly
,

,

'different immediate, intermediate, and final goals.

Theoretically, the

terMirtal educationil goals lorvall American children are the same, although.-1)

the skills they develop fary to agreat degree.
Training
The needs ofteachers in urban environments necessitate that training

'be deliyered in a variety df ways:

for example in large groups and small.

groups an4 in situations with simulated experiencesthq relate to the.
demands of

.the classroom situation.. The folloWtng examples represent a
/

siMpljfied.taskanalysistype of planning in which a program of activities
objectives are planned for

which are designed to accomplish termin

(

teachers.
Example 1.

The Teacher will be in

series of videotaped demonstration

ructionally guided through a

which show assessment situations

between various'qualified examiners
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Test result

will be discussed and each child's strengths and weaknes0
identified.

Based on the information generatedl"the teac

will

write an assessment report and an IEP for one student in the
videdtape series.

Close attention will be given to cultural background,

In

experiences, learning styles and other information available at the time
o

Example-2.

The teacher will be asked to observe a chi9d's social

behaviors durinb a specified pertod of time over'a number of days in
the classroom.

The teacher will select a recording method that can

be easily managed during instructions

Observation date will be

analyzed and the behaviors requiring intervention-identified.

The

obsliVation activity should provide the teacher with more specific
information about indiVidt,al,

:Example 3.

frOreiL

The teacher "will be given b

hypothetical group of children.

line information about a

In4rmation3i11 include learning

styles, preseriflevels of performance, and behavior orientations,

Based On this information, the teacher wil*develop a daily lesson'
Rlan that .incorporates individualization for various children within
the group setting.
Example 4.,

t.

Given a parent,teacher jntervieW checklist, the teacher

wiT1 interview a parent of one child in the classroom and determjne
ways the.resulting information can be'useful to'ihe-parent and

the 4,

child's instructional prOgraM.
The success of inservice training programs depends upon the oppprtunities'
for input from a variety of individuals .who - represent the variouLlevels of

personnel to be trained,.- The attitudes of participants dun4ng the training will'

often depend on the amount of involvement'theLhave had in.the planning process.

Federal regulations (PA: 94-142) mandate perIonnel development

C
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training.

But the.

State legislation determines suggestedpriori.P.Yareas.

Local Education, Agepcy (LEA) hts the responsibility to ensure- that teachers

possess skills and competencies to fulfill their Specialized roles.

It

may be wise'dn the part of thelEA along With State personnel to consider
some of the following suggestiOns
_

3

1) Identify and maintain a cadre of training-personnel (including
Black professionals).--e.1., general and special education teaghers,
administrators,subject-area specialists and'special equ,Cation,

supervisors. The people should have exper

i n the'developmeftt

e;asSessed needs

of multidimensional. training packages based up'0
of the teachers.

.,.---

_._,____

2) Organize and provide JeaderShip to a strong and' cohesive
..c
Advisory Council that'has Aepresentation of all children receiving
services: and parents of children at all ageandgrade levels%
'

articipat ion in all majbr system-wide traininc
Encourage pare
activities'_ for general and special education teachers. The major
responsibility for parent's knowledge and awareness rests with
schools and teachers. AsHarvey (1977) stated, a critical need
for the culturally-diverse child is inc4usion of his or her parents
as an integral part of the child's Oogram.

4) Support individual school administration efforts to provide
'. personnel,development training via the provision df consultant,,,
pecial eduCation
services to address individual needs of teachers.
administrators should, however, maintain controlNEN r theeselection
and use of a diversity of qualified consultants thr ugh.the
3
development of a comprehensive list of persons with.expertise in
programming for young handicapped children with diverse needs.
-'
) Provide .a variety of built-in incentives for teachers involved in
personnel 4evelopment-training--e.g., stipends; intervice or graduate 6
local colleges or universities'and certification status'
credits
arrange for engaging in a' sequ'ence of credit coures; training
packages and hands-on materials; and training ddring the school day
when substituteteachers are provided.

'Many StateIducation Agencies (SEAS) disseminate needs assessment
sur,i'vmgto general and sp cial edut4tors
throughout the local ed6
0
_

_area subdivisions., It'shoUld-be a

011.0.

_

in uttan areas to examine the

results .of these data and use theOs
1) To tee Tf local needs assessment'.data Mitch SEA atSeSSMentresults
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I

criV.-

To'determine the critical 'areas where:We needs_ of general ,a04'

:special educators toalesce,

.,

.

.

-

t

.

To identify state and federaT priorities emphasized.
-assessment= survey
,

) To determine -whicb subgroups within the professional *illation
need
the most and the least trainingi
'5) To determine which needs survey captures data in the most efficient
manner.
Inservice Training Pro'gram,A s aThe Assistant Superintehdent in the Division for
Special
Education in BaltiMore City- Schools views needs. - assessment data as a
,

ith,

rs

part of providing effective. teacher training :programs that -'address the

perceived needs of instructional perso

1

as well:as what must 'be done to
F5

upgrade ; comp tncies and skills and meet the intent. of the law:
4 ;_

A copy of

_-

the needs assessment.Anstrument that will be used by theBaltiMore
Public SchOol S:appears as Attachment :1

(p;86): at the end. of tKSthapter

Generally,-training models incorpOrate flow charts, grids an4 graphs,
We belieVe that planning for ins.ervice-trainipg should "incorporat
4

followingsteg,:
1) Develop and disseminate a needs assessment survey. ,
a) Survey teachers using 49estionnaire5 and intervievs; Nand gather
'evaluation' Feedback on previous works,hops.
b)-Contace...appropriate support personnel for their observations on
the,most effective way to work with instructional personn.e1:.
.

from systemwide and state surveys:

-2D Use

3) Revi-ew training activities Rresentle existing.
-

11'

,-

s,
goals;'

). An4lyze theDdata on needs to determine the overall
untent- and' methtids of .evaluating the program.
,

objecttves,
.

f

5) Define basic topi6s,_and analyze-the liksks involved in accomplishing
lection
the sobjectiv
Ip determiqe flip .appropriate sequence an
mT,
of activiti
.

.

.4

,

6), Select time and secure 41' eccessiblelocation for j:1ir
r

7) Recruit trained. personnel to partioi pate in the progr
4

LP,
,
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ram..

8) Pro Vide traiher-ol:ientation
e
ions.
Review conteilt Materials and
the activities `to= be carried out to determine. strategies for

ensuringthe success of practicum

/43

) DevAp with trainers k, pre- and post-assessment survey to be'
administered td/ -.the partitiPants.

Efrilore incentives sUi as inservice credit, graduate credi=t and/
stipdnds.
Notify,particIpaitysand their supervisors of the,t9mes,' dates-,
location an'd requiFements for credit.

2

) Review all arrangement=s and double-check fcrrIpp
readiness.
13,) Cbriduct. sessions,. usiiig a varitOY"of actiVitiesand,PrabticUm;
-experiences,.. on..the;instructional. needs and Multicultural ditferencies.:,
of children.
.

Y

-

14) .Conduct a

.forMative and

summative
-

L

`;

evaluation of_the trainiftt
.

.

^

ressIddetertilithe extent ,thaO(nowl edge

partj GI pa nt

andAkills from training;are:6Sed:jn tite clas'sroom;... Examfne
0110 of:Children a54;the'y relate W
s ta nd
ed tests,
-interaction analys,et; and crl3t4Jbn-:Werenced tests;.

TeacherS,WhO asst Tra.

There 'Will always be a populatim of-iiard-core

teachers who., will not be affected by anyialooe
_

training.
,

.

,wth

social

of

personnel deyelopmeAt

.

To them, Stademic achievement atong young Black children is .a

,

-

-

secondary'objective,:whic

,,.

-

charge' will.

eans that thes tohilgren ,in the
their.;
,

fall farther and farther b

w their age' Nrade). peers.

group of

Thi

,

individualized assistance
"
in learning to

educators will require speci
lilster positive achievemen

young.

j n

exceptional children.

Bl

-There are .no easy answers as to what can be dole for these tg a c hers ,'
.
.

4 '

.

.

,

.

..

.

pies

AWIgiii.Oev A, succinct ttepscan be taken.. The f011owtng suggestions

inure

offer some:feasible solutions to -

*,

tha

education, proxiding:the-stejA7erk Monitored and
throughout

'-' -

.children receive lr4riate!.
-,,

he ,school year:
.

C
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applied

1) initially, all assistance from the appropriate service providey
should be ,usecrtg. meet the needs of particular students in the
classroom.

Support service providers (e,g., s eechand.lahguage clinicians,
'physical therapists) shouldraddress only one need area at a time
.V0f-evaluation by teachers should beentouraged,and reinfotced.
3) Eval uation, of ,feaVer effectiveness should be directly. related t

ld progress and achievement, as measured by the individaleducation
p ogram and standardized and criterion-referenced tests which are
gengrally administered to all childreOr Title I urban settings.
Teacher behavior characteristics and behavioral ,characteristics of
',,,children should be matched to allow for' hdividual preferences and
%

k

5c tarels should: be encouraged to take an active part in school=wfde
e1,1 as speciql education classroom
actic, tieS14(
A

) Teachers coi

6re4-hard-aareshould be placed in situations where

the other ;. ei4 or-t.d'
working wra
.

ion staff .members have specific skills' in

exceptidnal children.
s.

.

crusion
..

AO

,

...

,

fp regard to:. training teachecs ln urban setting-to work mOre-effectiVely
_
,
;:

=

-.:.;?

ith',Y6ung Blec.k hanlOcapped=children; Bauer f1.977) provides the ApprOriate
He states that dipecial eddc,a ti on

fusion far,,,Tthii chapte

and teachers mlust continually e441e

ifrinijctrators

-:training needt,- deVela

-wit ft

eptational resourcb agenties and persons; and engage in active program'
development for staff education.

The ITIU fiidtsciplinaty 6liaracter bf

education makes it mandatory

multAclisciplinarY tiipies -0d- taught and

that some of this training oc-cur in direct.con3unction with otheedi4ciplines.
This means "1 earnin

6Person

together,"

to lea

evelopthent training-is a' continuo0

,

.

implemente

.

process.

can meet needs nbt addres's2d at thepreservice
- ,

ip

.

.

If properly

.

it ill-provide corexophisticate4 teal-Ring-to

level

experienced pjrsonnel

and

The

. d0.100-

iiasit.i4en-CO'f:traini1T-g-PrograMs ShoOld be to-Satisfy the identified needs

,

44

.

of staff as well as thdSe needs identifiedj*administr toes;
[

and support-service-providers.
_
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Attachment. 1.NEEDS ASSESSMENT SURVEY

The survey farms, which begin below with the circular, capture-data
from a variety DJ" .sourdes and levels within the urban educational
environment.

Using----the survey accompliShes several tasks.

t gives the teacher ihformation on what other personnel perceive
to be his or. her needs,. SeciThd,__it gives the teacher an opportun=
,ity to have input in determining theconcepts and content to be '

;addressed. in a comprehensive training program. Third; it provides
a. baSis upon which evaluative data can be capered- regarding the

effectiveness of the training.

.

Needs assessment Survey instrufents must be updated perlodicaily:--

to reflect changing training priorities. They should be

continuously examined to determine better ways to collect and
analyze data.

,Citcifl a r No.;

.BALTIMORE_ CITY' PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BALTIMORE,IIARYEAND 2 218,

Office of

SertdiJ979'.-80

.

.

The .uperintendent of Public

nstructian

March

, 1080

y

Regional -SuRtrintepdents, Principals and Hea-ds -of Central
Unfits

40P;;.

.

.4,

FROM:,

,

Siiiithin
Deriut-

n
Public Instruction
Rerlritendent; Public Instruction

Deputy SuperintendetiMICUreau of EdUCatiari,

AsSistant S'suithintendMt: DiviStbri-, forExceptional`ChiTdhen
,

Quality personnel develbpment iS`essential
imtrOdd Curriculum
deveTopmeht: and instruction fd17: parr icapped children. 'The proCeS
which

training- needs are identified should be- comprehensiv ,-multifac

interactive..

:IV

.

e= purposes of the attaptred needs assessment is to help determ
nature and level of training needed: by admini stratars, t
s and s
petsonnel relative to legislation, child ficpd,
do sere ning,
.; evaluation., placement , and ins ructional
gramminqi,
'capped hilst
,yhe
contained in the nee
es
serve as a basis, fah
ntifyin*
priori tyneedsteif---prersannel 'at-the
',regional and central I eve100
_that additional staff:developth trnativesan be plannet and piAmerited.'
cr.
The sus
has been d
gne to .emphasi'ze a continuum
Thos allows fespond.entS- t -examine and evaluate their. own

sending, knowledge, and skills ,in relatioh to; .their blt

:'!-exp

$n dr

ng muds

veils-, of iindefgnd af

lances: ;tlease, raa'td" that space" has been reserved for corqments
t ft-64S 66.1V,%''
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.

.

h.

at tile

4

.

We reco9nize that personnel preparation is a continuoug: procek and
should be organized according to ,needs Of the Staff. We will appreciate
your support in soliciting thoughtful responses" to this position of our
needs assessment effort. Please ask each staff member assigned ,to, your
building or office -to complete ap individual survey. All surveys should
be collected and returned to
by

Agaif, ,thank you filr your',assistance in this endeavor.
o.

Division for ExCeptional C.hildren
Needs Assessment Survey

for

Genaftal and gpeCial, Eclucator$

P1 eape specify your title under one of the- three hea tiltra.§
-9.
strument.
orpthe survey

ctians,..I:

Ns-

AdminstratiVeAt

Tea her

Exampl

E?(am.pl e:

Buildfng Principal

.Support.Personnel
Exaniple:. 6.7*

A

Psychologist
ch & Lrgi3lage Therapis

Genoral .Educ-ator., Grad

egional Superintendent

Educatbr, Lev'e

.

Sp

hod' board Member.,

Se-

di nato:

1

nt guperintendent
.

Teacher Aide,
General Educator' (Sec.

n

Teascher (Gen; Ed:)

Occupa *onal Therapist
Thya-p st

'sh, Math, ptc.)

ket

irections,

Wor e r

Teaher (Spec: Ed.)

Special Educator (Sci
En

.

,%

tatement under the various .cate ories'that Alate
tZNaathponent of spectal ..education., Dete ine your nat'us
Read__each

on'

,,15 basis in regard. to;specifie staff

training, experiences op:needs you

be foll&ding i'nf

ation,

your

1,ng Filar e-trrerit - 'a tu
vei`/
'twarene
in the area
- working gtoWle

expertise in h area
ribt applicable' qe present ,assidncrient
orz.itraini ng

ei -
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evelopment

in each cattgoa.
ion-ma

4-Ei<planations:'
.

Awareness
2.

lev

area ,;on

Jorkin knowledge in the area:/, kesp dent could participate in act
relate to the component but ould not train others or take part in6."
training activities
K:."

...

1...
3.

4:

traini

Respondent,could provide ,leade
Expebtise inthe area
and evaluation feedback in this area.

,,c

,

.Not applicable to present a'ss,gnmEnt: Respondent'could not,applytills
-,acqu/ii-ed from training to,curnt positiT assignment.
.6,'

aledfi_c_oeeo_ for training: The respondent needs .training in the
in'order tp;TulJA:11 minimum expectations.
,

;`..,

Division:fk-Exceptional Children
Needs ASie6lent Stirvey
General'Od-',Special Educators

dministrative

Support Personnel,

Teac

1

Special Ed,

General Ed4

(Specify)

.

Specify)

(Specify)

Special Ed;

Gene

Special Ed,.

General Ed;

4 6tt4
6

ii

y

.,

3

e

,

,
C tworieS

1

C1,

Needs
5

4

3

2

1

Specific

Applicable

Expertise

Knowledge

Awareness

Not,

.

LEGISLATION
1

.

P

t;r

1

M

Federal legislation: P,I: 9(.142, Section 504 of the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act, Specific tearoin; Disability Regulitions,

:mrsisirraiL;

r)

Y

,

o

.

,41

ii

MarYland Slate By7Laws for Special 'Education.

m
Impact of legIslatioiltvi sliecial ;education staffing, class sizes
and `the referl and ,t0egiing,, network,
4

z

;

i'...

.4

..s,

Basic termitilogy relative to e st restrictive environment,
continuum_ of services, due proc' a.- mul tipl e

,

criteria;,

Individual Education Programs aNhild Find,

A,
111,

1,11
D

,

1

1

Other (specify

..
,

.

.

1

',.

i

,

,

o

..

,
,

II,

,,'
1. I,

s

,

.

1

; 4,1r 't

, er

ParentLchild0r-fg4's underlthe federal and state law in rojar , o
Child Find. 4 --',.. -I:.
r

t

.

,,

,

-,..

..,

.
.

.t

.

4

'''1',.101,

A

;

,

,.

APproprite assessment, instrum

_

.

,

,,

i

...

'

p

tt

4"

rl

it

_

li;

,

Division for Exceptional Children
Needs Assessment Survey
for

"-

General and Special Educators

',ASSESSMENT;(Conlipued)

AdminiWation of norm-referenced and critecon-referenced
individuaVassessment instruments.

.

Behavioral observation and recording techniques.,

At
Air

,

Use of multiplAlliteria for decision making regarding
evaluation and placement

Administration scoring and appropriate use of individual
test results:

Other (specify).

,

/ FeOLES AND RESPONS,IBILITIES
The referral. proc

4Ed ucdEfo nal asses

Maintenipee of accurate's ude

records.

Awareness

KnOwledge

1

2

,,0,

k$

irf,

.

for Exceptional -Children ,,

ilrViy

",.:Needs Assessme

for".

_...

Ineral and Sp
.,..

ucators
,

?

1.

.

..

..
,:11

Nat

areness

,

Categories,

,

.

4

. Expetii-e

1601 edge
2

1

', Ni

4

3

.

Specific

.

Applicable''.

ed s
5.

,

III.' ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES (Continued)

.4 Review 'and evaluation Of ttudent's progress;

,

.

D.

..

..,

School Sceening Committeefurictions.

.,

,

,,!

,--4-,v,

,

.
I

e

V.

,

C) Other (specify).

/

',..

ii

I

...

,

,

10.

,

'

P

,

,

,

,.

fi

I' '

-

143

'

..

.

D

11

,

.
4.

,

,.

1

.

,

,1

DEVELOPMENT; - IMPLEMENTATION
MPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION'

letemin,ation of lOng-and short-range foals and o6lectives;

.

7

.0.

7"..6

.

41--"J'
IV.

.,

,.,..

,

,

,

.

..,

, _I

;

Development of Individual Educafidn'Programs ,(IiPs).

i

,...
,-,;

..,;

,1,'

'

Use of alternative instructiOnal delivery pr96e dureind techniques:

1

r

A P P li gst

..,

,,...;4ii, ,

.

.

,

1

..

40f task ahalysis pi; qce-dureS in tietermlning instructional

conten

,

0

-A

P

.

.,
,

,

4.1,

..

1

I ,

,

01

W

$

I

0

_Adagation of instrUctional _materials 'and ,curricula tä meet"..,
',indi4 . all needs,
,
i':',-'

,

..x

, lb

,

%

,

ziri!_g

aCting.and determintngcontenti,lengtlii and duration of -activ ties,

I

6

;,.

,

c

-

ti

V

-.f..

,

:ti

,7

App ication of child deyelopment kii61 edge:in gitiiiiinj, iiidii.ifoiii
con

,

,.,..
., ,

inimmom.
14

'

!,

.

.

.

, P \.,i

7

....'1'

'f

4

.
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Needs Assessment Survey_

for.,
general and Special Educators

Specifii

Not

Categories

IV,

Awareness

Knowledge

Expertise

Applicable

1

2

3

4

INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION (Continued)

Application o'principles of learning during instruction.,

e

Application of behavioral intervention strategies.

r

6

Joint planning of Curriculum planning meeting Conducted jointly

7

(by general and special educatoiil.

Other (specify);

0

V,

PARENT-1NVOLVE-MEAT
pr

Due process procedurei for parents.

r

°

Parent's role.in IEP development; review and follow-up;

Provision of information to parents.regarding community resources;

Parent-teacher interviews.

Utilization.of parents' skills.in the obseiiation of behaviors. and

as volunteers in the classroom;

.5

Needs
,

5,

OlViSidn for ExCeptional Children.

Needs Asi pent Survey

General.
.

4

-.Educators

Not
Appl icable
4

1'

.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT iContinued)
. .

Util ization .of parents fn. the .training of .parents.

Other {specify

Specific
Needs
5,

CHAPTEFt-5,:
ISSUES IN' ASSESSMENT

.

by LADELLE OLION

INTRODUCTION

Federal and state laws, agency' policies; and recent:-court decisiOns'.have
made professionalS and concerned Citi"Zens who are. involved in the special ed-

ucation of young Black children anxious about
assessment
-ment _procedures.

techniques.; arid

pface-

_

Many pro

ionals .are perplexed and disturbed that young.

Black children remain overrepresented in cla.sses for the mentally retarded

while underrepresented in cusses for the physically handicapped and gifted
(Mercer, 1973 b).

Some professionals attribute this inequity to discrimin,
,

story assessment procedures-

suggest,

flaws in such pracedu-res
11

1

ire'
re' so, widespread

.\\I4tat

formal assessment

should

be discontinued altogether
1

-Oakland, 1977).

4

Other publications have sharply critized -the use of standard-

ized tests which form the-basis

-,

.

-r

rLMost evaluations of student progress in

Pimeritan education today (Field's--, Jacobson,. 19803; ..Evaluation has been-called

the major disaster area in 'education:

The .Council for Batic Education (Weber.,

1974) and the National Council of Teachers of English,(Venetzky, 1974) have

published, pampjil ets highly critical of present standardized' testing procedures.
Green (1975) .points out that the use of standerdiZed IQ, aptitude and achievement
tests have -mushroomed, resulting in vast political and economic

for Blacks and the poor in the United States.

implications

Green contends that the scores

that young Black schoql .children achieie on standardized tests greatly

V

affect their educational careers, futurg employment chances and thejr adult
1 ,2
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,

.

-

*lives in general.

Additionally, Ebel (1975) points out that the reasons tests

are criticized and opposed are not difficult to find:

the tests themselves are

imperfect and sometimes seriously flawed, used unwisely, misinterpreted, over- -interpreted and 'handled as: weapons-rather than as

Aware-that the aforementioned criticisms of tests and existing testing

'

and referral practices are fraught with legal and moral dangers, and seeking

to comply with the law; professionals and concerned citizen have responded'
to assessment 'issues in diverse ways.

Many still believe that there is nothing

wrong 'with the old-way of doing, things, but feel that they mast- simply find

alternative ways to 'avoid prosecution and loss of.. certain funds (Gerry, 1973).

For- others, the emphasis is on avoiding the misclassiftcation of Black children;

they hold that the changes required only concern the referral and assessment
of- special popillations, the nondominant ethnic and racial groups.. ,Finally,
,

some see in these issues an opportunity to ree aluate.the total assessment
.

process.

The content

Jt is in this.spirit that this chapter is wrttten.

is organized to describe and,exami9e issues in the ,folloWing areas:

factors

_

that contrjbUte 'to the ineptness of 'current instrumentation ;-the4resul tant
increase of. Black children.in:special..programs; moral
and legal. rights of'.
,..

Black' children and t.heir ,parentS; trends in the assessment of Black children;
,.

concluslons and the future, Discy%sion of theSe issues Will, for the most part,
concerned witli,children who are betWeen
the ages of three and five years,
s
.

.

al though the information has much relevancy. beyond.tht 'age group.

The primary

educational settings O'f,concern here are those governed by state and federal
laws which are mandated to provide educational ,servIces for childi-en below

five years of age.. The main tonsiderati t is intelligence testing, the subject
of much controversy' teiday.
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P ACTOR-S THAT CONTRIBUTE TO PROBLEMS
IN CURRENT INSTRUMENTATION

the testing of Black children' emanat from

-The" fundimental issues

the persistent and Lindeniable factthat a difference exists- betWeen the test
scores of -Blacks and whites.

Over the past fifty years, several stUdies have

repeatedly demonstrated that the me4nscoy e of Blxks falls
viation below the mean score of whites;::esPecia,)TY

.one

standard -O.:-

on: tests. -which *port

measureaevelS_ of inteTctual functiOning (Samun, 1976).

and upper,

Tests often reflect the day7to.-day experiences'to which middleincome children are exposed.

The experiences of many Black children are not

reflected in the content of thetests) and consequently, many Black children
star t' tes t taking with a good chaiice of fl uOing(6een,1975).Moreover,

the

use of standardized tests of inteliigence on Black children is an example of

how professionals, in particular psychologists, have allowed
-.are morally and ethically wrong

practices-

ti

to continue (Dent, 1976).

Some professionals contend that the main reason: for

the.opposition

to

tests is that educators are 'reluctant to be judged and held to account for
their. actions.

incompetence.

teachers.

,Ebel (1975) believeS that tests can report competence and
further asserts that education is. blessed with man

He contends

however, that

ocrity and fa)se messiahs.

cap

the profession also has its share of

ediT

Ebel .concludes in general that tests used in
.

c,

education are valid and finds.little basis for the belief that they are biased
,

-

against minorities.
Although the testing mov6ment: enjoyed a wide degree of public

-Prior to 1955, in recent years_ controversy and-debate

acceptance.

save' grown concerning
,

standardized tests and especially the interpretations pla'6ed on the test scores,

1)

LI
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Testing organizations are, being subjected to a

of,Blacks and minorities.

'national, wave of skelitidik, disenchantment and criticism.
have been said td, be biased agai

Blacks and minorities.

Standardized tests
Some of the crit-

-icisms of standardized tests am_examined beljow.
Construction of Tests'
A number :of assumptions must be made by the writers -of any test..

For)
r

scores to:be valid, these assumptions must be true for the test takers.

The

assumptions (seeijel.oW) on: which standardized tests are constructed repreSeht

a definitesourceAf bias against Black children (Dent, 1976)::
.

All children regardtesiof-ethnicity haVe the same set of experiences
and these eXperiences are tapped by the ,questionsfon the test.

2. All who take the test have equal facilitY with the English language
"each child reads, speaks, and understands -the language to the same
degree,
.

.

.41.

All children will comprehend the word usage'and the context of the
quqstion in exactly the same wAy regardless of differential background
experiences.
All children, regardless of.economic conditions and cultural background,
haVe the same value system.

.When applying standardized 1.Q. tests to Black-Nildrenj these_assumptiOnS
prove inaccurate.

Additionally, severa other cOnStructionfactors compound

0.-Apltural bias of tests:

Item Selection.

item selection. and item content.

During'the item-selection pro?ess, experts, whose-orientation

is largely middle and upper income, 'developa large pool of items.
are tried out on representative samples of ,the population.

These items

The largeSt segment

A

of that sample willnaturally represent the largest segment of the total
society, the white middle class.

Consequently, the items selected for a'

complete test will be those items that are most influenced by the respons'es o
the white middle class.

Black" representation in standardization samples has

only a small influence.on norms when the try-ou

Samples are dominated by
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'Mb

whites.

After the items are coMpiled into a complet

test, gq9u0 norms are estab-

.

lished by admi;listering the test to a larger number of subjects.

Thus the norms

and ac6eptableresponsesto specific items are determined by the'lai^gest segment
of the sample

the mtite middle class (Dent, 1976).

1

Is it fair to evaluateyoung plack childten.on items- thak are selected by.

.whites whose orientation is largely middle class?

Is it just to penalize

children whose experiences do not conforffi to those of the dominant white middle

class?

Unfortunately for many Black children, if their responses do no

con-

-

form to-white middle-class standards, it is.assumed that their abilities are
impaired, and it'is presumed that they have a deficit in intellectual enddwment.
Item Content.

Questions reflecting the cultural experiences of Blacks are

seldom among the items on standardized tests.

Black children are at a severe

disadvantage when they ate asked to provide answers to questions that describe
situations that they have had no opportunity to, experience.

Therefore, we find

Black children.reared in the ghetto being asked, "How would you find Your way
out of a forest?"

Children from welfare aMilies are expected to give the middle
1

.

class response to the question, "Why is 'it better to pay bills by check than
°

with cash?"

To illustrate the negative impact of cultural difference and the bias of

,,,'

intelligence-testsagainst many Black children, one need only examdneeit
items such as the'fight Item oil the Wechsler Intelligence ,Scale for Children
(WISC).

This question asks children what they would do if struck by a smaller

ti
r

child of the same sex.

The correct answer, is that tt is wrong to hit -the child

back.

Yet, in many Black communities it would be idicidal towalk away or not hit

back.

Furthermore, many. Black childred are taughtto hit backas.a means of

.

survival; Yet this answer receives no:credit;

This response..and 'others.like
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it do not conform td white middle- class Standards.
..

Nonetheless, Overlent

[:

.

indicators of impaired intellectual

responses are erroneously interpreted

I

functioning.

Examiner Bias

A number of Professionals have suWestqd, that Black children evidence fears,
suspi.cions, and apprehensions when tes ed by white examiners.

They state that

'

the presence of a white examiner brin s'about feelings of insecurity, self;1

d that these and other fac,tors adversely.

degAdatiOn, and self-c9nsCiougnesg,_

hildren (Oakland and Matuse-k,.,1977)..

affect-lhe test performance of Black

Barnes (197a supprig, the 'mite tion-that the examiner's race has.an
impact on tbe scores of Black childre

He concludes that in general, the'

evidence suggests thSt white examiner

have subtle deleterious'effects on the

scores of Black children.

Barnes bases his conclusion on studies by Forrester

Ili;
i the

and Klaus (19641,, and Katz (1964).

Forrester and Klaus study, the two

.

11

authors discovered thOlack kindergarteners achieved hi9hei; scores on an I.Q.
-i

-.

..

,

',test when exaMineckby a Black examiner than when examined by a

white

examiner'.

1

Katz (1964) discovered that when the administrator of an intelligence test was

.

s.

,

white, or when comparison with white peers was anticipated by Black students,
Black subjects performed more poorly -nd expregsed, concern and anxiety over their
11

:Performance;
--,

i

.

,
.

.

HilliaW(1975) also feels thaexaMiper bias is of particular importance.
.

He contends thafAnvesfigatOrsAwitio attempt to study other cultures,Must come'

to recognize that only.through intimate contact with-people of other cultures

igtheexaminer able to understand th

complexities of that culture.

A further

contention of. Hilliard's is that many examiners often do not delve deeply

enough into the culture they are obser ing to make'informed assessments possible.
Other professionali disagree_to a

extent.

They point out that the

.0(
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4

Mtjoi.ity of research exatilining the.influence of _the exaMiner's race on 'the test

perforMantd'Of Black thOdren 'reveals:no generaL tendency for these children.,
y

t._._

_

_

to score qgher'Or lower When tested by a?mhite or B1ac

examiner on indtindually

.1;

administered and: group:: tests

& Yoshida,- 1974):_

Shiny, 1966;..-MeyersiSund trom

These educators point. out- that alaytng children's opprehension and motivating
them. to do their best seems associated more directly with the examiner's ability

AcTrdingly,

be yam, responsive, receptive and firm thsn with his/her race.

hey conclude that a. policy to pair examiners with childrem Of the same racialethnic grodp seems unwarrdiited in Most cases.

Whether only Black examiners should be used to assess Black children ,is,a
question' that is still being debated In some circles, : = however the key ter4111s,

isue lies in good: judgment.

There( are .Ort41.511'y situations in which the exam='

iner should be paired with a child of the same race; however, this must depend
.

upon the needs of the indiVidual child.

In the majority of case's, it .appel's

that allaying children's apprehensions and motivating them to do their best
is not related to the::-xaMiner's race but to the manner in which rapport 4s

-

established and 'maint4OecTiNow-the examiner responds to the children's
# ,k
attitudes and feelings and the types of behaviors reinforced.

THE INCREASE OF BLAU CHILDREN
IN SPECIAL PROGRAMS
.

The disproportionate number of Black children in special a mcation classes
i

A fact that cannot be denied.

jn,spite 'of the ,,trehiendous amount of attention
.

.

given' this issue by parents and concerned educitorsi the situatinnjOr many
1

Black youngsters remains- largely unchanged (Mercer1.1 973 b).

-

-

iThe reasons

for the increase of. Black children in .special education classes 'and programs

Vary among professionals; however, many point out that the present situation
.

exists because various 'Wdely used formal tests may have beeninappropriatt for

1..;)
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use with Black children (Bartel-,

Brye , 1973; Grill,1973;

attlet, 1973;

Sullivan 1'973; and Meeker' andMeeker, 1973).

Perrone (1976) believes that the
,

,tandirdized test is the culprit.

He

states that standardized tests have been used increasingly to make judgments
-about Chlldren anti contends that children judged to.be' below average are not

likely to have received the kinds of educational opportudA' oaflable to
childr

judged above average.

Moreover, he feels that placement in remedial

and special education programs is usually related to test results.
,

Perrone

.

'concludes that these children; who are largely Bldck and Hispanic, are placed
in special classes and are viewed as failures.

Thus, he adds, thege children

learn to view themselves as failures and contribute little to socie,

?.
ti

The standardized (I.Q.) ".tests, of intelligence are fraught with additional'
probl ems:'for Bldcks.

Samuda (1

7.6),

that these tests

d to stratify

students in terms. of estimated pOtential Whibh leads to labeling and the sub,

.

.

sequent effect of a lowered self-concept.
myths and stereotypes.

They'are,also used,to reinforce

They lower expectations from teachers, which leads to

poor learntng dOnditions,an&inferior
performance .on-achievement tests:
,

Thus;

a vi9ius circle is formed and tip celebrated predictive.valKiti of.the
I.Q. test is demonstrated.

Some educators do' not beli6e that the standardized test is the culprit.
They -argue the score of the 'intelligence test is not the major factor in deter,

,..

mining eligibility for placement of Bldck children in educable mentally retarded
(EMR) classeS, and thus the test cannot be primarily fesponsible for the increase
of Black children in special education P-ograms and classes (Education for the

Handicapped LaW'Report, 1980.

They also :argue that ihe tests are reliable,

valid and do not discriminate against Bldcks (Ebel, 1975).
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AltholighstilneptTfeS§lohal$A0 not like to admit it, the intelligence test:
andits subsequent score hai/e caused-problems.

In many inStanoes,, the I.Q.
,

.

.

.

tests are cUlturally biased against young Black children'--alid the scores that
individuals earn by taking the ,tests have been- the crucial, determinants) in 'the.

This fact is substantiated

placemeht:Of Black children into special classes.

by the ruling and the expert testimony in the Larry P. vs. Riles (1972) case,
a case that .involved

,the California

&ate Department-of Edueation and the'San

.

Francisto%Sehool:DiStrict.as defendants aothsix Bltt6k students as Plaintiffs.

A quick'eeview of this case should help to clarify my pint.,
In the Larry P. vs. Riles case, the students had.been placed in'EMR_

The plaIntiffs marshaf-

classes on the basis of intelligence test scores. alone.

led expert testimony and research reports to demonstrate that intelligence'
tests in general are racially and culturally biased against Black children.
The court recognized the cultural bias'

,

of the I.Q. tests in question and the

misplacement.and,ensuing harts done to Black children ,after testing with such
measures.

The court held that the tests have a discriminatory impact upon

Black-children and that they have not been validated for placement purposes.
Furthermore, the court ordered that.the diagnosis of mental retardation may not
Test solely on I.Q. tests.

The implications and consequences of testing remain

real, drastic and pervasive in their effects at all levels.and at all stages
in the lives of Black children.
.

.

.

MORAL AND LEGAL RIGHTS OF BLACK CHILDREN,
AND THEIR PARENTS

The decades since 1950 have witnessed an increasing public concern for
the rights of Blacks:

and state legislation.

'a concern that is 4flected "in the enactment of federal

.

In connection with mechanisms for,improving the educa-

tional opportunities of Blacks; testing ..has been a major area of focus

1
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The'

,psychological literature during the 1960s and 19701 contains many. discussions
.df the, topic.

A number of professionals and organizations (Williams, 1972;

Green, 1974; Cardenas, 1972; Dent, 1976; NAACP "Report on : Minority Testing,
1976; and the Association of. Bleak Psychologists, 1974) have stated 'that the

moral rightt of Black children and their parehts have been violated.

Primer-

ily,.ihese groups are refirring to .biasestvond the misuse of the intelligence
test with Black chi-I:siren:0 They point out that:,the experienceof many Blck

children are notreflected in the test content; opportunities for Blacki to
.gain experiences have been limited by-poverty;- tests.reflect the day -to -day
,:ekperiences of middle- and upper-incoMe children; tests are'designtd by white
PhDs from middle-income families; -tests do not adeqbately pr:editt the

,2

P

futuret.ofyoung Black children;

.

mangy examiners are not sensitive to Black

children and are poorly trained in this regard;
poor indicators of learning capacity:

and intelligence.testi are

As a result of some of these problems,

some people feel that the construction and use of intelligence tests violate
,;:the moral and civil' rights of Black children and their parents.

Public Law 94-142 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 represent
two valuable pieces of legislation that discuss the civil rights of young Black
children and their parents in regard to assessment.

The following section

presents.some of the main ieatures of the laws as they pertain to the assessment and placement of Black children.'
1)

These laws guarantee that without parental consent no school
district or official can:
A) Evaluate a child's abilities and educational needs,
B) Determine which special education services are necessary, or

C) Place a child in a special program
The.laws encourage participation by parents in all discussions affecting
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theft:child; and require that parents be fully infemed of every decision;
Parents have the

;the.alternatiVeS tonildefed; and .the reasons for them.

right to inspect all of their child's eduCatiorirecordsi'includg thete
concerning his or her identification; 'evaluatiom; and placement.
2)

The laws require that if school officials think a child heeds to
be evaluated or 'placed in aidifferenteducational prqgrdm they must
first notify thd parents_explaining:

9

What" actfons,are proposed--whfeh tests they want to give,
which experts will'be'invoived, and what kind of placement
is ainticipated.

Why an evaluation is necessary- -which existing tests, what ishavior,
or which records support their view.'
C)

What Optioms_have'been cOnsidered and why certain options have
beem rejected.

0)

Any other reason for recommending a change in placement ot program;
.

.

It should be noted that it is illegal-for anyone to remove a child from. the'
-

regular school program without(an.evaluation, without the parents being fully
.

P

inforMed, And without'patental consent or :a final decision by a hearing'-officer.;

f

or court;
3)

.

The laws also require that the educational team selected to evaluate
the child must-include people who know the child well (including the
parents, people who the parents select, people who know how to, evaluate the inftrmation resulting .from the various tests, people who
specialize in the child's particular disability, and people familiar
with service and treatment alternatives),
The laws require that a variety of tests and other procedures which
are racially and culturally nondiscriminatory must be used to obtain
a complete picture of thechild's educational needs. The child cannot
be evaluated on the basisof any single test, incident, or discussion.
Data on health, vision, hearing, social skills, emotional status, general
intelligence, academic performance, and physical coordination must all
be combined to make up the individualized educational program.

5)

Assessments must take into account any special conditions such as the
child's inabilityto speak English or his/her particular handicap
(Yohalem & Dinsmore, 1978).

It is recommended that Black parents and their advocates contact their
State Department of Education or the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative

1 Li
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Services in Washington, D.C., to learn more abdut their legal rights

as

[4
Provided under PublItlaw 94-142, Section 504; and other state and federal
laws.

TiRENDi IN THE ASSESSMENT'OF BLACK CHILDREN
With many psy ( hologists, educators and courts agreeing that traditional

What do we do

tests are discriminatory; we are faced with the questidn:
about it?

Several alternatives ta.problems in:traditional testing:have been

proposed,

Among the more.Prominent are nondiscriminatory testingcriterion.--*

referenced testing;:;and psychosociai testing.

Each of these alternatives'

and their implications for Black children Merit discussion.
-g

One evident trend in the development of alternatives to traditional assess.-

-mentpracticesiforOdung Black children is an attempt to develop tests .with
4

lly fair or unfair for.all children.

content that is eq

Iffcontrast to

traditional intell gence tests, Culturefair tests deemphasiiethose factors
believed to mitigate against the pertormance Of Black children, specifically,
VJ

speed, item content, and stress' on verbal.ability (Laosa; 1977).

Culture4a1r,.

tests are presented primarily as nonverbal tasks rot involving strict time'
limits and requiring neither written. nor spoken language on. the part of the
Black child. IteMS:.are selected on the basis of the extent to, whieh they

-sample knowledge, skills
common to all, groups.

and experiences which are equally common or un-

Various professionals (De Avila & Havassy, 1974;

Mercer, 1973 a; Samuda, 1975) agree that culture-free or culture-fair
tests are, at best, very difficult to construct.
In contrast to the approach to develop a culture-fair test is the tulturespecific movement, which involves developing intelligence tests specifically
designed for Blacks.

Williams (1975), because of his feelings that cultural

influence cannot be divorced from the testing process, has designed a test

11 2
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that would capitalize on 'the: type of informationto-whfch-the average Blatk
person has been exposed;

Williams' test,.. the Black Intelligence Test of

Cultural Hombgeneity (BITCH), is constructed,by,Blacks, for Blatks ang
standardized on Black groups, and deals exclusivelywith the Black experience.
Although the BITCH test is not specificallY designed for young slack children,
t dovs represent a sigdificant alternative to traditional testing
practiLces.

A test of this nature may hold great prOmise for use with youngAlack children
in the future.

Criterion-Referenced Testing

Most test theories and practices are based upon norm-referencedesting;
v.
hoWever, criterionrroferenced testing, another method of interpreting a child's
.

achievement, 'has effkrged 'recently.

Criterion-referenced testing interpets

achievement by describing in behavioral terms the chil

.

performance regarding.

,

a particular instructional objeeive.

The standard or:criterion is usually

re-

determined and it provides.a standard against-' which to compare the child's

'achievement.

It is important,to note that when criterion-referenced tests are
,

,

used there is ho refer'ente:to-the level of performance of other members of:

the group (Laosa, 1977); only precise criterion behaviors are used ai/refer,

ences.

Ability to tie one's shoes, to eat unassisted '.to bathe, to count.

change,-and to name common household objects represent behaviors that are
4

generally assessed by criterion-reference d measures.

Knowing that a child can

perform one or more of the above behaviors. is more instructionally informative

than knOwinghe/she ranks in the fifth, ercentile of A norm group (Oakland and

.

Matuszek:, 1977).

Criterion-referenced testing is a potehtially useful, viable' alternative

to traditional testing practices for Black children.

not Wuneto misuse.

Nevertheless, it is

Reliability,. validity and eliminating cultural biases

are still potential problems that exist with these tests (Laosa, 1973;
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Mprfinez, 1972; Oakland and Matusiek, 1977; and Bailey and Harbin, 1980).

Psychodtial'Testing
Psychosocial measures, such as the Adaptive Behavior Inventory for

Chipren (Merger and Lewis, 1978); have been developed tO assess the child's
,N

\

abilityto participate in,social roles in the home and community.

In general,

adaptive behavior scales attempt to measure the ability of an jhdividdal to
cppe with the natural and. social demands of

he environment (Grossman, 1973).

Many educajors are advocating the uSeof.adaptivebehavior.scales, Si.nce
their use tends 41. reduce the placement of Black children in Special .classes..

HOwever; Bailey and Harbin (1980)-point out that a number of issues need tobe
resolved before the,utility of these scales can be fully determined,.

First,

,there needs to be a consensus among professionals as to what cOmpriseS the
adaptive behaityr construct.

Ssgsnd, work needs'to be done to.ensure.-the

accuracy of the data collected.

Third, since ratings by counselors, teachers

And parents disagreegreatly,..thg.re4iabliity, and validity of these instruments
jleede.to be documented;

It appears that many professionals are making a-concerted effOrt tO .respond
to the legal and legislatiVe mandAte to redUt6_.bi&t in testing Blatk thildren.
,However', as Bailey and Harlin (1980) point out, it will be-a hollow victory
unless the educational program's to which Blfick children are assigned peet the

needs of the children.
CONCLUSIONS
A

Only aew of the major issues:that are confronting us in the assessment
of young Black children have been examined here.

What conclusion's can be

drawn frog these discussions and more importantly, whit about the future?
At this, point it is safe to say that the problems as well as the solutions

Surrounding the assessnie9t of youngAlatk'children are complex.
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Many'of, the

'

"

techniques proposed as replacements for traditional testing are themselves
fraught'with limitations.

We have seen that the way intelligence tests are,

constructed represents 4a definite source of bias against Black children.
0

.While one frequently hears that tests are valid and not biased;against Blacks,

.
Vie persons supporting the.tests are often a part of the white middle class,
And the test questions are taken from their white middle-class experiences.
Onewonders what would haiipen if the shoe Were on the other foot and the,iieths

selected for the test wereliaken primarily from the experiences of Blacks,
Would those persons who scored poorly feel_that I.Q. tests were valid for
them? "Perhaps not.

Would they consider the' tests. biased?

In regard to item selection and content, one can only conclude that the
4

impact of cultural differences must be allowed and the bias

in the intel-

li.gence.test eliminated if Black children are going to be validly assessed.

Additionally, examiner bias must be eliminated.

We musthave better.trainin9'

rograms for examiners.
.

_

.

The issue ofproper training of examiners is a major area

f concern in

many communities, yet persons in responsible positions, are not speaking out=
about the poor job that'soMe examiners are doing.

/---

monetary gain.

friers are clearly, in test=ing only fort

terested.in the nuMber of childrentheir work.

Unfortunately, some exam-.

_

Some are more in

ey assess, rather than.in the quality of

StandOls tojecOme a licensed examiner or psychologist must be.

strengthened in.some instances and adhered to. in all-casesAxaminer$

whork

with Black children must be sensitive to the needs of these children.

when a Black childhas an attitude of

On the issue of race and --the examiner:

fear and suspicion and is uncomfortable- with a white examiner in the testing

situation, a sensitive Black examiner should be paired with the Black child.
-

However, one should note that examiners of otherraces can also effectively

11
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.

When examining this question; it is important

assess young Black children.

to remember that al'Pexaminers need to be warm, receptive and have rapport
to be successful in eliciting

with the young Black child if they are goir
his/her best effort;

'On the issue of,legal and moral rights of young Black children And their
parents, we. find that the law guarantees parents the right to be involved

in their child!s future; MI parents can now question the evaluation of their
1:*
1

child.

.If parentt disagree with thewevaluAlon they may follow certain pro-.

cedures for their child to-be reevaluated.

It should also be remembered that

the law requires that a variety,of tests which are racially and culturally
'nondiscriminatory be used, to obtain a complete picture of the child's educar.

tional needs.

OnArends in assessing Black Childreni

it is generally agreed that culture.

.

free and culture-fair tests are difficult to construct.
,

Yet, the culture-

specific movement -.seems to provide us with some hope that perhaps this'Approdch

Nevertheless, mu&work

will be a viable Alternative to traditional testing.
-4..

ridds to beAone.
,

Crlterion-referenced and psychosocial testing are

alternatives to traditional testing.

However; thty too suffer some limitations.

Thus; we find ourselves in a complex situation in regard to assessing young
Black childr4n.

in the future?

C

-But what'should we do now-and in what direction should we 0
Perhaps some answers to these questions can be found'in the
.-t%

following discussion.

The Future
One of the first steps that we should take is to think in terms of
assessing rather than testing young Black children.
assessment in

Testing is done with

however assessment does not necessarily result in a score.

The functions'of assessment are educational programming, decision making, and

1C
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5

intervention.

Testing-ha$Ifts 4imitations in tha

decisions are made based on the Scores.
no way equivalent to assessment:

.

We mist. r

scores. are earned and

lize that testing,is in-

This vital distinction . must be made if we

Are to deal adequately with issues in the assessment of.young Black children
in. the future.

Parent involvement

a vital issue in the assessment of BlaCk children
\!\

that must be improved in the future.

Biack parents must not allow; their

Parents Must

childrento be judged on the basis of,intelligence tests alone.

insist that such factors as the child's interests and subjects which challenge
the child be considered when planning his or her educational program.
of all

Most

Black parents mustbe consistently and actively involvd in the educa=.

tion of their children.

If young Black childeen are to reach

helr potential,

the parents of these children must become advocates at all levels of the

pucational hierarchy: Black professionals and Concerned educators must extend
a helping,hOnd to uninformed and poorly trained Black parents, if they
are to-become effective advocates.

Training in the proper questions to ask,

:.

where to go for information, and children and parent rights are but a few of
U

the areas it which. Black profeisionals should providp trajning,andassistance
in the future.,

7

Teacher invglv.ement is another important area that we must be concerned.with in the. future.

Assessment is a part of_the ongoing teaching process.

The teacher works directly with the child and needseebservational information
1

and assessment results to plan teaching strategies.

The rapport that is

often built between teacher and student is an important reason for the
teacher.to take an active role ip the

assessment process in the future.

The teacher must bring information to the assessment as well as take information
from it.

E.
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In regard to future directtons in assessment of Black children, we must
look toward informal rather than formal assessment.

Our skills in observing

acid interviewing young Black children must be 'sharpened.

We must utilize

anecdotal information,- actual work samples and other less formal' techatques

to provide useful information on young Black children.

PluraliStit assessment

and the assessment model based.on the iotteof Jean Pialet are other alter-

nativet that.we must eamine for fUtUre
Ira the final analysit
our/ goal

/

we need toreview our reasons for testtng.1 If

to preserve thestatus quo, then it follows that the traditional

intelligerite test which-is tied to the experiences of the white middle class
will "serve our purpose quite well.

However, if our'purpose is to assess

equitably all° children in the educational setting, then our purposes, processes

and goals for testing must change.' In the future we must contintiallyllook
for new assessment practices and instruments to use in the assessment of
N

young Black children.
the

We must expand our research endeavors and work toward

goal.of providing environments in which young Black children can grow

and develop to. their full potential.

These are some of the directions that we can go in the future.

The

di-

rection that we take'must be,deterffiined by Biack.parents and the professionals

who are concerned with the appropriate assessmOt of*the young Black child.°
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CHAPTER 6

MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS AND THE BLACK CHILD;:
ISSUES. OF INCIDENCE, TREATMENT AND PREVENTION
by HECTOR F. MYERS

0

INTRODUCIWN
T ere is growing alarm in the mental health field Over the disturbing
trends in,develOpmental patterns and performance and` functioning levels of
This concern is 'particularly acute 'Mr the loyfr

the Black chfld
ineotne, urban Black child.
rates, Pi-voblems o

Increasingly we read reports of high prematurity

malnutrition, and of early childhood risk, for a range,of

disorders (NCHS RePort, 1976);

We also read reports of increasing rates, of

academic failure and :of school drop-outs; of increasing juvenile gang member.

and,thecorresponding increases:in crfminal behavior and in drug and
cohol use (Single et al. 1 574; Kleinman, & Woff, 1978; -fairchild, 1978).

al
I.

creases in tile incidence of adolescent pregnancy and parenting (Menchen, 1975;

_Baldwin; 1976), the alaring rates of Black youth uhemployment,.suicide,' and
the growing., despair of Black parents clearly undeAcore the harsh reality of

the crisis in Black mental health and sOcial status (Hendin, 1969; Seiden,
r

1972; National- Urban League,---T978);

In response to the variety of concerns articUlated byiBlaCk parents and

ihe problems experienced by a growing number of Blackchiqdren% we see a .pro-'
liferation .of well-intentioned, but poorly conceptualized; organized and

funded pTrams.

being designed_,and

New educational programs; for_exa

implemented, only to be discarded after limited testing.

The same is true of

social programs ostensibly designed to address the areas of unemployment; re-

,2
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creation, skill training; transportation, etc.
In the Rental health field, a-similar unor

is Oident.

ized proliferation of programs

New programs are created; then they are, revised in reaction to
Consequently;

changes in the surfIce manifeq ations of.mental health problems;

there i5.little impact on,the-rundamental causal fiatIrs and processes:

The:Blackthild!s-OreSent State,ofjiiental_health'and functioning;
especjaliryin Urbaft.:Andpoor 'communjties,is alarming.

ClearlYi thousands
q

of,Black,Oildren are inareasinglYiess capable of negotiating the rough
waters of American society.

This state.of underpreparedness, however,'cannot be

simplisticallr.attributed to deficiencies in the child; the family or the commun.

ityi

A more complex analysis of both.the structure and systematic prOceSs that

required

has..led tb the4resent situation is

if the

statusi, of
i

iflack_children's

.-mentalbealtkis to beAinderstood and improved:
.

iIn this' chapter I will present such an: analySls using the most recently

published data on mental health care over thepast twenty years'.., first
.

iflaoks

!'

and whites, and. males ancljemales under the age of twenty will be compared; then

Projections of mental health needs into the mid '080s will be discussed.

Second,

causes for changes in mental health services will.be.explored along with the
implications for the future of

services,

to the'Black population:. Third, two

illustrative prbgrams of primary and secondary prevention with Black children
and their parents will be addressed in detail. Finafly, recommendations will be
offered for future programming'for Black childi-en in the mental health field.
A note of caution. is inportant at this juncture.
state of Black mental health-is a, complex

The analysis of the

roblem fraught with many pitfalls;

On the one hand; the available national-statistics describe the pattern'af
contact and utilization of mental health services by children.

But these are.only

'estimates of the true incidence and prevalence of mental and emotional disorders

.
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in children.

Use of health care varies\according'to race and social class, and

Blacks and the poor tend to bel,over *resented among those served by public
Therefore, statistics from those agencies may pr6ide.

mental health agencies.

samewhat inflated estimates of the occurrence of specific disorders among
Blacks and poor children.

AlsO, some evidence suggests that Blacks and the

poor seek care only after a problem has reached fairly severe proportions.
Thi's pattern of health care utilization, combined with the documented tendency

%.

of health pare providers to give Black and other poor individuals thelore_
severer of. posible dii6noses,(e4;-; schizophrenia as opposed to mild emotion91
dtSOrder) results in-

a.

di4roPortionate 4mber, of the Black orimor among those

diagnoSed as most severely disordered, among those most likely to be
.

alized, amongthose most li-kelkto receive psychotropic medication and custodial.
:7.

care; and among those, with the leaSt encouraging prognoses (Hollin§sheadl Red-

1i-chi 1959; Srole et al. '1962; Srole, 17).

MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS:
ISSUES OF PREVALENCE AND TREATMENT
In a series of recent statistical reports by the National Institute of

_Mental HeOth on admission rates for children and youth under age twenty topsychiatric hospitals and clinics; to institOtions for criminal incarceration,
and to other institutions, we find distinct race and sex, trends. (Note: data
for the birth-to-five years age group are not available as a separate data set
but are included in statistics for children below the age of fourteen years.)
Looking'at the available mental health statistics for 1950, 1960, 1970,
1975 and projecting these trends to 1985, we see a disturbing pattern of in=
creasing casualty rates among urban Blacks.

Additionally, we see increasing

and,disproportionate reliance on hospitalization and incarceration as the major
-6

1''
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J.

primary care model, for dealing with Black mental health.

Trends_in_Psycniatric Hospitalization
For children and youth of a11-.races and both sexes, noticeable increases

over the past twenty years have occurred in the numbers admitted to psychiatric
settings.
females.

In terms of raw numbers, whites exceed nonwhitesland males exceed
However,

when the rates of admission for each 100,000 people are
.--"--

4

considered,.Black males are disproportionately represented in hospitalized

populationSard Black females far exceed white-females.

Between 1950 and 1970,

the rates (per 100,000) for Black males ranged from 45.2 to 79.8 persons
admitted; and for Black females; from 26.1 to,41.5i

For white males the hos=

pitalization rates ranged from 23.5 to 54. 3, while for white females the rates
range from 15.2 to 31.1.

(See Table 10

.

Extending thesetrends to. 1975, and analyzing the age - related trends for

each of the four sex and race groups more precisely, we see that hospitalization
steadily increases from the 14,thriiiugh the 18-24 age range.

kle see further

evidence that Black male and female hospitalization rates continue to exceed
those of white Males and females.

Below age 14; the highest rates/100,000

of psychiatric hospitalization are reported.by Black females (3.5 percent)and
Black Males (3.0 percent).

Between the ages 14-17, the highest rates/100,000
_

are again reported, by Black males (5.9 percent) and Black females.(4.6 percent).

Between ages 18-24, Black males have the highest-rates (24.4 percent), followed
by white males (20.0*Serceni) and by Black females (14.4 percent).

1

(See Table .2:

A substantial proportion
Data by race is reported as whites vs. nonwhites.
Consequently, the nonwhite group provides
of the nonwhite group is Black.
a very good estimate of patterns of Black mental health casualties.. In this
text, we have equated "nonwhite" with "Black" for purposes of comparison.
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TABLE 1

Numberlof Persons and Rate/100,000 Population' of Persons undo Age 25, ftspitalized:
in Psychiatric Institutions from 1950,1960, & 1970; by Sex and Race, U.S.

RATE/100_,O00 POPULATION

NUMBER OF PIRSONS

1 970

1950

1960

1970

1950

1 960

ITE MALES

5,371

10,415

(18,090

23.5

34.3

RITE FEMALES.

3,344

5,359

.9,976

15.2

18.3

31.1

ONWHITE MALES*

1;459

2,265

4,632

45.2

.48.7

79.8

849

1,130

2,402

26.1

24.2

41.5

ONWHITE FEMALES

..

.

.

.

54.3

Abstracted from Morton Kramer, National Institute of Mental Health Series, No 12; Psychiatric Services
Department of Health; Education and Welfare Publi-cation
andt-h-e4haitej-in-A-Institutional Scene; 1950-1985;
No; lADM).77-433, 1977; pp. 63,64, p.89.

is. reported as white versus nonwhite; A substantial proportion of the nonwhite group it Black, Consequently; the nonwhite group kbvides a very good estimate
of the patterns of Black mental health casualties: In thit text, we have equated
'nonwhite' with 'Blackl-for purpose? of comparison;.,

*Data, by race
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TABLE 2
6

Admissions, to State and_County Psychiatric_Hospitals of_Persons under_Agt_24,_by Sex_and Race; in the
Rat6/1000000:Population and percentage Distribution by.Age
U.S., 1975:

NUMBER OF ADMISSIONS
WHITE FEMALES

'WHITE-MALES

AGE

NONWHITE FEMALES

1,745

1,662'

4,001

-14

NONWHITE MALES*

1,096
_

t.

14=17

7,140

4,745

3,432

1,431

18-24

38,108

15,050

14,215

'4.,468

;

.

.

.

,,

4;

'1'''

'

1

/

7."."'
1
A

..,

.

14
I'

14-17

..?

No

18 -24

1'18.4

1

4

.-'/.q

2.

.-.

L

C

.

--;:-.A

.,

-lit

,!,,.

-

L.Y
-.-

4,, ,_ - .,

'iti

-,

111:-,-

i

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION-.-BY AGE

'14
1

.

2.1

1;6.

3.0 :.

3.5
4;6'

,

.:

14-17

3;7.

4.5

5.9

18-24

20.0'

14.3

24.4

14.4

Abstracted from Milozzo-Soyse, Aftission-Rates- to Sta te an-d-towityPsyttlatrit-MO-Spitet--by-Agei--Sek
and_Rate, U.S., 1975. Mental Health Statistical Note No. 140. Alepartment o1 Health, Education and Welfare

Publitation No. (DM) 78-158, November, 1977; p.8.
Data by race is reported as white versus nonwhite; A substantial proportion of the nonwhite group -is Biagi
Consequentl Yi_thenonwhite group proVides:a_very_good estimate of_the patterns*of,Black mental health
casualties.
In this text, we have equated. 'nonwhite' with 'Black' for, putposes Of comparison.
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If the- 1970 ratei of PsY6hiatric:admissions of children by race are
projected to 1985, assuming no significant changes in populatiOn trends, whites
are projected to show a decrease of 10 percent overall, while nonwhistes will
show an increase-OP, 7.6 percent overall.

(See Table 3.)

This trend is

also evident when the most severe disorder, sch4zophrenia, 'is projected',

By

1985, white youth hospitalization for schizophrenic disorders is expected to
decrease, by 9.4 percent, while nonwhite hospitalization rates for schizophrenia
are expected to increase- 6.9 percent.

(See, Table 4.)

This means that not

only are Black chi.ldren and youth proportionately more likely to be hospitalized

in'psychikric institutions than white children and-youth, but over the,next
.

five years, the trend towards the hospitalization .of emotionally

impaired white

children Will show a substantial decrease, while that far nonwhites will' increase.
_

0

_

These differences may reflect either differenbes in the mental health status of Black and white youth (i.e., ,the mental -health of white youth is:improving,

while that of Blacks is deteriorating); orsan increasing pa tern of differential
treatment of emotional disorders for Black and white youth.

The truth probably

.

includes elements from both of. these explanations. rBlack.children today, especially thOse froth:low-income backgrounds; are probably at greater mental health

risk becauSe 'of increases in exposure to the associated stresses (Dohrenwend,

1967; Dohrenwend,& Dohrenwend, 1967, 1969, 1970; Gersten et al., 1974,.'1977 ; Myers & King, in press; J.K. Myers, et al. 1974).
The increasing hospitalization rate differentials, however, :probably re=
fleet the national )lood of, ,retrenchment and conservation, socially, economically
*37

and inkmetpods of treatment. The Community Mental Health Centers,' and the liberalhealth care concept of the 1960s which were conceptualiied as. progressive strat.for providing good quality mental '.healtn services ,to Blacks and other

derserved groups are now under siege.

Most centers,are plagued by cri-Ses.in
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TABLE 3
t

"Number of Adthissions, Change in the Number,of Admissions & Percentage Change In the
Number Of.Admissionsi Children under Kge 18: 1970;1985 (Projected) by Race: 'U.S.
,
NUMBER OF

ADMISSIONS-_

OP ADMISSIONS':

1'979=1985

370,555

CHI .TES

PERCENT CHANGE IN
NUMBER OF ADMISSIONS

CHANGE 'IN NUMBER

-.36,948

;.

1970-1985

- 10.0

.

NONWHITES*

7.9,418

Abstraciied ft:orn Morton Krameri NatiOnal Intitute,ofiMental_Healih,Series, No.;12
Psychiatric-Services and the Chang-i-n-gI hst-i-tut-i-o-naceoe, 1950;1985; Department of
/7-433, 1977, pp..63-64, 89.
Health Education-and-Velfare Publication No.

*Data by race is reported as white versus' nonwhite. A sutittaltV4 proPortion of the On=
white group is Black, Consequently, the nonwhite gropp proVNIes a very, gopd, estimate\
of the ,patterns of Black mental health casdeties, In this text, We'.have- equated
'nonwhite' with '131aCici.:. for purposes of comparison.

Number, of Cases of Schizophrenia under Age 156:Recetving_Care, Chanie-0tbe Nu liter, and
Race,Jr. S.
the: Percent Change :in the Waiter ReteiVing Care, 1970=1985 ,(Projeqed

NO

1970

to

PERCENT CHANGE. IN NO.AN CARE

CHANGE IN NO-; IN CARE

IN CARE
1985 (Projected)

1970 = 1985 (Projected)

.

1985 (Projected)

1.10,o

.

PTE

15,661

15,090.

- 9:4

= 1,571

,

,..:,1

f

WHITE*

4,538

4i850

'.iJ

.._.

12

-..

.

+ 6'0

--/,

,
Abstracted. rpm: Mortoli KraiiieriNatiOnal Institute of Mental Health Series B. -No0_12
Department of
Psychiatrit 'devietit-a-litit-h-echanii:A__Institutional_Scenei 1950-19854
77=433,
1977,
p..94;
Health Education and Welfare Publication Not (ADM)
.

*Data by race. is reported a0.0iite versus nO0Whitt. .A substantial proportion of the.
CoosequentlY; the nonwhite group provides a very good estimate
_ nonwhite group is Black:,
,
In this text, we have equated
of the patterns of Black Mental -#Wth_casualties.
'':nonwhite' with 'Black' for orposet of comparison,
I

13

.
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TABLE 5

Number and Rate/100;000 Population of Persons, under Age 20, in Institutiont
by Type of Institution, Sex & Race: `U.S., 1950, 1960 & 1970

-RATE1100,00000-MAT ION

'NUMBER OF..PERSONS
95

-

12;121
797
' 5;988
569

=

nonwhite Males*
Nonwhite Females

1 970

66.0
_3;9
230.5
15;4

52:3
4:2

-,-;

CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS
.White Mal es
'White Femal es

1960

20;026
1;153

17,434

53.1

1,340

10;710

.16;566

718

879

3;6
115.6
17.5

=

.285.3'

.

15;2

-..

.,

;

,,,,

..,

HOMES & SCHOOLS FOR THE
MENTALLY. HANDICAPPED

'

White Mal es
Whitey Females
Nonwhite= Males
.:Nonwhite' Femal es

24,887

38,719

_

4,551

1,781
1,254

109;0
83;2

41,864
27;741
7;740
5;683

;

27;;097

.i.,181,343

.3,512

55.2,
3%; 6

125;6
86.6
133.3

127;6
92.3
97.9
76;3

.

.

.

87.8'

..

,

TRAINING_ SCHOOLS FOR
"-JUVENILE' DELPMENTS
White Mal es

White-Females

..

..

'160855
10;029

21,737

27;053

8;256'

_,8;330

5;854.

10,666
3,342

19,312
'4;641

Nonwhite Mal es
Nonwhite Femal es

2,004

81;2
26.0
132.6

71;6

;73:8
, 45:5
181.4
61;7

28.1

229.5
71;6

...

80;1

.

DETENTION HOMES
1,335
554
413

1Thite, Mal es

White Femal es
-. Nonwhite: Males*
Nonwhite, Femal es

,

4,678
1,995
2;322'

,

871

.145

P

44.068.

2,578
2,411
1,063

_
..:

4.5

15;4
_6;8
50.0
18.7

9.5
5.8

7.6
8;7

5.8
2;5

12-.8

_

12;0
8;0
41.,5
..

18;4

HOMES FOR UNWED MOTHERS

Nonwhite Femal es
,

HOMES_F014 NEGLECTEG
&

DERENDENT CHILDREN
.

White Mal es'
White Females

.

2;227

2;101
190

White Fenia 1 es

l:

50;46239-309,

' Nonwhi tett les

Nonwhite Females

2;891
2;411

2080
649

408

,

i

8.1

11;2

.
.........
.

.

35;896
26;515
4,679
3,635"

14;8.01

221.A
178;3

4;601
3,115

89.6
74.7

22,;742

118:3
_90:3

100.7:
78.2

,..

Psychiatric
Abitract from. Morton. Kramer, ,National Institute of Menta 1-- Heal th Series B, No; 12
Services amd_ the Changing Institutional Scene, 1950-1985. Department of, Health, Education and

Welfare, No; (ADM) 77433; 1977, pp,65-74.

of the nonwhite
* Data by 'race is reported:',ai white versus nonwhite. A substantial
is Black. ,Consequently, the nonwhite group provides' a ery good estimate of the patterns
of Black mental health casualties. In this text, we have eguatect 'nonwhite' with 'Black' fOr
purpose

of comparison.

1 j.,f
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:

68;2

46.2
79.2
.53:6

.

finances, leadership and- moraleiand most are turning away from aggressive
.community models of .primary prevention and outreach and back tdtraditional
medical models of treatment (Bachrach-it. 1979):

=

And, as this mental health

care alternative becomes increasingly lets effective and responsive to the
increasing demands of its low-income ethnic constituency, there appears to
he a growing tendency to revert' to the other more traditional social insti-

tftions for dealing with mental health cases (i.e., Juvenile detention and
incarceration, foster homes, homes for the handicapped, homes for unwed teen
mothers, state psychiatric hospitals, etc.).
.

Trends in Norgsychiatric InStitutional ization

The .trends In institutionalizatiorveported for psychiatric institutions
are also evident in institutional settings that address issues related to mental
bhealth (see Table 5).

However, in correctional institutions, the rate of incar=
_

,cerations per-100,000 for youth under age oftwenty by race and sex shOw a
slightly different picture.

For white males from 1950-1970, the rates of,

ncreased from 1950 (53.1) to 1960 (66.0), but show a
institutionalization increased
slight drop by 1970 (52.3).

For whiteiemales, on the other hand, the trend

over the same twenty-year period is increasing (3.6, 3.9

and,-4.2

respectively).

Note, howeyer, the very small numbers Of white females actually incarcerated.
For nonwhites, the trends are clearly different.

Nonwhite males= show the

highest rates of incarceration overall and show marked rate increases from
1950 (115.6) to 1960 (230,5), to 1970 (285.3).

Nonwhite females, on the other

hand, show rates of over five times that for white females, but their rates of
incarceration over the two decades are decreasing'

i.e., 17.5, 15.4 and 15.2,

respectively).

In the carse of training schools for juveniie delinquents and fordetentioh
hOMes0 the'trends are slightly different.

For training schools, the'
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2t.?ends

for white males and nonwhite males and females are increasing, with the non-

white male showing the disproportionally highest rate (181.4, 229.5 and
332.6 between 1950-1970f.
decreasing.

For white females, however, the trends are

In the case of detention homes, however,. for femalesboth

white And nonwhite, the trends are generally increasing; while f9r males,
both white and nonwhite; increases occur through 1960 and then show a
slight deci-ease by 1970.-,

InstitutionalizatiOnas the intervention strategy of choice for criminally,

involved youth show complex race and sex trends.

Nonwhites as a.groupare

more likely to be incarcerated in the mace restrictive correctional settings
Females are more likely to be placed-in'schoogo ls and detentionihomes than
males.
,

Nonwhite females are more likely than white females to be incar-

cerated in all three of the ,correctional institutions, especially in training
schools for the juvenile delinquents.

is

In the case of instituti6ns for the mentally retarded,'whites exceed
gonwhites-overall.

However, while for white,males and females the trends

from 1950-1970 show increases followed by decreases, for nonwhite males and
females the trends are steadily-increasing.

Similarly, in the trends for the institutionalization of children in homes,

it

for the neglected and dependent, we Tind iltat white children clearly exceed _
1/ 4

However, the twenty-year trend

the number of nonwhite children in such homes.
It

,
.

for, whites shows decreases, while for nonwhites increases are shown from

1950 to 1960, followed by decreases in 1970.

Finally, looking aOthe'rate§ of institutionalization of teen mothers
,

in homes for unwed mothers we find some of the.iowest total number1of residents across both. races.

The rate differential for white and nowhite fe-

.

'males are, however, quite different.

For white.females-the rate dropped
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\from 1950 (9.5) to 1 60 (7.6), and began to increase again by 197b (8.1).
For:nonwhite females., on the other hand, the rates have been steadily in-'
crqasing-since 195 0 (5.8-, 8.7, 11.2).

(See Table 5 for detailed statistics.)

;These nonpsychiatric hospital'ization trends suggest ihat across the

board, psychiatric and social difficulties experienced by nonwhites are

increasinglyxesponded to with institutionalization.
.

settings are' increasingly psychiatric'institutio

The primary ease

and institutions for

incarceration,

Kramer (1977) identifies several factors:to account foi the changing
.

Institutionalization trends in general.

Among these are:

1) social legis=

lation that shifted certain tripes of patient populations from state psy

chiatric hospitals into community and private settings, 2) newtreatments,

3) general demographic changes that increased the number of children overall,
as-"Well as those at risk for psychiatrid disorders, 4) social conditions

and problems such as unemployment end poverty which are also .associated

witfi inCreasesAn crime andincreaseS10 arrests and incarceration; 5) racism
-and_other diSc$MinatOry practices that-reSult in the differential treatment:
of disorders"as a function of race, and 6) insufficient and inadequate
community prbgrams.

These explanations offer a superficial analysis of the various interacting
factors,that produce both the . disproportionate incidence and prevalence of

the psychiatric disorders, and the pattern of intervention.

A more detailed

review of the factors and an-analysis of the processes leading to these

outcmie,are necessary to appreciate the implications of these data
S

Let's proceed, therefore, to review some of the principal models in the field

that try to adcount.for the diSproporttonate rates of Psychiatric casualties
among the offspring of Black and other ethnic minority groups and 'thy poor:

lr' 4
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MODELS OF MENTAL HEALTH AND ILLNESS:

THE CAUSAL DEBATE

One's, theories or assumptions either expiicity or implicitly guide
one's methods'and actions.
Amer'ican society

If we examine the theoretical perspectives of

we may'find reasons for society's perception Hof mental

'healthiamong Black children and youth and indeed an explanation of society's
responSes.

In a very proyocative article, Rainwater (1970) identified five con=
ceptions of the poor or the "disinherited," and described the treatment
approaches which they Spawned:, The conceptions were:

1).the moralizing,

2) the medicalizing, 3) the apotheosizing, 0 the normalizing, and 5) the
naturalizing.

The first four are combinations of two basic dimensions:

potency (i.e., the poor are-either weak or they Are potent) and virtudsity
The fifth per-

(i.e., the poor are basically either virtuous or 'evil).

4

spective combines the essential elements of the other four and extends them.
to their -logical conclusion.

According to the Rainwater analysis, the most basic perspective

'Moralizing.

on poverty is the moralifing that characterizes the disinherited urban,Black
as evil and potent.

The urban: Black poor are basically evil and sinful and

drawn to a "less civilized" way ofbeing in the world.

As such;therefore,

they tend to gravitate to environments were debauchery, sin and immorality
are the rule (i.e., the drug addiction, broken families, school Sailure and
the other

negative features of these environments are legitimate by-products

of this state). -The victims by "social standards" are sinful wnd need to be
"saved."
Medicalizing.

The second perspectivet the medicalizing or medical model,

characterizeS.the urban Black poor as essentiaqiyLevil and weak (i.e., seek,
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,11.
f

/

helpless products of their unhealthy selves and unhealthy elvironments).

The

t

,-----central:_thetne.in-ithis...-perspecttve.iS_that_thelives.fof.thelpoar and Black

reflect the' pathologizing of normal personal and social processes.

Both

the individual (i.eA, the Black child) and the social institutions (i.e.,,
i

the Black family,' the Black communitY) are -sick.

Primary emphasis in this

:perspective is on "psychopathological Persons" : the causes of problems are
attributed to'deficits 'in the personality and the cogniii0eand emotional

structures of the individuA.6ck child:

1This is different from the

moralizing perspective in which the primary causal agent fs .the inadequate
the rpot cause is not seen aS individual

Black family and community:

pathology; but father, .social disorganization and soca

pathology (i. e., the-

pathological. cycle of poverty in the ghetto cultUre);
*Much of soeial science'and mental health evolve0rom the medicalizing
perspective:.

We .can charatiorize

most'mental
,

healththeory;; research and,,
,

,

- ,

.

.

.,--

practice

is'"pSychopathologizing" insofar as the, primary. batis for,,the.
,-.-

.

analyses of the causes of emotional and behavioral disorders rais on the
psychodynamics of the individual.

The environment is nerierally eons:We-red

as a pathological context that contributes to. thezdevelopment of a: diStorted,
inadequate ego in the individual.

Thus, for example, Black child abuse, Black'

youth violenge, Black youth suicideare.all explained asAhe products of
fundamental deficits in the charatter.stUtture of the individual child or
parent.

These deficits res'alt froth the deleterious influe6Ees of a pathologiz-

'ing environment.
A

The social responses

'R
.treatment) that evolve from'this pathologizng

perspective emphasize-the diagnosis' of- "disease" rin the chin and faMily and

:prescribe clinical interventions'to achieve symptomatic re lef.

The pathdlqgy

,assumed ttis be*demic in the: environment is usually.. ignored .becauga:
:
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difficult and falls outside of the expertise of the social.a-Scientist and
mental health practitioner.
Apotheosizing andLtioriTiaitin'g,

am

The third and fourth persOecttNei,the apotheo=

Siting 'and the normalizing, characterize the urban Black- poor,atetSehtially

;.;virtopus:HThe negative experiences of poverty and oppression in the first'
"case (apotheosizing) serves to create a striving individual and culture engaged

in a perpetual struggle far survival againit insurmountable odds,

From

this, struggle emerge special skills, life styles, philosophies, and a special
quality of -existential humanity, all of which help the child 'adopt

stark reality of ghetto living.

to' the

From the apotheosizing perspeciive, there-

fore, Black language, cognftive styles, and behavior patterns represent
healthy, adaptive attributes forged within the context of ;a vibrant and creative

,

Black4culture.

The normalizing perspective, on the other. hand, denies the concrete

reality of being Black and poor as having any meaning and significance'in
accounting for Black behavior and mental health.
the basic premise of the

equality of all people."

This perspective 'starts from

The assumptions are that

although Blacks may have been discriminated against, the effecis of these

experiences over several generations amessentially minor. ,what character,
cognitive, emotional and behavioral differences exist between,Blatks and whites.
,

are basically superficial; minor variations exist in forM'andexpression, not
12)(6

in substance.

The material'and social restrictions Blaebildren have been'

forced to live under are not assumed to be severe enough to have had any last=
ing effects. on the internal dynamics of Black individualsatird families, or on

the transactions between Blacks and the larger society;

The basic model of intervention suggested byitheSetWo perspectives can be
v

parsimoniously described as inontreatmentor!Ighoring-the,eXisting'soCial
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conditions and simply lettind the natural creative and generative energies

of Blacks take thetreourse.
Both of these positions, and especially the apotheosizing,' can be found
in the.writings of liberal white and Black social analysts.

While they do not

attribute the current,mental health status of Blacks either to moral decadence
,or,illnesS;,they nevertheless7 confuse important issues and include erroneous
ass u

ions. "First,-they inclmde the assumption that

we 'are all basically

the same (i.e., equal), and if given the right opportunity we would all'rise
to our natural level in society.

In reality, we must distingutsh between

"existential equality" and "functional equality-."

Existential equality is an

ideologicat prineiple that affirms the essential humanity of people and:the
rights of each to be granted the same respect, value, and opportunity to live
fully.

Functional equality; on the other hand, is based on performance:

i.e., what the indivldual is capable of accomplishing based on ability,
effort and opportunity to function within our social 'structure,

political dialectic:

This is a

,i.e., natural, personal attributes are influenced by

politically structured options, opportunities,

which help develop attributes.

barrier; and constraints

Failure to acknalledge this critical inter-

action reduces the ideas articulated by these two.,perspectives to insubstantiil,
platitudinous statements.

',etond they confuse adaptation with health.

While the-moralizing and

mbdializing perspectives characterize Black behavior as essentially negative
and pathological, the apotheosizing and normalizing views commit the error of
reacting to the deficit model' by postulating its opposite (i.e., strengths
and assets).

This approach, while more palatable, still fails to portray

reality accurately and honestly.

While Black children are not essentially.

deficit-ridden, by the same token neither are they heroic, striving creatures.
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Their efforts to adapt and 'cope in the face of great odds is admittedly herOic.
Hotlever,.adapting to oppression comes at a price; one which often entails

the.development of strategies to avoid extinction.

But these strategies do not

allow for !mastery and for truly creative development and growth.

Thus, it is

not sufficient in the fostering of the mental health of oppressed people
simply to reaffirm culture and adOocate greater opportunities.

It is necessary,

toyadically remove the internalized "mentality of the oppressed" and to.radically
restructure the social order to allow for the free development and growth of
all people (Fanoh, 1967).

_Naturalizing,

The fifth and final perspective as identified by Rainwateil is

labelled the Naturalizing.

This viewpoint it advocated byihose who attempt to

assess the causes of the behavior of Blacks and the poor from a presumably
value-free position. 'The assumption made is that science with its objective
and value -free metholds can ascertain the "truth" about Black behavior, by com.

paringjt againtt the"Urriversal standardt, for all hUman teha0or."
major themes coexitt under this heading:

TWo

biological or genetic determinism

and cultural

Accordlit to the genetic determinist, there is "scientific evidence' to

support to contention that the'0Oor and Blacks are biologically different
(i.e., icieTior to the more affluent and to whites). This genetic differenCe

is tiled to explain why many urban Black children fail at many socially defined

tasks, and why they are disproportionately represented among "the
mental health". casualtiet.

The genetic determinist further assumes that the

biological deficits serve as immutable barriers to the successful participation
of Black children in society.

Therefore, expectations and aspirations should
1

be accepted as fact (Jensen, 1969).

This perspective is parti\cularlyevident

fn the work on the intelligence and cognitive capabilities of the Black child.

I
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All deficits identified in the Black child whether behavioral, emotional,
cognitive or physical are attributed directly to fundamental, natural, biological weaknesses that impede the child's effective functioning and healthy
social adjustment.

Therefore, no amount of manipulation of social and environ-

mental conditions can overcome the immutable effects of this biolo§ical barrier.
Therefore: .B1

k children are doing:as well as can be expected given what they

have to work with.

The cultural-relativism perspective, on the.other hand, views the be.

haviors and social systems of the Black poor as. perfectly 'valid entities in

their own right.

Black children are neither inferior nor superior to whites;

they are simply different.

Black Lang

e, cognitive styles, behavior

patterns and value Prefermces are adaptide to the Black world.

Therefore,

Black behavior should be evaluated within the'contekt of the Black culture
and not against standards developed to assess the behavior of whites.

Those

who assume universal norms.of behavior and use assessment tools'normed accordingly are committing a tran'Substantive error [i.e., they are assuming that the

substance_and meaning of concepts,.images and behavior are "essentially the
same" across cultures' because they are "similar" in fdrt (King, 1978)].

Like the apotheosizing perspective, the cultural relativist position

affirms the essential difference of Oacks.

It is similarly limited in its

analytic politioli_by_i_ts_failure to locate the present status of the Black
child organically within a concrete historical ,r'eality.

The Black, child is

different from the white child in terms of-culture and historical roots
(i.e., African vs. European).. The differences also result, however, from
the fundamentally different existential positions of the Black child and white
.

child in this society.

,

White children develop within a concrete social

reality defined as white.

The ob;lacles that they may face can be attributed
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,

to their social class, sex, or religion, and ultimately, to their individual
abilities.
entity.

Race for the white child is not an existentially meaningful
fact a minimum common denominator taken for granted.

It is

The Black child, on the other hand, begins with a dual existential
reality:

4

to be Black and to-be American (Dubois, 1903).

Race is an existen-

'

tial factor that is primary. _Being Black sets the tone of one's existence'
throughout the entire lifespan.

As our data base

clearly show, the cards

are often stacked against the child primarily on 'k,e fact of being Black.

Additionally, the factor of social class for Blacks appears to multiply the
effect of race

race .x class). As'we noted earlier, to be-Black in

America is difficult; to be Black and poor is disastrous.

,

Add sex, religious

ideology, and individual capacity to this reality, and we get a more accurate
picture of the true basis for the differences between Black and white children.
Therefore, the cultural 'relativist perspective is humanistic but limited

as a perspective for

alysis.

It is significant also to.note that although

. they attribute the causes of Blackbehavior to, different things, the cultural
relativist (difference) and the genetic determinist (deficit) prescribesimilar solutions

leave the Black child and the 'Black family' alone).
I

4

The perspectives differ, of course:An the motivation fOrthe "hands off"
policy (i.e., cultural differences vs. liffited ability) and the different
social policies (cultural: pluralism vs. cultural elitism).

Nevertheless,

according to these Viewpoints, the mental: health ofthe Black child should-

ultimately reach 'Inormar-level if we assume a noninterventionist position.
From these five perspectives we see the Black child as both hero and
villain; as both superior and inferior; as both the normal product.of an

organized social response.to oppression and as a pa6ological deviation from
the normal social order.

Black society is simultanechisly evil and decadent;
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vibrant and heroic.

It simultaneousli' provides a healtily Context-in which

necessary survival skills are learned, and a context that-handicapspeople
and encourages incompetence.

.The fact that' these unexamined conthdictions

hdve coexistedvithout resolution for several decadei is in part.responiible
for our failure to devise a means of grasping the reality. We shift between
,

positions-without a heiOtened Consciousness informed by an understanding
-,

.

.

.

.

.

We have no methoa for, analyzing and understanding the historical

of hThteirs'y.

reality; and therefore no vehicle for transforming. oUr childrenand youth.
New PerspectiVes.

In*a recent.paper, *ers..& King fin press) challenge:these-.

prevailing. explaOtfons of Black mental health add prOpose a reforthulatiOn.This reanalysis begins by, tebognizing that the. responsibility For the failure

of our social programs mustrrest at least in part with.the scientific community
and our failure to examin

the roots of the assumptions, concepts and

methods used'inanalyzing social phenomena.

Although social science is not

the only force influencing social policy, it nevertheless plays a critical
role in defining the nature of social problems-and in directing the formulation
of social responses.

An illustrative case in

poinie t

is the infamoriS Moynihan

report on the Black family (Moynihan, 1965), which provided the scientific
justification for the Nixonian policy of "benign neglect."

in a recent

compilation of fifty years of published social science research on the Black

Harris and Rana, 1979), the authors proAde.documented evidence

'child:(Myers
lo

Of the'rigid andnarrow definition of Black cbil,EI deVelopment an
.

ental.

.

health as essentially negative products of deficits in the child, and,in the

Blackfamily.

What was clearly absent in this voluMinous body of research

was 1) a conceptual and empirical specification of the fundamental problems
and 2) the role of social scientists in helping set.policies and practices : that

establish the conditions which can lead to different outcomes.
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An analysis of the mental health condition of the Black child or youth

Human

must look at the interactionsbetween the'child*and.the social context.
development,depends on this 'reciprocal interaction.

The Black child is born

into a sdiciai context.== familial as well as economic
4

,

stood and revealed.

which must be under4

,

The psychology of the Black child is a product of the

dialectical interactions between the child and hisilier social space.

There is no question in my mind thatBlack children are being devastated.
remain- amazed at the- creativity' Old ingenuity of all the children who survive

these condttions.

One of the major premises proposed:by Myers & King (in press)

isthat there is tt,"deep structure,U coterminous with the capitalistic social

order, that maintains the social conditionS in ivhiell'a large number of Black
children must live.

That is, there fs 0.hist

y of economic and social

exploitation, designed to benefit the few, which contributed to creating the
present situation.

A second major premise is that the child who is part of these social
conditions interacts with, changes and is changed by these conditions.

-The.

changes broughtabat by the child, however, are insufficient to balance
the changes imposed on'himar her by the society.'
A,thfrCmajor premise is that the.influentes on the child by trio society;
gener4lly labeled stress conditions, are,mediated internally by the child
through coping strategies which we dimensionalize into mental. health states
of well-being.

The basic debate among scientists faced with avoLinting for the mental,
health of Black'children liei in how the critical causal factors
genetics vs. environMent)tre specified and how predictive models -that specify
the nature of, the relationShip between.these factors and the mental health

outcomes are formulated.

The model for the analysis of the mental health
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of Black children which Myers anding prop65ed draws upon iwo distinct
theoretical sources:-

1) the,theory and research on urban stress and its

effects, and 2) the theory of social dialectics -of oppressed and colonial

people as articulated by Frantz Fanon.

These two perspectives share in common

an emphasis on the appraisal ,and adaptive processes within the person, and
.

the transactibig41processes between the person and the-soci4political
environment to predict mental health Outcome.
The Urban Stress Model of Mental Health
In a series of very provocative articles, Dohrenwend (1961, 1967),.
DohrenWend and Dohrenlend'(1969, 1970) and morerecently;Myers (.1976; 1977a,,

"Tht in press) review available theoretical literature on psyAosocial stress
as a way of analyzing the epidemiglogical findings on the physical and mental
health of the poor and ethnic minorities.

The basic paradigm consists of an

elaboration of the Selye (1950, 1 74) and Lazarus (1966, 1974, 1977) models,'.

1

of the stress-adaptation process a
functions.
1)

a precursor to'disease and system mal-

The paradigm contains six basic elements:

Exogeric and endogenic antecedents; defined as-the factors that
contribute to defining a basaIevel of stress usual for the
individual or group.
Internal and external mediating factors, which are the factors
that increase or decrease the relative impact of the stress.

,

3)

Elicitinqstressor(s), the objective stressful social stimuli, that
require adaptation or change in the usual level of functioning.
4

The resultant stress; state

The adaptation process, the complex physiological, cognitive-affective
and behavioral response process of coping with the stressor.
6)', The _health-outcomes; a result of the coping effort.

Several assumptions are made in this paradigp.-Jirst:

(See Figure 1.)

the greater the
.

amount, intensity and duration of the 'stress experiencedi;t e greater.-the

likelihOod of illness and the greater the severity of the disorder (Holmes and

1 Al 4x
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FIGURE 1

,sitoffid Conceptual and Research. Paradigm
Depicting the

of StrOSS in health & Illness

,

Eioginic & Endogenic
Ant6e0d6ntS

(1)

-70 Eliciting--StreSs--0Coping & Adaptation Proces'
Stressors

State

(3)

(4)

Cognitive = AfftctiO
gehavioral

(6)*:

(5)

Internal & External
Mediators
(2)

Time:
ti

*(6) Represents both.the poirtalong the Health, _+

aS44.S0eCifie disorder;) that may result

Outcome

Illness (-) ContinuuM

(5.

Rahe, 1967).

Second:

the amount of stress experienced and the severity_of the

impact of stress are related to factors of social class and race (Dohrenwend
and Dohrenwend, 1970; Myers, 1976).

Third:

the impact and meaning of, any

:.stressor or class of stressors is influenced by-internal and external mediating A

factors related to the person's

social-

backgroiliid:

Fourth:

the person's or group's state of relative health can.be meaningfully predicted
,from his or her race and social class stress dyn;ics-(Myers, 1976, 1977a),
Following an extensive and critical review of the theoretical'and epidemiot
logical literature on Black mental health, I. feel the urban stress model suggests'
that individuals who are both. Black and poor_are exposed to greater .,amounts

of stress and are often forced to cope with detrimental Stresses over an ex_

tended'period of time.

Consequently, the' severity of the impact of these

stresses on their lives is-substantially greater than those experienced

See Myers, in press,for a detailed presentation and

by whites as a group.

analysis of this model.)
The_Soc4 1 Dillectic Model of Meht,1,14ealtil

The urban stress model accounts for the incidence of Mental i4lness
mpng groups as a"function of social class and race-related exposure to
stress and stress-coping efforts.

Primary emphasis in;the_analysis is

01-eced on the degree to which the individual is affected by the.stress

endemic to the environment as mediated by his'orhqr personal assets and
.

.

coping styles.. External sociopolitical factors are important, but are

viewed as secondary mediating factors -Ur ipfluence both the amount of
stress exposure, as well as the relative impact of that stress on the
vidual.

However, the stress model stops short of articulating precisely how

the external context of reality 'predetermines the degree of susceptibility
to mental disorder.

Simila0y, with its emphasis'on coping and adaptation,

the stress model does not articulate a social7change strategy.
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Thus as a

1 A: fr./

model of :mentaL health for the urban Black child it is still not complete
enough for our purposes.
jherefore, in elaborating an-:-Alternatiye.modelHof mental health for the:

urban' Black child; Myers & King. (in press) lOokeothe dialectical analyses
of the mental health of cOlonial societies in the Caribbean and.Affica as
articulated byc,Frantz Fanon.

.Fanon (1965 a & b; 1967 a & b),. the MartiniCan

trist, elaborated a "color x clast" analysis Of the colonial soclet1

aA s the

critical dynamic that defined the state of-mental health of the societk

Th

mental health of colonial,s6cietfeS.was broadly defined as the product of
.
...

.

the dynamit between the institutiOnalized interests of the ruling classes a

the identity-defenses and ego Oaporation of the oppressed masses.

Central

to this dynamic was the systematic negation of the values, life styles and
.culture of the oppressed masses by the rbiling classes, and the imposition

of the ruling classeS' culture, values and standards.
King (1978) applied this analysis to the mental health of urban
Black communities and, affirmed that "the present mental health dilemma (of

the urban Black child) is not (simply) one of personal maladjustment, but
rather of class conflict.and of crisis, in the historicity of society"

p. 3)

It is indeed incomplete and misleading to account for the mental

health statistics on the Black child as reported earlier simply on the bisi
of their presUmed greater inherent maladjustment or greater psychological
vulnerability.

Both of these explanations continue to' ignore the critical

conflicts and contradictions

the sociopolitical situations in Society th

R!

opeate'oppressively om the excluded members of society to create the state
of vulnerability and high casualty rates which we see.
King notes further tha.ePif we accept the personal maladjustment concept

of the BlaCkchildi then w

as centralto. our analysis of the
,

1

1
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r

,

also implicitly assume that we live in a positive, growth-enhancing social:_

structure to which all members of society should ideally adapt in order to,
functionipptimally,,- However, even a cursory analysis of the peculiariliStory

tof'Black Ameticans would suffice to belie that assumption.

The history

of the transactions betweep Blacks'and the larger American society is one
Characterized by exclusion from full participation,' oppression, and alienation.
To this Blacks have-developed response systeins characterized by mistrust,

ear, hostility and reactive rejection.

This pecunliar transactional

process between oppressed and oppressors results, as suggested by Fanon, in
the creation of a disinherited people condemned to a marginal social and
psychological status, trapped ambivalently between self-affirmation'andf self-

denial; between idealization of tfte appresSar,and condemnation of:that'

oppAssor.
,OW.,the-other 'hand;this,transaetion also creates a, social minority of the
,

inherited '(i.e., the rulinvclass) who are deluded by their false sense of
;

superiority; are blind to the ethnocentric, se f-serving value basis of
.

their.evaluations of the oppressed; and are trapped ,in an oppressivelfperpetuating social Structure.
The analysis- -of mental health in a class-caste society Stich as ours

cannatIVereforp, be made simply on the basis of thg presence or absence
-;.-of illness symptoms.

Rather, it must necessarily include the analysis of the

'--r4nactional processes

etween individuals, social classes, andthe social
.

structures that create the condition4 ofmental health vulnerability within
0

particular social classes and-races.

Similarly, mental health cannot simply

be defined on the.basiS of adaptive capacity, 'beca4se in societies with

oppressive institutional practices, adapting to the reality must include 40
ar

°
.

active commitment' to persona

nd sdcial transfarmAtioni

.14)
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Consistent with these premises, -the social

lalectic model of mental

health defines a two-factor matrix that structurallywrepresents the 'dialectic
between the psychological state' of the person as it i sc influenced by the e

ternal social structure, andthenature of the transaction between the person
and the social structure.

This dialectic evolves developmen.

individual and historically in the society.

The first factor in the dialectic defines the internal state 'of harmony
or disharmeiny''fri-the individual as -influenced by external" social structures':

The person can be said to be in a state ofhij

low crisis to the extent

that there is an internalization of external oppression.

Thus, for example,

the individual who by virtue of hiS or her social class or color is in a

state of struggle and disharmony and engages in self- (or Other-)destructive
behavior as a result of this state` of Struggle Can be said to be in .a state

of high crisis.

If, on the other hand, social class and color op'pression' is

acknowledged' but successfully circumscribed such hat a significant state of
internal struggle does not develop and behavior is not self- (or other-) destructive, then the person is said to begin a state, of low crisis.

Similarly, the second factor in the dialectic, the nature of.the trans
action between the person and the society, can be dichotomized so`that`it is
consistent with the degree' of the:developed ,sense of conflict centr#1 to .this
transaction.

If the individual has a heightened awareness of the.fundaMental

structural contradictions in society and is actiorly engaged in a struggle
to articulate and remedy these contradictions, then he' or she- is said
in a state of developed .confjict.

if

6 be

on the other hand, there is little

awareness of these structural contradictions, and little or no Coneern.for
understanding and'xorrecting them, then he or she is said to be in a state-4_
leveloped conflict;
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In this two-dimensional.matriX, a state of ,mental health 1) exists when

there is both low personal crisis (i.e., lo0 stress) and a developed-consciousness of and conflict with the contradictions' in the social structure,.

The other three conditions replting,from the combination of these two factors
represent states.of mental disease, i.e.:

2) low crisis and undeveloped,

conflict = psychosis; 3) high crisis and undeveloped conflict = anxiety, suicide,
depression, substance' abuse, etc.; and 4) high crisis and developed conflict
violent outburst, acting-out' behavior,mass revolts, etc.' (See Figure'2.)
The-dialectical and 'stress models .emphasize' the transactions within the,

.person (inner conflict) and'between'the person and the society as the basic
units of analysiS' predicting mental health outcomes.' The.treatment approaches
informed by' these models focus on indivi4ua1 habilitation and effective coping,
on the,:pne hand, and s stem change (i.e., social transformation) on the other

%

hand.

The former reduc s the state, of crisis within the individual, and th

latter heightens the contradictions between perSan.and society and fosters the
-resolution of-these confTicts.;

APPROACHES,. WMENTAL HEALTHJREATMENT PREVENTION-o.
(

The articulation of theoretical models in mental health is a relatively
easy process.

Developing the implementation programs, however, is a much more

complex and difficult task.

Despite the variety of theuttical propositions

in the mental health field, the vast-majority of mental health programs are
treatment programs almost exclusively dedicated to i-emediating individual

.disfunction. Ary few can be characterized preventive in nature,. where
stated goal is to identify and remedy those conditions that are known

be

implicated in the development.oftmotiOnal disorders (e.g., early mat=
nutrition; child abuse and negltct, inconsistent and contradictory parental
communication and behavior, etc.).

151
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1

;

t

FIGURE 2
Dialectic Matrix of Rental Health

Person - Society
Confl ict

Developed,:,

Contra,diCtioris
.

'

Violence; Acting-out
Behavior, Revolts

Mental _Health
(1)
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e

Self4eitructive
High kikreiy
SuOtalice
etci
(3)

Undeveloped
Contradictions
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Suicide,
Dqpressipn,

Two programs in the Los Angeles area which I have had the priviledge of
knowing are refreshing illustrations of-intervention,approaches, directed at
low-income Black children and yduth, that combine both dii-ect treatment and

primary prevention strategies.

These are,the Children's/Early Identificatiom,

Consultation and Training Program (Part F) at Central City Community' Mental

Health Facility ;1 and .the South Central Los Angeles ChildiDevlopmeni Center.2
The foriner is ,a. pridary prevention program funded by the National Institute

(If Mental Health and operating out of a large, Black comprehensive community
mental health center.

The latter is .a small, intensije infant-nursery program.

for the offspring of teen parents that is affiliate0 with a Black inner=city
Los Angeles thigh school.

The Central City Part F program was conceptualized and implemented as a
comprehensive treatment and prevention program addressing the myriad mental
health needs of low-income, BlaCk children and their families in South Central
Los Angeles.

The program was established in 1972 by an eipt-year staffing

grant from the National Institutenf Mental Health and charged with the.task
of providing mental health consultation, education, and training to community
6

caregivers in their catchment areas.

Conceptionally, Part .F was designed

as a comprehensive, multidisCiplinary program'including the following services:
'''.1)-*Direct,piy5hiatric services to emotionally afflicted Black children
and their parents.

1-

The'author was the Director of this program from 1973-1975 and has continued to
Appreciation-is given to f'ir's. Annabett
serve as a research and program consultant.
Williams,.the present Director of the program and her dedication to the task of
this program.'

2.

The author isgrateful.to Mrs Patricia NOlcoxi,Director of the Chi dsDevelopment
Center! for her assistance in preparing:this manuscript..

r.
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1.

)

Mental health consultation and training to the teachers and other
personnel at local preschools, Head Start programs, and in the
elementary,. junior high and senior high schools.
1

Community organization, mobilization and outreach projects in a
low-income housing project:
4)

Consultation and training to other community caregiving programs,
including adoptions, private foster parents, health care centers and
juvenile justice programs.

5)

A comprehensive teen parent's program serving the teen parent, the
offspring, the fimilies of origin, and consulting with the staff
oftthe continuation schools that tgr pregnant teenagers are referred to.

The teen parent's program was dveloped as a family-community systems
model (Myers & Colbert, 1974) addressing the complex issues of the problem
of teenage parenting in Black communities.

As noted by. Mencherr(1975)

and Baldwin (3976), teenage pregnancy is an endemic problem ih low-income,
nonwhite communities.

The race differential:in fertility rates for girls.

ages 14-19 is very 'striking at all age levels; the :nonwhite rate exceeds that

of whites.

For-girls under 14 years -of age, the nonwhite fertility rate is

slightly less than twice that of-whites (158 vs. 82).
Unlike many programs that focus almost exclusively on the teen mother
and her infant and address,specific areas of need .(e2g., physical health,.
4

mental health counseling, etc.)

the Part. F teen parenting project tOnceptUa=.

lizeSearly pregnancy as a, problem and crisis. of the entire family tyttem.
and community.
assistance.

As such, thegfore, -all 'affected individuals are targets for

Furthermore, teen pregnancy is seen as influencin11 aspetts'.

of the adolescents' lives, and requiring, therefore, interventions in the
educational, social health; mental health.,,pirentingi-and:OOmmanity spheres.

The.problem Of.teen:Pregnancy:an&astociated consequences few the
.

adolescent, the,infant, the family, and the communitpare also beljemgd tO
require aggressive and coordinated prevention strategies, .These include

1
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the education and habilitation of the teen parent to prevent future,pregnancies, to reduce the developmental risks of their offspring, an

to

prevent the lon-g-term economic and social handicaps which the t

parent

faces.

The prevention strategy also addresses the needs of the families

of

origin by assisting them in making healthy adjustments to the pregnancy, and
by providing them with the information and support necessary to-,prevent

future pregnancy experiences in their younger sons and daughters,
Finally, t o project also intervenes with schools, churches and Community
social agencies and programs-to help them develop effective education,
counseling and socia

tion programs for Black teens around the issues of

sexuality, contraception, personal responsibility and choice, and personal
worth and decision-making.

After eight years of service, thePart F program has proVided consultation
ho

and education to several dozen agencips, has established ongoing working re
lationshilis will all of the public and private preschools through senior

high schools in its catchment areas, and has-served over 500 Black teen mothers,
.their infants and families.
The Locke ,Infant Center

-=..-Schoo1410d Parent Program

-

.

The Locke Infant Center was.founded in.1975' with a grant from the state_.
c.if California (under its School-Aged Parent Program).

The Center is affiliated

with three local Black inner-city senior high schools-and provides an intensive
program of parenting education to Black teerrOatents, and child.care.and:
development services to their infants.

The.program combines didactic" and_

laboratory parenting intervention and training approaches, along with health,
nutrition -and psychosociaLcounseling services.
Unlike the Central City Part F teen parefits project which utilizes a more
g loh

intervention stratedy, the,Infant Cehter focuses more intensively; on the

k57;v,r77_:
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Black teen mother-infant dyad.

Each teen mother is enrolled-

th academic

Credit in a parenting class where issues of child development and effective
parenting are taught.

In addition, the mothers spend several hours in the

infant lib with their's And the other infants learning to feed, clean, change,
interact and stimulate their baby, and.recognl?e and respond appropriately to
.hiS.orher heeds.
The infants in: the program spend the day in the nursery while their

Alothers Are attending classes.

They each are assessed and monitored in terms

of their developmental progress and, their health.

Specific interventions are

designed for each infant -to correct whatever delays or problems are identified

and to enhance his or her sense of self-worth, growth and development.

The

infants generally range from age two months to one year, and'oftenthAy spend
several years at the Center'if their mothers conceived

and'delivered while

they were sophomores or juniors.

Preliminary statistics show that Over the five years of the Center's

hittorYi 372teenmothers and 373 babies have been served.

Of those, over 80

percent of the mOthers completed the:PrOgrath, and:their education through to

graduation, and approximately 9O percentOf these,girls obtained some posthigh= school OdOcation or-went to work.. Onlja very small
of the girls were recidivist (i.e. 4 girls in 5 years).

perc

tage (.45 percent)

This percent

gz'

substantiallylower than the recidiviSm 'rate for low-income Black teen parents
as a group (i.e., estimated at close to 10 percent for high school parents and
maybe as high as 30 percent for glrls conceiving prior to age 15) (NCH5 Report,
1976, p.6).

The program has also served 72 nonparent teens, none of whom have

subsequently, ,become pregnant.

*Of the infants served, preliminary datil suggest that while they,are at the
a

Center and participating in its program, they show markedly.accelerated patterns
1.<1 C
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of development in all areas.

This it true even for
premature, infant's And

infants that shamed early developmental
delays.

iChildren'with congenital
-defects, however, do not show this.pattern'Traccelerated
development (Myers,
OtNit-Gaddis, Phillips, Epps', and holcox,-in
preparation).

These two illustrativeprograins

clearly ijlustrate that whether the

Primary Program emphasis is mental'hea-lth
(Part Fl yr education (Child
Development Center), effective
treatment and prevention' results
can be obtained with Ybw-income Black tbildfen-and
youth. if multidisciplinary and
4
multimodality approachessare'utpd.)

needs of the whole personi and

Strategies mutt address the range of
an.iMpact on..his or.her Whole world,

including familial and community Slystems.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE PROGRAMMING
In thiS chapter 1 have; briefly
pretented woverview of the present state
of Black child
Mental-healthat,refletted in the available
treatment statistics
and briefly reviewed the-theoretical and
philotophical perspectives. in the
field.
I have described
twointervention/prevention programs which, address

the problem of Black teenage pregnancy and
parenting.

The evidence sounds

an alarm.

As a group, Black children are at great
risk for mental'and physical
disorders Aue to the, continued
deteriOration of their social,
economic and
political conditions.
°Programs to reverie this dangerous trend
are sorely needed.

However,
the 'lessons of the pag% and present must
be-studied to Inf9rm"the future
Programs that are s'ingul'arly focused at
soothing the pain and correcting

the deficiencies of individual Black
childrenare necessary, but are Only
temporary and short-ter-m in th0,,ir impact.

As We have seen inqhe statistics

presented, the present "treatments jnyogue"
for the mental health needs of
Black,children are hAspitalfzatiOn and incarceratibh.
Future programs must be.
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ective altertiOtt'ves to institutionalization, and

eifeloped to -serye/as

must focus more on pi:`44rition than on4treatment and remediation.

Principal programmatic needs rests 'in the areas of 1) ar13% intervention

etiver?estof Black
to prevent teen pregnancies, -2] Programs to improve the of
,parenting,

especially among the most oppressed segments of the Black community,
Y.

31 progranis designed to

,reinfoke and support Bljek family systems to

make

social
them more:re§istant to the negative impact, of'oppressive economic .and
cdoci.tions, and 4) programs.d'eSfghgeitil-foSter effecti);e'c'oPing skills; leader-,

:ship -and,reSilience in black children and youth, rather' than emphasizing
remediation and the correction of defiCits (i.e., strength-enhancement programs).
rf. I.' may paraphrase Fallon (1967), there comes a time_ when silence .is
dishonest.

What matters is not simply to know and descrthe the world of the

Black child with all of its vicissitudes, obStacles and resulting negative
,outcomes:

R.tther, the need

of manufactured

is

to conceptualize the

insidious

process

diseati and diSfu ction cl early, and to change it so

foster the development of new and h althy Bla k children.

9
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CHAPTER 7±.
FOCUS FOR THE FUTURE
,14

by EL.0uISE JACKSON

The preceding chapters bxamined key issues currently affecting service
delivery to young `Black exceptional, children and,

i r families.. Following :-

the. discussions of each of their topics, the authors recommended ways for

beginning to rectify the situations discussed. Unfortunately, we have bee'n
able to pinpoint only a few of the important issues im Black special
° education in,thisc book:
,

In this chapter; we waneto focus, on other areas

that need immediate attention.

We,';w11;

particular emphaii

to :Ahree

areas: ':.)researCh;:, perSonne1,2PiPat'ation, and 'program reformation;
AREAS OF FUTURE CONCENTRATION

Research

Research helps guide program development and educational practice;

The information it;provides helps direct modifications ...a or changes in
present.practice..

Becapse it is an area in 'which aCtivity has great

Octtential to bring change, research- with regard to the'yoUng Black,

exceptional child and his /her family is critical.
desP

Several topics

require study.

e area that needs much investigation is teaching strategies.

With

1

the current in-depth' system of gathering information about exceptional

children background'information including assessment art! observation

data is, more' readily available than ever before.' Careful analysis. of this
.

information, which provides educators with insight into the child's
backgroUnC-Strengths; weaknesses,. learning styles and preferences; can
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provide an opportunity for, researchers to investigate a variety of teaching
techniques to isolate those most successful.; in encouraging and facil itating.

exceptional ,child.
competehce and intellectual development in- the BlaCk
.
-

''''

C7

4

.

)reas,at investigation 'would include the

implications

of using certain'

,

instructional strateties in relation to a child's particular I earnihg style
or the responses of children to 'certain teacher bendy-Lars (such as 'the
teacher's handling o'f a. Stfident7, who speaks nonstandard -English
t

.

.

whether or not the ;student's eagernetto partiCi,pate in 'language and other,

expressive activities is affected Ey that :behavior); Such- research endeaVors,

,

.

to encourage

shotild begin to generate the kind of information
cliange in instructional1

and subsequehtlY

Child progress and

Orofessional attitudes; -;

it secOhd area for investigation is research on the..strengths_iif

Blaarfamilies: fier' e several topics tan be examined, -one being parent/
,

,

famil reactions to the birth of a handjcabped Child. There is ewidence
'which suggests that families of culturaily-diverse handicapped 'children

da not fit the stereotype generally associated with parents of handicapped

hildren.

According to' Marian (1980), studies have shown that these

.
.
.
1 sY; .especially-Black and MeXican-American
.fami 1 les, do not .UpressJ
.

%..-.

N:.

.,,'

.

e

ShOkl 4 disbelief; sOrOw and other associated feel ings of. guilt' and,
,

u

depresSian (Luder6s,. 107; Marion 'and 'McCas1 in, 1979). bRather, feelings

of protection and acceptance are more typical ef4otion- The, rol e of the

extended family rel igion, and the ,feelings Of acoeptante and securit,y
n.

engendered 'within these famil i es= demands...*ch altentian.
P

A third research area is that .of identifying and ;nurturing giftedness
in the young B.-lack' chi old;

Too often reSear Vis concerned with' relating

negative attributes to they Black chijd and

her family:
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i.e.;

41

identifying deficits within the .child (Williams, .1974), Suggesting

,pathological family conditions (Minuchin, et al., 1967)lor attributing inferior
characterizations to thildreri'S intellectual abilities'(Jensen, 1969).
Due to. much of this kind Of research,'-the creativity and potential
.

been.thwatted and misdirected under the label

many Bladk

In focusing on giftedness and talent in

"behavior management problems."

.

the Black child, research Should be Conducted- to..idefitify indicators which
suggest the presence of a chcild's-',.taClent in various areas (e.g:, academics,,

arts, etc.). Go4rig a step further, research should also involve examining
1.

ways to skeeSsfully:foster children's ta-lentS.'
A fourth research emOasis is
.

AT.

Parents"

T.11.1

p

.

.

s,hould be involved in all 'areas of their child's program.

ulturally7diverse

'identifies three areas of need regarding parent-9 ,O

,

gifted and handicapped. children.

These needs

Marion ,-.(158(i))

eas
are:'' 1) 'the need
for
.
,

'information,. not only about the basic tenets of

42 Nat.,'

bl.i c .L.a

attRit their rights and responsibilities as well;

need to b

to feel an alliance to par:ent-organilations andItth,

eciit -o^oUps-;-

3) the need for self-esteeth, to feel ,a sense of b

g understood

having oriels'. feelings and concerns responded to promrit

anci

instructively

By having an.underStanding of these needs*, professionals can expand their

roles in the communication process with Barents more ffectively.

With

OartiCular,regard to Black, pd'i^ents,, and. especially thoie frequently labeled'
S

"hard-tb-reach," research shoUld give considerable at4IntiOn -to these. need.
'\`

.

areas and investigate different methods and techniques for succesful1/
involving Black parents.

The results of such inquiries may greatly efthance

the parent-involvement procesi as it currently exists today.and begin to..
break k-down barriers that separate parents and professionals.
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A fifth' focal point is the'Study of the Black'
from a variety of :viewpoints .

Researchers have approached this.

.

Some

-

have examined environmental 'differentps in arr.effort to understand, more

clearly the natureeof different

me environments and differences in

,

childrrearingqpractices.

Others have concentrated on the effectt of

different child-rearing-practices on the infant's cognitive development.,
Still 'others have attempted to, ,demonstrate the effect of various stimulation/

- intervention strategies on the intellectual development of infants.

The

difficulty with such studies is that for theMost part they assume, a "deficit
model" or "inadequate" child-rearing practices.' Many such studies have used
biased measures (e.g,, those based on middle sodio-economicstatus value
systems).

Such factors as the, prevailing, system of social stratification

that has:detrimental effects upon mino3ties as a Whollend Blacks in
_particular have virtually been ignored.

Research" should.be conacted which' takes into account,different
conditions and circumstances surroundan

his or her fithily.

g the lifestyle of the Black child

Initiating more research based, on a holistic view

of what takes place within the environment ofinfants can provide information
tat begins to,account for differences in developmental outcomes.
Finally,.there has to be more effort and involvement on the.part'of
:,Black professionals in the researchfielth- An,:order..to eXami'nevarious

d topics related to Black exceptional children and-their families,
f the same ethnic origin have to become involved in determining

SP Os to be addressed and appropria

research apprbaches to be used

s involvement is particularly important in determining research
'111.0,dtrection4'improving the validity othe research,.and assessing more

Atcurately the meaning of research findings.
404,1
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Personnel Preparation
Coppock and.Birckhead (C

ter 4) elaborated on the areas of preservice'
L.

and inservice, training

Both areas are ihrcial in terms

on teachers and administrators.
,

their effects

Too,'ft is at these pivotal points that
.:

....

,

.

.

.

program servicesjorBlack exceptional children can be strefigthenedby
other Means.
.

c,

During 'preserviceand inservice training, the awareness and knowledge:.

of teachers and administrators can be heightened concerning the nature
and culture of Black children and their famflies.

It is Of utmost necessity

.

y.

4;-.

to include infoinationdr4zthis kind in training efforts to replace
,

4

.

stereotypic 'ideas and ignorance on the part of professionals.-

Exceptional

Black children lld their familJes:can have more probleMs asa result of

ProfeSsionalSr_attitudesAhan thoseTroblems brought on by the specific
_

handicapping.:,COOitions.. Negative attitude's and lowered expectations cay.

-

- T
lead to misreferrals;:misdiagnoses and misplacements of Black' children
in special-

programs.

'Duringjraining efforts all profess*onals should bb. exposed to
'"
11 owing:
infOrMatibn thal-would provide an accurate picture of theJ0
,

.

1) ,background and history of Black Americans (e.g., ilavery, emancipation,
culture, accomplishments, family context, tshe Black family's-position'ln
American society), 2) the nature of-the present assessment proc.ess including
_

the recommendation of appropriate assessment procedures; 3) appropriate
teaching'reSources and strategies;: and 4) information regarding the effects
.

q

1

;.

of negative attitudes and lowered expectations on'the tiehaviOr and OerforMance
. :4

of Black'children and their fapilies.

A,

,'

Of course,,16,order to:adopt such a

modification of the present personnel preparation system, the various
-institijtions themselves (institutions of higher educationi.state and local

1
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education agencies; and agencies in trie 10.--Tvateectoe.) would have to first:..._

.support,such changes, = Although the'fOcal:ArOup.being:Written about

s

Black. Americans, such changes in thepersOnnel preparation syftem,shOld

reflect theexistence:of vmultiethnic societv
Also related td personnel ipreparatiOn is the need to strengthen
services

the exceptional Black" child;

.?-4

the preparation of More:

Blacks in fields such, as psychology, midicinej.:CoMmunicationspeech and.:

-,lnguage); to64aUmork and early cIldhOod/special education;

BlaCks should be actively soUght'and recruited not only

toward Of

be as well

lor°tra-i

kinerity

In moving

.Jhis need is one also voiced by
nw

ers who. administer early;Aildhood.programs in the Handicapped

EduCation Program network (Issues of, Common- Concern, 1979).

..
ollT-arglior e

'fl

acks needed in these professions, but the-field should

Fr

dtvgrsity of.miliority talent.

There are national Black organizations repre;enting the respective
professiOns of psychology, social work, sociology, education and nursing.

It is recommended that these organizations become more explicitly involved in
Afie issues.that relate to providing services to young Black exdeptional

children and-their familiec:
%:!Finally,'in instances where the teaching staff Is limited and where

it It difficult to identify staff members'who are sensitive totheneeds
and,c6itatral uniqueness of the population beingserved; training prOgrams
.

to prepare minority paraprofessionals are in urgent demand.
agencies and groups Oho can a

Programs;

ly.move,tO initiate such. programs -are

encouraged t6 dp;soi
Program P,efar ation

Accordingto MyerS41979) Current acadeMic prattices tend to suppress"
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_ f

and subordinate cultural differences in the minority child rather than
develop and incorporate them into a dynamic, multicultural education process.

This is true in regula&and special education.- There are, however, wayg to
set _about modifying educational practices.

:Several, recommendations have

already been cited., 'In addition, consideration must be'given to one other
alterna,tive

that of program reformation

Writing about the Treforhation-Df.'early childhood programs t

on enhanCing the competence and encouraging the developmentO
,of_Bla ck children,_ Myert (1979) cites the work mf King; 'Di

nitseOlni:Ct
.

(1976) and King (1977).

.

Although- their work' relateS to earli'Cni*dhood
- ,

CompensztorY programs,

-.
-

it

has- much utility'

atioi endeavors.

special 0ed

Instead

'goalsAo correct aoademTc -deficits in

for, oeherarly chi l "dfiood;

of:cOMpettlatory, programs .based ;on

Black children

anettfletter prepare

tbeivto fit into the existing social order, they propose an alternative
model.

In their model the child is viewed as the "central -participant
,

in the cred;i'in of his/her reality viethe initiation of action' which begins
with.fdil inclusion of his /her way of -being in.the world in dialectic
interactions'with the social reality." (King, et al.-, 1976, p.ii).
.

--.-

the child-

is, given tie) opportunity to use hjs/her own baCkg ouniond'carikity to%
act upon deal
Employing such' a mod-el; Myers .,stte,s; would 7preparfthil drew to

active -cOnStruers of their concrete'realityi?'4reparing diem for full

sperticipetiani gpvernancei sharing .of power and the transformation
,

.

4personal and social conditions11 JKingi et al
.

.

1 976i p0111);

'

.

.-

In spch

,oP

c

a context, the true educator cdn use culture as a building block for
learning-,Without suppressing

subordinating the child

s -nativ'e

cultdrai

this is done, states 'Hilliard (1980), special eddcation. can

orillsb

1:
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be -viewed a'S-helpin§ children achieve

the pdssible rather than adjust to

the expected.

CONCLUSION
As with all children,' the Black exceptional child

shoul

have his4 or

her development apOropriately assessed and then be wbiided, an environment
that enhances total development.

In moving toward this environment,

educators, researchers and others, must recognize and deal -adequately with
.

ertain principles basic. to,the enhancement ;of educatio'n;

Special education in particular;

[1989),
1)

in

general., and

These principles, paraphrased from Hilliard

are:

The ,acceptance of the real ity.of Gut ture.

2)' ',The acceptance of-the reality of,O:ppreiSfor1-:3)

0

TRe'acceptance of the meaninglessness of minorii
group identification -- a term that ignores diffa
within a given race of people.

-.,
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APPENDIX A
RESOURCES FOR AND:AND ABOUT BLACK CHILDREN
AND BLACK AMERICANS
The list of books and background readings below,was compiled by Marjorie
Lee and annotated by Helen Shapira of the ERIC Clearinghouse on'_EarlyChildhood
-

EducatiWIERIC/ECE)jAebaha',. Illinois
book.

The:lst ilas been amended fbe thit

,

The compilation
Mpilation is a few years old; so some of the late

(

p

ork in this

area is not listed.
17

SUGGESTED BOOKS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN (ages 4-8 Yi's.)
Abby' by Jeannette Caine's.
_

Harper & Row, Publishers, New York, 1973:

_

Through atking questions of her mother and brOther, Abby tegiw,
to understand some things about her adoption and about her.
identity as a girl. "Her mother and brother respond withgi,eat
love and judgment to her inquiries.
Adam's World: San Francisco by Kathleen Fraser & Miriam F. Levy.
lir Albert Whitman & Co., Chicago, 1971.

Though providing information about the c'
of San Francisco,
this book really focuses on pride of identity and family
relationships. Adam's daddy is a merchant sailor who returns
from a trip with some beautiful African cloth. Adam's _Momma
sews clothes for all the family and they enjoy their African
look at a.ttreet fair with all their neighbors.
The. Boy 'Who Didn't' Believe in Spring by Lucille Clifton

E: P. Dutton

& Co., Inc, New York,,1173.
King Shabazz sets out through the city streets with his friend.
Tony Polito, to find Spring, which everyone says is coming soon.
After searching through, the city streets and byways they find
Spring in their own neighborhood.
Colors Around Me by Vivian Church.

Afro-Am Publishing Co:, Chicago, .1971.
.

A short, vividly illustrated index of different shades of 'blackness,
'ending with the idea that, all kinds of black are beautiful.
.

.

Dfd_the-S-un_Shine Before You Were Born? by Sol Gordon,AJudith Gordon.
,v,The Third Press, New York, 1974.
Written to be read aloud by a parent to a child, this book focmses
on reproduction within the context of family. A wide'variety of
families are shown to illustrate differences in lifestyle and cultures.
1 frIri
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Thomas Y.-Crowell Co., New York, 1974.

Doctor ShaWn by,Petronel-la Breinburg.

11e-their mom is out doing her Saturday shopping, ShaWn, his sisters,
:friend and their" 'cat convert their apartment into a make-believe

heir

s.pktat.

Their mom had- asked them not, to make ,a mess while she was '
a 'loving,. appreciative

'gbi-tei- and her response to their :ingenuity reveals

relationship.
BonIt'You Remember? by Lucille Clifton.

Inc., New York;

E.P. Dutton &

1973.

,. A four-year-old.girl remembers everything except her birthday and her
The satisfying conclusion
family seems not to remember anything.
evokes a feeling of love and `appreciation ,within the family as they
celebrate her birthday.
_

El

.nino que-no-creia enlaprimavera- by Lticille Clifton.
.

.1.

(Spanish

.,-1,-,

1973.

e

verkftrin of Th,e Boy Who Didn't Believe in :Spring)

Martin Luther King; Jr.:

A Picture Story*by 'Margaret Boone-Jones.

Children's

.,

Pres,s,, Chicago, 1968.

-

--

s life
A biog.raphy of Martin Luther King focusing on his childhood.
and, ideas- are briefly retold in a style suitable- for young children;

The Legend of .African,ia by Dorothy W. Robinson.
Chicago, 1974.

JohnsOn .pubrishing Co.,

1n-rich; poetic language, the.fable of Africania, a.black woman, and
lintira, the prince ofAfrica, makes a strong statement for preserving
the ethnic and historical identity of al 1 peoples who have been
oppressed.
n

,

.

Ray Charles by Sharon Bell Mathis.

Thomas. Y. Crowell Co., New York, 1973.

This biography, of Ray Charles relates how his intell igence, determination
of his blindness
and self-reliance helped him overcome the lim.itati
and achieve greatness as a musician.,,
Ronnie by Eileen Rosenbauni.
T h

Parents' Magazine Press, NeW York, 1969.

excitement d`nd,J.Incertainty of a surprise trip with

i s dad are

reflected in the thoughts and captured in the photographs of an
ener:getiO and inquisitive boy.
Rasa Parks by Eloise Greenfield.

Thomas Y., Crowell Co;; New York; 1973;

A moving account of the life of Rosa Parks; the woman whO refused to
move to the b'ack of the bus .and' thereby heaped to instigate the
modern movement for civil rights among Blacks in this country..

I
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Walk Home Tired; Billy Jenkins'
New York; 1974.

.

Eij,

HarPer -& Row; Publishers,F,.

lanthe Thorp

_

Billy:is too tired to walk home from the playground, but his big

sister, Nina, makes the walk home such an adventure tliat he is hpme
beforre, he knows it.

What Color-;Are You? by Darwin Walton.
Chicago ,
.

Johnson Publishing-Co., Inc.,

971'.

In clear text, accompanied by photographs, this book eXplores hoW all

People are alike, gives a hiStorical explanation of the development
of diffprent skin colors,' diSciisses the function of skin, and the
irreleVance of skin color to what goes on inside a person.
Where Does the Day Go? by Walter M. Myers.
Yorki. 1969.

Parents' Magazine Press, Ne

A fither,.walking in the park with his sow and seine her children,
helps the children satisfy their curiosity about day nd night. In
doing so, he points out how people, like day and night; may seem
different, but aye- similar in important ways.
BiaCk Publishers of- Children s

ooks and

Other tiUcational Materials

Afro=Arrt'Publ s hi lig Co.
910_ South Michigan Avenue

Third_ Press International

Suite 556
Chicago, IL_ 60605
(312) 922-1147

(212) 724-9505

1 995 Broldway
New York, NY 10,023;
r.

Third World Press
7524 S. Cottage Grove
Chicago, IL -60619
(312) 651-0700

Ass ciated Publishers
As ociation for the4Study of Negro

Life and History:

1401 14th Street; _NW
Washington,_0C 20605
(202) 667-2822
.
,

Johnson Publishing Co., Inc.
820 South M
gan Avenue

Chicago, ILv,

605

(3123 322-9200

1'-'

4
vt
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SUGGESTED BACKGROUND READINGS: FOR TEACHERS AND OTHERS

Child Development

The Black 'Child: A Parent's.' Guide by Phyl
Wyden. l ter H. Wyden,: Inc:, New york,,1973.
James P. Comer '& Alvin F
Mac
Schuster, New York, 1975.

arrison-Ross & Barbara
Pobssaint.

Simon &

.Children of CrUis by Robert Colet. Dell Publishing Co., New York, 1967.
Race Awareness

Young Children by M6ry Ellen. Goodman.

Macmillan, Ltd.,

ew York, 1964.'

oilier-

4

-;.>

History and

Culture

to Black History by- Phillip T. Drotning.
An American Traveler s
Doubleday: & Co.; Ind., ,flew York, 1968:
.

Piui n. Books; New York; 1966.

,i4kfbrethe Mayflower.y Lone Bennett,

PatAfinder Books, New

The BiaeksAmeYicans by.C,.: Eric' Lincoln.
51,
York, 196.9," :

.'-3rd ed. by John' .Franklin:

Vintage BoOk

RandOm House;. New York,i1969.

The Ne-Ora,..Pilgrimage ineAmerica by 'Charles E. Li nc-o n.

Bantam

Pathfinder Books, New York, 1969.
About Being Black
Autobiography, of- Malcolm X by Alex

ley.

Death at an Early- Age4iy Jonthan Kozol

Grove,-Press, New York,:4664.
Bantam_ BookS , New York, 1968.

The Decl fnirrg Significance ,of'Race'..by William
Chicago Press,,1984.
Roots:

son.

The Saga' of an American Family by AleX Haley.'
New York, 1976.

.University of

Doubleday & Co.;
.

# Thirty-six Children by Herbert Kohl.

New American Library,

a.
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New York; 196E1

=Pers ettOe
* *-I

go

f the Black. in

R.R. Bowker -Co.; flew Y

1973
s,

.

.

Fiction b'y'Ddrot4hy
6roderic
6

Authenticity and the Black ExperienceAh
Children's Books," School 'Library Journal, October 1970.

**"In_ House and Out House
,/

**
At

! 4 0

Children:

for chil.drer14'.ifew York.

The 'COuVc

on, Interracial \BookS

1

2,

Regular inLdepth studies of racism against Black Americans in'
children's "classics" andAn 'new "interracial" books (some
excerpted in Interracial, Digest, a ilable froin the Council).
**S tax_ting

t Black People for Young
Children, Pre-School through Third D'ade. Wisconsin Department` of
Putlic" Instruction, Madison, WI:

Activity Books and.Psriod-icals
A Black Studies Curriculum,for Early Childhood Education: Teaching.
Units, (Revised Edition) Prepared by the Black StudIes Cbrriculutff
evelopment _Project under the direction,of Bernard Spodek." ERIC/,ECE;\,
bl ications Department, University of-I1 1 inois at Urbana9 1976.
Ebony Jr;

Johnsoli, Publishing tompany, Chicago.
b

-A sbimoniiitly activity magazine for andvbout Black
}(indergarten--Primary Grades.

Pride; ,A Handbook of Black Studies Techniques for the'Clai room Teacher
by. Clifford D. Watson. SteKenville,MI: Educational Service, Inc., '1971
Soul Food .Cookbook by

Jilt-Harwood and Ed Call

an..

Productions, Concord, California, 19690

Witty Gritty

Periodical-S.

Black Scholar: ..Journal of B aq Studies and Research. The Black` World
Foundation, San Francitca.

Amontihly journal (except July and Auglst).;
Black Sports.

a.

Black sports; Inc'., Nevi Yon.
...

A monthly magazine about, Blacks. in the various' American and international.

sports activities.

1.

,

I

** .From a 1975 list developed by the Council on Interracial Books for
Children, 1841 Broadway, New Yotk,

NY,

10023.

--

.1.
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ompany, ChIcag6.

Johnson pdblishing

A monthlymagaziOelwOch rgpor
Blackness jm.Ame4ciiaild otherN
°-

_on many viewpoints and' aspects
untries.
,

-

-

Essence:. The Magafine for TiiiJay-ls.BlaEk Woman. -'Essence4Communikation$,
6
Inc., New 'Oork,

A monthly magazine on topics such as current issues, history, trends;
c fashion; beauty And careers jfrortCa black woman's perspective). '

First World.

First World Foundati9

Atlanta.
.

A
.

.

,

him9nthly journal devoted to discussion of issues ccncerning.Black

people,'commentaries", essays, fietioff, poefr.41_plays,..and
by well:-established and, new artists and thinkers.

cartoons

Biblidyraphies_

Cultural.

A-Resource, Bibliography by Velma E. Schmidt,: and
The.National Associatiop for the tdutation 'of
Earldeoe McNeill,. 1978.
Young Cli.ildren, Washington, DC.
Awareness,:

.

This bibliography contains a section onb re,sources for Black Americans'.:
The ((intents inctute:
Books for, Children.
ReSources -for Adults--books.and
articles, bibliographies,
,
catalogs, periodicals:
-

,

,'

Atorialstan

Experiencesposters/pictures, records, films/.
filmst-rips, slides, Atolls, musdums:
v
.

fi.

.

Multicultural Bibliography for Pre-School through Second Grade, by
Margaret S. Nichols and Peggy O'Neil,. 1972. Multicultural Resources,
-Stanford, CA.

This document cills picture books, stories, posters, and' bibliographic§
for Biak as well as other minority children.
O
.r

Mul ti -Ethnic Reading: and_ Audi o.,-Vi sual Materials for Young_CIWhirenf
l
Annotated BibliagraPhyi 1972. ''11&9 Care and 'Child Development Counci,
;
Washington, DC.
'

.

'

This resource lists reading and visual materials'jor young Blatk
children and other ethnic backgrounds.
.;"
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'National Black Child.DevelopMent Instiiite ..(NBCDI)
1463 Rhode. Island Avenue, N.R.
Washington; DC 20005
,-

NBCDI is a. nonprofit independent national organiZation composed of persons
concerned about prVerviRg thewell.being of Black children and NaliAies.
It monitorslegislation and pOlicies which affect Black children and
their families.
The organization has several publ ications, six of :which are listed belDw:

e
This newsletter contains position papers and
articleson_federal Aegislation: community_action groups, conferendesiresearch relating to Black children and. al so information about the
activities of the institute.
It is published ten. times a year
Black'Child Advocate,;

,

Keep on Growing. Madeleine Coleman, Editor.
his book
esents ten progrannmodels'idpsigned y Black pedple for
Black children. The programsare deqined to
aw upon the 'strength5
of Black heritage And family lifestyt4,' helpin =the child build 'a
positive sense of his racial identity and self-c
cept.

Curriculum Apbroaches_from a Black Perspective., This ddcument is
the proceedings of a workshordesigned to explore current Ahoughts,
bri curriculum developiebt for the Black child.

'

A
Black ChIldreri and Literature.
Margot C. Ellis. 'This paper peesents
criteria for qyaluating books_about.Black childreq. The paper also
contains recommended books for children by Black authors and some
by white authors as well as A list of objectirnaIpe books.
,

Gui-delines for Research Involving Blac-k-Children. Asa Hilliard.
As -tbe title suggests, this paper outlines,suggested 'guidelines for
research involving Black children.

A Model for Developing Programs for Black Children. Barbara P. +Well.
This document presents a statement of the Black Child Development
Institute regaTding.the development of model education constructs Tor
Black Children.
It also provides a biblidgraphy of fifty basic books
pertaining to Blacks in America.
National Council for Black 'Family and Child ,DAVelopment (NCBFCD)
Dr. Jay Chunn - President
Dean of the School of Social Work
Howard University,
Washington, 0C '20059
-

NCBFC6 is .an organization which advocates for Black children_and youth,
their families, and their.' communities.. It was founded.4n 1972 in
Washington.
Its sCopi is national.
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Its gOal_forthe_next two years is to assess_ the conditiOnt0:.Ae;
Black child and family in America and to talijor,corr'ectivOCtio*.
to improve the situat3ion.

The organization is invOlved in research, publicationt, and legislAtive
advocacy-

BlaCk_Caucds_ofSpecial Educators

*..^

'CLOuncil' for Exceptional Children (CEC.).='

1920 Association Drive
Reston; VA 22091
3

.e

The purposes of this subgroup.within CEC have been stated as folloWs:''
1)

To become persistent advocates for the rigfits'to appropriate,
services for Black exceptional °children.

Zaffons
To form bond's with all,Professional groups apd ory
mutually concerned with the education of.Blackex eptional
children.
,

To provide.;:a mechanitm-forthglotatiom
of emploYmentvO0pOrton.ittes
40r.BlaCk'tpecialiiiipcators.1,a method of referring hem;
.

To provide=ttrOngupport for minority group-coMmittewithin
the Council for Exceptional Children.'

.

To encourage involvement. of Black professtonalS in the ',
Administrative hierarchy of the parent organization.(tEC),.
TO create an wareriess of Valid concerns and to:raise the:level
of Consciousness of the entire CEC organization.' .:
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